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Net cylinder of Entemena (see p . 1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .22s1 5.2 
Pre-Sargonic list of sales of land (see p . 1 2 )  . . . . . . . .  .15x12s 3.5 
Inscription of Enannatum in black syenite (see p . 15) 11.8xS.2s6.7 






Fragment of a limestone Vase (see p . 15) . . . . . . . . . . .  8.6~6.5 
Fragment of a white felsite Vase (see p . 1 6 )  . . . . . . . . .  6.3s6.3x1.1 
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(see p . 16) .................................. 8x4 2524 
(see p . 16)  .................................. 6.3~5.5~3.6 2517 
2522 
Fragment of a basalt Statue (see p . 17) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  9.6~9 2525 
Votive Inscription of Gimil-Sin in black serpentine 
(see p . 17) ................................... 7.2~5.4~1.9 2519 
Votive Inscription of Gudea in black serpentine (see 
p . 17) ....................................... 8.2~6.5~1.2 2515 
Alabaster Labartu Amulet (see p . 18) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.9~4.1~0.5 2529 
(see p . 19) .............. 3.6s3.5x0.7 YBC 2193 Marble 
Lapis lazuli Jewel of Kurigalzu (see p . 20) . . . . . . . . . .  3x2.4 Collection of Mr . E . T . 
Nevell, New Pork City . 
Incantation Amulet in polished black fossil shell ( ?) 
(see p . 21) .................................. 2.7x2x0.4 2531 
Agate Votive of $ala-Bau (see p . 22) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.8~2.6~0.3 2530 
Black and white marble Veiglit of 5 shekels (weight 
40.6 grams) YBC 2173 .................................. 6 ~ 2 . 3  
Diorite Weight of 1 mine (weight 497 1/2 grams) ... .11.6x 5.2 2565 
Magnetite Weight of 2/3 shekels (weight 5.3 grams) . . 2.1x0.9 2567 
Hematite Weight of 1/3 mine (weight 159.95 grams) . . S.5x2.5 2566 
Bilingual Incantation (see p . 22) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .19x17x 4.5 1307 
Sumerian Hymn (see p . 35) ...................... .1 4 . 7 ~ 7 ~ 7  2514 
Hymn to Libit-Ishtar (see p . 41) ................... 9.5x5.9x2.S 1311 
Duplicate of No . 24 .............................. .10x5.8x 2.8 1312 
Hymn t o  Tammuz (see p . 44) ..................... 9.Sx6.5s2.8 1313 
Building Inscription of Esarhadclon (see p . 46) ..... .1 3.4~11 2509 
The dimensions are given in centimeters, and refer t o  the largest measurements . 
Two fragments of an alabaster Votive Vase (see p . 16) 7 .5~6 .5~1 ;  6.8x3.7xl 
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1232 Record of a debt. 
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HISTOILtICAT_d, RELIGIOUS AND ECOXOBUC 
TEXTS AND ANTIQUITIES 
IN’TRODUCTI 
WO. 1. NET-CYLINDER O F  EXTEMEN-4. 
According to  the dealer f r o m  ~vhoni this remarkable inscribecl object xas  
bougllt, it was found by an Arab belonging t o  a tribe located bet-ceen Jokha 
and Tello. The claim is that the same man, Hassan of QaraTul, in 1895, found 
tlie famous cone of Entemena published by Thureau-Dangin in 1595.* If this 
is accepted, neither the cone nor the net-cylinder was found a t  Tello, but 
between that site and Jokha. The ancient names for those places were Lagash 
and Umna. The inscription tells us that a canal named Lumagirnunta 
formed a boundary between their territories, separating the fields of the god 
Ningirsu of Lagash from those of the god Sham of Unima, and that on the 
banks of this canal were set up inscriptions, presumably in the nature of 
boundary stones, whose purpose it was not only to clearly ctelimit the terri- 
tories and to state the conditions upon which peace existed, but also to  call 
down curses of the gods on the invader. I n  the absence of more definite knovl- 
edge, we may, therefore, say that it is not only possible, but probable, that the 
two inscriptions of Entemena were found on, or near, one of the banks of this 
canal, where not less than 4,650 years ago they surmounted pillars of brick o r  
stone and constituted the n a r u a frequently mentioned in the text.2 
The cylinder here published is light terra-cotta in coIor, egg-shaped, and 
hollow, with an opening at one end forming a lip or  short neck, and st rounded 
surface at the other, covered by a design of a net in relief. It consists of a 
rather granular baked clay and is surrounded by a, for the most part, deeply 
incised, Sumerian inscription in six columns enibracing 220 cases. 
When bought the interior was filled with earth and the exterior was corered 
by an incrustation of salt under which was red earth that filled the signs and 
case-divisions. These were removed by soaking in water. 
A comparison of the form of this cylinder with the mace head of Sargon I,3 
DBc. en CZtuldBe, p. xlvii; RA IV, p. 37 e.; SAKI, p. 36 ff. 
L. W. King, in his History of Szimer a?zd Akkad, p. 164, rightly conjectures that more 
than one of the so-called cones was written. He thinks they were copies of a boundary 
stone like the ‘Stele of Vultures,’ and were in the nature of ‘foundation memorials.’ 
3British Museum 91146? figured on Plate 46, Fig. 2 of Rogers Cuqzeiform Parallels to 
the Old Testament, also King, History of  Sumer Akkad opposite p. 218. 
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which is of stone and came from Ab6 Qabba, leads one t o  suspect that Sargo 
imitated the shape of the cplincter, or that it vas the purpose of Entemena t 
form a inace head; but that it represents a closed net there can be little doub 
THE NET OF THE ENTENENA CYLINDER. 
The similarity indeed is very striking, and the inference that it is meant 3 
represent a mythological net is further substantiated by the fact that t 3 
sa-SuS-gal of the god Enlil is mentioned in Col. I:28-29, and of the ~1 3 
Ningirsu toward the end of Col. VI. Now s a4 u i-g a1 means ‘a great coveri g 
net’ such as the gods were said to  throw over their enemies so as, presumak y 
by drawing the cord strung through the edges, t o  enclose them. Such a n :, 
filled with the enemies of Lagash being clubbed to  death by Ningirsu, may e 
seen on the ‘Stele of Vultures’ (De‘c. P1. 4 bis) which mentions no less than fi e 
deities who wield this net, Enlil, Enlci, Enzu, Babbar and Ninkharsag4 
If it is conceded that this cylinder represents a dravn, divine net, then t e 
interesting conclusions follow: 1st. It was the intention of Entemena to wr e 
the inscription round a formidable weapon of divine punishment as a warni g 
t o  his foes that a transgression of the treaty would bring down the wrath )f 
the god, and as an assurance of divine protection to his followers. 2d. As thif is 
the oldest cylinder known the symbolism involved may offer an explanation : )r 
the adoption by the Babylonians of so remarkable a form as the cylinder uy In 
On the metaphor of the net among the primitive Sumerians see L. W. King Histor; of 
Szimer mad Akkud ,  p. 132; also p. 220. 
XET-CYLINDER OF EFTEMENA 3 
which to  record important documents of history. I n  later times when the sig- 
nificancc of the forin mas lost, the traditioiial’use still persisted and gave rise 
to n great \Tar.iety of shapes, such as octagons, hexagons, prisiiis and barrels. 
TITihil~~, 17ith the cscepiion of three variants noted below, the inscription is 
ZL duplicate. oE the Louvre cone, its unique forni is of peculiar interest, and it 
adds six c:~ses of ten  lines in the second column (46-51), which give important 
in forination coiiceuniiiq the boundary of tlie field of Ningirsu and the disposition 
macle of tlie royd ficl(1 of Uinma. 
T t  .~r.ould seem that before the war with Us11 of Urnma the boundary line 
hct\wcn IJnima. and I~agasli \vas defined only by the stele of Mesilim and 
perhaps otlicir 1)outid:lry stones. As this boundary marked off the field of 
Ningiim which inelided the beloved Gu-edin, no doubt a piece of land sacred 
t o  the gotf, i t  \ v ; ~  of‘ tlic highest iniportance to  the people of Lagasli that that 
Xionnclnt*y sliniil(1 1~ clcni*ly defined. For this reason Eannatum, as soon as he 
Iincl ec)iiqiiorc~tl 1Jsh ant1 scl: lip liis successor Enakalli as ruler of Umma, made 
n treaty calliiig f o r  tlic digging of a canal along the boundary, from the 
E:iqAr:zlcs castPw:ircl to Gii-eclin, on the banks of which were to  be set up the 
ti a. rii n or strlc mliich wonlcl makc all future doubt as to  the ownership of 
ilic s:icrcrl 5cld impossible. TTmma lay some thirty miles to the northwest of 
T,:igasli, whilc t11r lml of‘ t h o  1Ti1pIir:ites a t  that time (3000 B. 6.) was much 
*ly 11i:in it is to-day, so that Gu-edin probably lay to the north of 
rJ:ig:ish :iniI (ixi(>;(l(d 1 o tlic cast from the Euphrates towar$ the Tigris, for 
1ihihLiiwn:i slw;t’lis 1:it PI- in the inscription (Cases 170 t o  173) of this boundary 
c : i ~ : ~ l  s l  t*(hteliiiig J’i*oni 11w Tigyis to  the Phphrates. 
f l l l i ~ w ~  i*(w:tdcs \vi11 pcrlinps enablo 11s to nndcrstand better the passage in 
tllis (*ylinclcr (P:ISPS 46-51) tliat is wanting in the cone: ‘The field of Ningirsu 
t,\\lo 1 1 1 1 1 i ~ l ~ ~ r ~ l  :ui(l t c ~ r i  aiid :I IinlF cords of boundary5 he cut offG to the front7 of 
TTmtnn. 
4 BXBTLOSIAS ISSCRIPTIONS I S  THE COLLECTIOS O F  J. B. SIES 
The inscription further states that he did not interfere vith tlie royal field 
of Uiiiiiia but rather confirmed it? Xoreoi-er he did not ins-acie3 the plains of 
Umnia, but proceeded to  improve and consecrate the recorered territory by build- 
ing the tanks of Imdnbba of Singirsa and Samnirndaliigarra~” on vhose edges 
were erected shrines to Enlil, Kinkliarsag, Singirsu and Babbar. 
With Case 76 begins the story of ne-r outrages on the part of Unima. 
Eannatuin had died and been succeeded by his brother Enannatum, and Enalralli 
of Umma was succeeded by Urluinina T ~ I O  broke the peace with Lagash by empty- 
ing the canals of water and destroying the boundary stones and shrines but 
recently erected by Eannatum. To an agricultural and religious people these 
were all acts of great Tiolenee, and Enaiiiiatum made war vithout delay. How 
long that x7ar lasted TI-e are not told. There VIIS a great battle on tlie field 
U g i g g a during wliich Enteinena, son of Enannatum, greatly distinguished 
himself and decisively defeated tTrluinma who fled. 
Now an extraordinary incident happens. An ambitious priest at  Ninni-esh, 
some temple o r  quarter of Lagash perhaps, taking advantage of the confusion 
of the now leaderless people of Umma, sets out tvith an expedition and makes 
himself patesi of that city. We are nowhere told that Enteniena appointed 
him to be ruler ; on the contrary (Case 123) 11-1 i n am-p a-t e-s i U m ni aki-a 
B &e-m a-t i, ‘Ili took t o  himself the patesiat of Unznia. He at  once becanie the 
enemy of Enteniena and proceeded to  perform acts of vandalism only second to  
those of Urluinnia. He l e t  the water out of the canals and sacred tanks and 
appropriated ten knl-G of grain that belonged to  Lagash. 
Fo r  some reason Enteniena seems to  have accepted this usurpation. He 
complains that in spite of the fact that he had establislied Ili’s prosperity lie 
not have surrendered the field of Ningirsu or Gu-ei$n to Umma. This accords with Gelat 
A 2. 3. 4. 5, and Stele of Vultures 12 1. 2. 3. 4, also at the bottom of the inscription. 
7Case 45. ii=nzaltru ‘front’ OBW 293,. 
onu-ku,  k n =  et8ku ‘travel,’ ‘march’ OBW 481,,. The sign k u  may have the value 
t I? g with the sense of ‘invest.’ 
lo The Imdubba and Namiiuiidakigarra were probably small sacred poiids or tanks, 
filled from the canal, not for storing water so much as far religions cereixonies when, the 
gods seated in their in 8-gu r-r i, weye floated round the lakes past their shrines. The Tep- 
pakulam at Madura is an example of an artificial lake used in this way to-day. In the 
inscription (Cases 123-133) it is stated that Ili, a later ruler of Umina, le t  the water run 
out of these structures, and in Cases 173-174 Entemeiia prides hiinself 011 the fact that he 
paved the bottom of Namnundakigarra with stone, as an act of devotion to Ningirsu and 
Nin& 
n i-g u b, g u b = ?aae&xzc ‘stand’ OBW 207,,. 
NET-CSLISDEB O F  E S T E X E S I  , 
spoke seditious words and refused vhen ordered to  repair a certain section of 
the boundary canals and to iiieiid certain breaks at t1j-o of the shriii~s.~I 
The inscription (Cases 162-200) now goes on to relate the high endon-ments 
of Entemena and his devotion to  the gods. It closes v-ith threats of ciiriiie 
punishment should the people of Umma o r  others c.ross the Isoundaq- canals of 
Lagash to  invade the land. 
COL. I. "n-lil 
l u g a l  k6 r -k6 r - r  a 
a b-b a d i n  g i  r-d i n gi r-r i- 
d u g-g i- 11 8-11 i-t a 
5 dNin-gir-su 
dS a r  a-b i 
k i-e-n e-s u r 
M e-s i 1 i in 
l u g a l  K i P - g b  
10 d u g  dK a-di-n a-t a 
n e-g B 
5 f ~ l 2 - v  6n-b i-r a b 
k i-b a-n a n e-d 6 
UB 
p a-t e-s i 
15 U m in a"'-$ B 
n am-i n im-m a-di r-di  r-8 ?I 
e-a g 
n a-r 6-a-b i 
n i -pad  
n i -g in  
W i n-gi r-s u 
u r-s a g dE n-1 i 1-1 &-g 6 
d u g-s i-s A-n i-t a 
20 e d i n  Lagaik i -g2  
Elllil, 
king of lands, 
father of the gods, 
at d i o s e  righteous corninand 
Ningirsu 
and Shara 
marked off a boundary. 
Uesilim, 
king of Kish, 
at the command of Kadi, (his god- 
dess) , 
(as) a protection of the field 








the plain of Lagash 
he in\-aded ; 
Ningirsu, 
the warrior of Enlil, 
by his righteous coinmand 
The above interpretation shows that there is no warrant for making Cases 119-122 
refer to  Entemena as does SAKI ,  p. 39 3 : 3 3  and E'BH, p. 105 1. 33. 
5 = .pl&lu B 10550. 
6 BABYLOXIAS ISSCRIPTIOSS IS THE COLLECTION OF J. B. XIES 
25 Ummaki-da vith Umma 
d a m-h a-r a 
e-d a-a g made. 
d u g  dE n-1 i 1-1 6-t a 
s a4  u 5-g a1 n e-5x1 5 
war 
By the order of Eiilil 
the great covering net he cast (over 
(and) heaped-up mounds of the dead 
ed in -na  ki-ba n i -uhiB on the place of that field he set up. 
p a-t e-s i ruler of 
Lagagk i  Lagash, 
35 pa-gig-gibi l -ga ancestor of 
E n-t e-ni e-n a Entemena, 
p a-t e-s i ruler 
L a g a Pi-gB of Lagash, 
E n-6-k a 1-1 i (and) Enakalli, 
U m  m aki-d a in Umma, 
k i-e-d a-s u r marked off the boundary. 
e-b i i d-n u n-t a A canal from the Great River 
G 6-e din-n a 4  .i7. to Gu-edin 
he made to go. 
g B n dNin-g i r-s u-k a The field of Ningirsu, 
60 + 60 +- 60 + 30 + y2 k u g a r-d u 210v2 cords of boundary, 
A Ummaki-S?i to  the front of Umma 
mu-kid he cut off. 
11 i-g u b 
e-ba na-r6-a At the canal a stele 
e-m e-s a r-s a r 
n a-r 6-a The stele 
55 Me-si l im-ma'  
ki-bi ne-gQ 
e d i n  U m m a % h  
nu-t 6 g 
Im-du b-b a The Inidubba 
the army of Umma) 
30 sabar -dc-k id-b i  
COL. 11. a-a n-n a-t ii m E annatum, 
40 p a-t e-si ruler 
45 i b-t a-n i-8 
50 g i in- luga l  nu- tuk  The royal field he took not; 
he established it. 
he inscribed. 
of Me s ilim 
he returned to its place. 
Into the plains of Umma 
he did not march. 
of Ningirsu, 60 dN i n-g i r-s u-k a 
the Nanznundakigarra, 
.the shrine of Enlil, 
ihe shrinc of Ninkharsag, 
the shrine of Kingirsu, 
the slirinc of Babbar 
he built. 
The grain of Ning 
(and) the grain of Ningirsu, 
was one knrG,; 
upon the people o€ Urnma 
the tribute of food 
he appointed to be imposed, 
400 great 7cnrfi 
m r e  bronglit in ( to  Lagash). 
P-le orclerecl that no part of that 
grain be destroyed. 
(Pears after these events) Urlumma, 
ruler 
of Umina, 
t lie boiinil;~~-y canal 
or‘ Ningirsu, 
(and) the boundary canal 
of NinB 
(tlcli1)erxtcly) emptied of vater ; 
flloxc steles 
he cast into fire, 
I N  1)uoIx in pieces; 
t h o  sln.inc~s t’leclicatcd to  the gods, 
( .\trh c r c ) N miti 111 1 dnkig ama 
I ~ n d  l m i z  h i l t ,  
1)ypssiIig foivard into the lands 
the boundiiq- canal 
S BABYLONIAN INSCRIPTIONS IN THE COLLECTION O F  J. B. NIES 
dN i n-g i r-s u-k a-k a 
e-m a-t a-b a 1 
95 E n-a n-n a-t Gm 
p a-t e-s i 
L a g  a Bki-g B 
gi in  G-gig-ga 
a 4  B g g & n-dN i n-g i r-s u-k a-ka 
g i 5-u r-u rl6-g 6 e-d a-1 a 1 
E n-t e-m e-n a 
d u m u  ki-8g 
E n-a n-n a-t e m-m a-g B 
t 15 nI7-S 6 n i-n i-s i ( g)lS 
105 U r-1 u m-m a 
b a-d a-k a r 
giig Ummaki- i6  
e-g a 2; 
n 6-n i e r i m-60-a n 
110 g 6 idL u m-m a-g i r-n u n-t a-k a 
COL. IV. 
e 4  h-k i d 
nain-galu-qal-ba 
Q i r-p a d-d u-b i 
e d i n-da e-d a-k i d-k i d 
115 s a 11 a r-d ii-k i d-b i 
k i-5-a n i-m i-d u b 
ud-ba f l  
; i d  Ninni-6gki-kam 
G i r-s uE-t a 
120 U m m  aki4 6 






(at  that tinae on) the field Ugigga, 





destructively overthrew him ; 
Urlumma 
fled ; 
in the midst of Umma 
he crushed him. 
Sixty of his soldiers 
on the bank of the canal Lummagir- 
he left. 
Of those soldiers 
the bones 
on the plain he left; 
burial mounds 
in five places he heaped up. 
At that time Ili 
was the accounting priest of Ninni- 
esh. 
From Girsu 
to  Umma 
victoriously 
nunt a 
lgur-ur = i&nzc.lzzs \jS’ananu, ‘fight,’ ‘battle’ SAKI 13, note g. g i g  is here, if taken 
It may, hovever, belong to  the verb e-da-la1 mith ur-ur, a determinative f o r  weapons. 
i. e., g i  S-e-d a-1 a 1. g i 5-1 a 1 = n?znnzr. ‘battle’ DlSGl 166. 
ISni-ni-si(g)= sap i iw ,  ‘overthrow‘ OBW 17!jI8. 
tGn( -Bh) .  
g & r-d a r = sdkipzc, ‘overthrow in battle,’ hence ‘have victory’ B 6537. 
t 611 or g i n  = paZdqzc, ‘kill,” ‘destroy’; i. e. mith an as OBW 530,,. 





took to hiniself (usurped). 
From the boundary canal 
of Ningirsu, 







(and) of Ninkliarsag 
he le t  flow out the canal water. 
The grain of Lagash, ten kar6, he 
Entemena, 
ruler 
sent an order 
to Ili, 




?“Case 1%. I/:CZ p. 105, note 37, quotes Thureau-Daiigin fo r  the translation “made 
pt,” but 1 i = ZccqC, ‘take,’ and the simple translation ‘he took for himself’ is much 
g f i  and e are verbal prefixes and rn a an infix = ‘for 
I d i g n a-?, h g &1-1 a g6-g  6 
Radau ( E B B  p. 105) translates “which goeth t o  the 
I J ~ ~ I T  iii ~ ~ ~ c o ~ d a i i c i c  wiih ilic contest. 
1 1  i rtisclf‘. ’ ‘\ 
Cct T V C C ~  Cases 182 and 133 the Louvre cone has g fi 
( j  5 i--snI~i-l; ;L, omitted in tlie net. 
sic](; o f  ‘l’igvis alongside o f  Girsu.” 
Cases 134-135, d l 3  n-1 i 1-1 8, “E n-k i-k a, are omitted in the Louvre cone. 
2 ’ C a ~ c ~  127-137 arc all bouiid together in the net in one sentence. 
(7spldiis I l ic~ i i  is Case 137, a-e ni-mi-& ‘the canal mater he let go out from them.’ 
siiows iliey TVCFI.? a l l  cniials and snc~ccl artificial lakes connected with the canals. 
The verb that 
This 
Probably grain intended for  Lagash as tribute. z i l l i - y < g  ‘lie gaiiicd’; i. e., as spoil. 
23 b a r TZ nicrs’2i.zc = ‘send’ OB W I1 T7,,,. 
Lli; gi-gi-a = k&W, ‘firm,’ ‘establish’ B 2391. 







CABYLOSIAS rmcmmross IS THE COLLECTIOS OF J. E. 61% 
f l  (revertheless this) Ili, 
p a-t e-s i ruler 
UmmaE of Umma, 
a 4  A g g & n-li a r-k a r 
ii i g-e 1’ i 111 d u g-cl XI g-g i 
e-k i-s u r-r a 
dN i n-g i r-s u-k a 
e-k i-s u r-r a 
“ i n 8  of Nin8 
g &-k am2’ 11 i-m i-d u g 
A n-t a-s u r-r a-t azs 
i m-b a-n i-6-12 eZ9 
ni-mi-dug he commanded him, 
dE n-1 i 1-1 i 
W i n-b a r-s a g-g 6 
n u-n a-s u m30 
E n-t e-m e-n a 
p a-t e-s i ruler 
L a g a Ski 
mu-p&d-da elect 
dN i n-g i r-s u-k a-g B 
d u  g-s i-d i dE n-1 il-16-t a 
d u  g-s i-d i dN in-g i r-s u-k a-ta 
dug-si-di dNinii-t a 
e-bi id Id igna- ta  
i d-n u n-9 6 
e-a g made. 
N a m-n u n-d a-k i-g a r-r a 
in the territory kar-kar 
spoke seditions 1~7ords ;
(when) the boundary canal 
of Ningirsu, 
(and) the boundary canal 
he commanded him to repair; 
from Antasurra 
to the temple of ’Galdimabzu 
( to  fill?) with clay the outlets 
of Enlil 





according t o  the righteous word of 
Enlil, 
the righteous word of Ningirsu, 
the righteous word of Ninfi, 
that canal from the Tigris 
to the Great River 
Of Namnundakigarra 
dG a l-d i m-z u-a b-k a 4  .ir 
2i g&-k am. 
** A n t  a s  u r r a, a palace at  Lagash, See N I  4 : 9 j cf. Langdon in s A K I ,  p. 243. 
g & = s’akci?zu, ‘make,’ ‘repair’ B 5421. Is k a m  a verbal suf6x here? 
EBH p. 106, note 28. Langdon suggests “irrigate” for  Thureau-Dangin’s festxzcstellen. 
i m-b a-n i-8-n e ‘to fill with clay the outlets, ’ i. e. the breaks in the canal. See EBH 
p. 107, note 32. The sense is to supply clay (i  m) t o  fill up the leaks in the canal and repair 
the temples of Enlil and Ninkharsag. 
50nu-na-sum ‘he gave not to him’; i. e. ‘he refused.’ 
NET-CYLINDER, OF ENTEMENA 11 
6 r-b i n A-a-ni u m u-n a-n i-d 6 the foundation he built of stone : 
175 1 u g a 1 k i-a n-n a-& g-g a-n i 
W i n-g i r-s u-r a 
n i n IC i-a n-n a,-& g-g a-ii i 
WN;n$ 
k i-b i m u-n a-g 6 
180 E n-t e-ni e-n a 
COL. VI. p a-t e-si 
L a g a Pi 
p a-s u m-m a 
dE n-1 i 1-1 B 
155 g e B t 6  sum-ma 
dE n-1; i-k a 
ihg-phd-da  
W i n &  
p a-t e-s i-g a 1 
190 W i n-g i r-s u-k a 
g a l u  i n i m  d ing i r* r i -ne  
tiig-ba 
d i n g  i r-r a-n i 
dD u n-x 
195 n a m - t i  
E n-t e-m e-n a-k a-ii 21 
u it-u 1-1 a-B i% 
3N i n-g i r-s u-r a 
“in$ 
200 x_l e-n a-8 i-g u V i  
g a l u  Urnma“’ 
e-1; i-s u r-r a 
e-1; i-s 11 r-r a, 
305 clN i n 6-k a 
6-2 i-B 21 
i XI-g i r-s u-k 21-1; a 
”. a-H u g-g i5 11 t fi m-d 6 
for his king who loves him, 
Ningirsu, 
for  his queen who loves him, 




given the sceptre 
by Enlil, 
endowed with understanding 
by Ea, 








For the‘ life 
of Entemena 
t o  future days, 
before Ningirsu 
(and) Nin& 
may this stand. 
Should the people of Ummn 
the boundary canal 
of Ningirsu, 
the boundary canal 
of Ninfi, 
to  the right side 
t o  plunder the territory 
N i d ,  
31 h e-n a4 i-g u b. It is difficult to determine whether this verb refers t o  an image of 
thc god D u n-x or  to  the net cylinder. 
1 2  BABTLOSIAS INSCRIPTIOSS I N  T E E  COLLECTIOX O F  J. €3. X E S  
a n-t a-b R 1-e-d a 
g a l u  Umrna” be 
210 g a l n  li6r-ra h e  
*E n-1 i 1-1 i 
l~ c-b a-1 a ni-ni e 
s a-k u 5-g al-n i &n i-5 u k 
i n-g i r-s u-o 6 b 
215 Bii-mak g i r -mab-ni  
cross, 
vhether it be the people of Umma 
or the people of the land, 
may Enlil 
est ermiiiat e them. 
Xngirsu ’s 
great covering net rill envelop 
Uay his sublime hand (and) his 
them. 
sublime f oo t  
a n-t a 11 e-g 5-g ii 
ri a 111-g a 1 u-q a1 u r u-n a 
Z C-6-n a-z i (8) 
ZiBg uru-na-ka  
a-n i-g a ~ - e ~ ~  
act from on high, 
(and) the warriors of his city 
be filled vith power. 
In the midst of his city 
may he crush them. 
NO. 2. PRE-SSBGOXIC INSCRIPTION IN LIMESTONE. 
This is a list of sales of pieces of land by various individuals. It was 
published in JAOS 38, p. 186, where the tablet and its contents are discussed. 
Further coilsideration of the text seems to indicate, as previously stated, that 
it is Semitic. 
1 ma-na kaspu 
[u]  % k m p u  s’Ci-92a33 
One mine of silver 
[and] % of standard silver [for] 
32 a-n i-g 51 z-e. a-n i-,a a z-k i r-g i, the 
sign k i  r meaning the same as g B g in Case 219. 
3 3  Since the publication of the text referred to, Dr. Langdon has raised an interesting 
question in Pegard to s’6-?zcc. He claims it is a phonetic complement to be read with the 
numeral 48 = 5 u dual. u H = 1/6 of s’i~s’.h = 60, a circle; hence S V Z L  s’ dual 2/6 = 
1/3. The objection to this theory is that Bugaria is always written (0 while 5an-  
a b  i or 2/3 is written 4 or (00 and both caniiot be read in the same way. The following 
extract from a letter of Professor Barton t o  the writer will further elucidate this subject, 
the book referred to  being UNBS IX, I: “ I n  my Business Documents just referred to  
s’h-na occurs with az a g (or kii)  in the following instances : No. 5 I : 4 ; 6 I : 1, IV : 1 ; 7 : 
I:l, 11:7, 14, 111:4; 10 11:5 , IV: lO;  29 11 :5 ;  33 1 : l ;  37 I:l,  51 11:3; 76 1I:ll;  10s 
1I:l. In favor of interpreting s’h-na as a double phonetic complement for ? iuganna is 
the fact that in 11 of these 15 occurrences it is actually written in coniiection with the 
numeral 1/3. This is the only consideration that I can see in its favor.” Prof. Barton 
further adds: “Against this consideration must be weighed the following facts : 
Instead of this the Louvre Cone VI  : 29 has 
PRE-SARGOXIC I S S C R I P T I O S  I S  LI31ESTOSE 
. . . fields. 
Nani, 
(son of V ) r (  l ) -zuzu,  
f o r  the price of the fields 
has been satisfied (i. e. paid in full). 
% (mine) of standard silver (for) 
600 sar of land 
son of Xakmak, 
of Kish, 
. . . . .  
1. I n  three instances of tlie above list Bc i -aa  is written after the numeral 2 and cannot 
meail 1/8 ; these are 7 I: 1; 6 IV: 1; 10 IV:  10. Two probably stood in VI:  1. but the 
numeral is now broken avay so that m-e cannot count it. 
2. In 104 I1 : 1 of the above texts, Bci alone occurs after 2/3. 
3. I n  your own tablet, published in JAOS XXXVIII, where ici-na occurs 6 times it 
occurs every time in connection with 2/3 ! If it mere a phonetic complement for  5,;  a n- 
n a, with 5 a n  a b  i we should have n a-b i as the phonetic complement ! 
4. I n  the stele of Manishtusu 26 occurs alone both after 1/3 and after 213 ; see Face A 
I1 : 8 and 10. 
5. If this is a double phonetic complement, it is the only instance h o v n  to  me in 
Suinerian o r  Assyrian in which a double phonetic complement is employed. Double com- 
plements are common in Egyptian, but so far as I know unknown in Mesopotamian writing. 
6. The phonetic complement-explanation does not explain the facts of the oceurrences 
of the signs, therefore another explanation must be sought. 
“The esplaiiation lies close to our  hands. Anterior to the dynasty of Agade and Kish 
the standard was the g u r  s ag-g & vhich consisted of 144 ga. TT7ith the dynasty of Agacle 
a gur of 300 ga was introduced, called in some of the Telloh texts the “Gur of Agade.” 
Kha t  more natural than that jn texts coming from Kish and the north during the reign 
of this dynasty, this should be called the “standard” weight? Of course the 300 qa-gur 
did not apply to metals, but, when it was in force, the weight of the {e, the unit of metal 
weight, may have been greater.” 
I n  a later letter Professor Barton remarks: “ I n  the double entry accounts of the 
Dynasty of Ur  a,  a later form of o r  <!, is shown by the totals and remainders to 
= 2 / 3 .  It is clearly proved mathematically.” 
Where the numeral occurs Langdon would translate ‘7,’ He proposes for the 
name (Case li) ds’-~ie-usa?a; for Cases 18 and 19  “the clerk of tlie city( ? )  is the letter( ?)  
of the field,” adding “this field seems to  be let out for rent, not solcl.” If Zh-kaZ = Jabrii 
= p a-a1 we might translate ‘custodian for  the field.’ The meaning of the sign il is 
nx1kno.vvii. Langdon suggests that a-si (Case 28) is meant for dWiy, but it may neverthe- 
less be a name; he translates in Case 37, ‘32 sur of land,’ and renders Cases 38-40 ‘four 
shekels of silver (a  gift) to Znzu and Rabe-ilum.’ He is clearly right in reading Case 20 
1-i gi-10- [ g  & 1 nzn-izu] kaspu. 
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600tlOO sa?" 
S ~ - ~ , ~ ~ - L C S Q I ~ ~ ~  (or ii.<-F?e-zwtud) 
al,La ZzL-zlr?L-tlmk~ 
Lli-kdil GAIA- 
5 (iiqlu) kaspu 
1200 +IO0 -k 50 say 
JIak-nzak 
;lizSr Ag-a 
% (ma-?%a) kaspu s'6-na 
600 sa?" 
A-XI ( d i ~ i g . 2 )  
Lzqal- en-nun 
s'im [GAN] 
wziir . . . . 




4 s'iqlu kaspu 
zu-xu 
w z M  
IZ-xu-ug ( 8 )  
pa-t e-si 
47 say GAN 
45 S fG-BAR-ERfM 
Ga-ni-m-ma 
mSP UT-141 
20 1 1 / 1 0  (ma-vag) kaspu 
25 [ih G A N ]  ienzm(Kl7) 
30 % (ma-nu) kaspu s'b-na 
. . . . .  
40 Ra-Z)e-%-him 
for the price of the field 
has been satisfied. 
35 (mine) and 5 (shekels) of standard 
silver (for) 
700 sar of land 
Senisan, ( O F  Aslineusan 2 )  
a iiatire of Zurum, 
(and) Lukalil (sold?) the fields. 
1 1/10 mine (and) 
5 (shekels?) of sill-er (for) 
1330 sar of land. 
Makmak, 
son of &a, 
[with thk price of the fields] is satisfied. 
(mine) of standard silver (for)  
600 sar of land 
a supplement(?) to 
Lugal-ennun. 
the price of the field 
son of . . . . 
% (mine) of standard silver (for) 
[erased] 
[erased] 
1802 sar of land. 





47 sar of land of the 
wool tax collector ( ?) 
Ganizuma, 
son of Ur-lil. 
(mine) of standard silver 
e . . . .  
Ilzug, 
34Attention is called t o  the archaic signs in Cases 17, 19, aqd 45. 
INSCRIPTION O F  ENANNATUM 15 
No. 3. INSCRIPTIOX OF E N m n A T u n z .  
Fragment of black syeiiite, probably part of a statue. The inseription in 
archaic characters reads : 
C'OT,. 11. P ( ? ) % u g a 1-e 1' i m"-1; a-g B 
$1 11-a n-n a-ni e-t B m 
('Am a-g e i? t in-n a 
in a i;:*';-[gP] ai-ni[i-t ern] 
5, b-g [i  n i-m i-t fi in] 
a 111 a r-g i n i-in i-t fi in 
[ g  LI d(  ?) ] -g i( ?) dAm a(  ?) 
e-8 ii3s 
d 11 xP-b i t d m 
The temple of the god Lugal-erimh+ 
the diviner I ordered for it. 
I am Enanaatuni. 
The goddess Aniageshtin 
cattle [perfect], I brought t o  her, 
a cow per[fect, I brought t o  her], 
a heifer perfect, I brought to  her, 
a bull( ?)  perfect ( ? )  to the bounti- 
her buffalo I brought. 
x ' . .) A'$--n i-m i d u g-d u g 
. . . . .  . . . . .  
COT,. 111. 
ful mother goddess ( ? )  
. . . . .  , . . e .  
NO. 4. LIMESTOKE l?RAGMENT. 
COL. I. . . . ~ r u - ~ A - d i r n  . . . like the city of dA 
. . . mu-da-g&gQ40 . . . lie restored it. 
. . . an-ki-g B . . . . . of heaven and earth 
. . . ba(?) -an- tGg . . . he invested 
5 , .  . . i i i e s ( ? )  . . . the priest of [%'I 
Cord. 11. i g i  . . . . . a a .  
m a g . .  . . . . . .  
NO. 5. FRAGMENT O F  A LIMESTONE VASE. 
r i  I lic rci-iinining sigiis read : 
a-m[u] . . . . . . . .  
b u r  . . . Vase . . . 
33s5&= wacrlilw 'a decider'; i. e. a diviner OBW 415,,. 
:L"ni a 5  = bhZii 'cattle' OBW 77,,. 
: i 7 g i =  ' p ~ ~ f e c t '  OBW 92,,. See case 7. 
'i'his case is so badly worn that lhe  reading of only 12 e 4  b is certain. 
Tlic c i  u 11 was l,he water buff alo. See UDZ', Index of words and phrases, under dun .  
40 g 6 g 6  = $ A m  OBW 283,,. See form of Lugalzaggisi, OBI 87 I1 : 45. which indicates 
the age of Illis fragment. 
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l u g a l  . * . to  the king 
B i-d i n( or d 6  g? ) - l~  a-m u-t a[b] Shidinl_lamutab 
5 mu-(?)  . . . . .  
Xo. 6. FRAGMEST OF A 7;tTz~r~ FELSITE VASE. 
The inscription reads : [l u g a 1 e s i g ]  -Q a, [I u g a 1 U]r Pi, . k a 4  ?I, . . z i. 
The name of this king of UP is unfortunately lost. 
NO. 7. FRAGMEXT O F  A CYLINDER. 
. . . . . n i  . e . . .  
. . . k8 ib‘l-gal . . . portal of the great room 
-. . . k8 dUtU . . . gate of the sun god 
[mu ( 7 )  ] -n a-b i . . . he addressed him( ?) 
[mu] -u n-d 6 
5 .  . . n a  tu-ub b u r  . * .  ? ? ?  
he built. 
No. 8. FRAGMENT OF A DEDICATION CONE OF GUDEA. 
The inscription reads : 
. . . . .  
[p a]-t e- [ s i] 
L a g  a iSki 
[ L u g] a I-Q-n i n n u 
dN i n-g i r-s u-k a 
[in] -r 6-a 
[naml-ti(l)-la-ni-gii 






has built (and) 
fo r  his life 
has dedicated it to him. 
NO. 9. FRAGMEBTS OF -4N ALclBASTER VOTIVE VASE. 
W i  n-2 u bu  I* a d-g 6-r a 
11 e r-a b-d u 
8id d N i n n i  
For the god Ninshubur the mes- 
Merabdu, 
accounting priest of Ishtar, 
senger ( 02) 
41 i b  = t u p q t a  ‘a room’ OBW 480,,. 
42 This gives the full name of Ningirsu’s temple in Lagash. 
. . 1 dUtu-g[8] 
5 [nalin-ti , . . 
a-ni u-ii [ a-d ti] 
(a t  the temple of)  the sun-god, 
for (his) life 
dedicated it. 
No. 10. FRAGXEST OF .A BASALT STATUE. ' 
Parts of two columns remain: I. hg . . . gar ,  n i r  , . n e  . . , ?  11. 
WP\Tn-l~ar-[sag], d i n g i r  . . ., Nin-dGugkin diig+bn ngd,  n i n  sucl Lg. 
The goddess Kinkcarsag, a lady named Siiigushl& : cl6 g 4 . ~  u-n 6 cl ; the 
name ( ? )  nin-s  11 d-8 g, and the signs in Col. I are all that can be read on this 
fragment. 
No. 11. VOTIVE TABLET OF GIMIL-SIX. 
The first line has been supplied. 
[ dB fi-dE n-z u] 
k i-8 g dE n-1 i 1-1 6 
l u  g a1 dE n-1 il-1 i 
B i-8 g i 8 g-g a-n a 
l u g a l  es ig-ga  the mighty king, 
111 g a 1 u 1' i"-rn a 
l u g  a 1 an-u b-c7. a t a b-t a b- 
b a-gG world, 
5 b b  ~-0 ' i -p  6 d-d aJJ Shaggipadda, 
n a ni-t i 1-1 a-n i-8 t 
m u-n a-d fi built. 
[ Gimil- Sin] 
beloced of Enlil, 
the king vhoiii Enlil 
as his heart's beloved 
5 in-p&d chose, 
the king of Ur, 
the king of the four quarters of the 
10 6-lc i-8 g-n i his temple beloved, 
for his life 
No. 12. VOTNE TABLET OF GuDEa.  
The inscription reads : 
dN i n-5 II b u P5 To the god Ninshubur 
44E~itemena claims to have built this temple of the 'announcer of the perfect heart,' 
IGre blood was spilt in the time of Urukagim SAXI, 58, 11 (second line). 
45. The cult of Nin-shah or Nin-shubur had Erech, froin which this tablet came, as its 
SAKI,  f 19. 
It is mentioned in UDT 58,,. 
headquarters to whose temple Gudea sent this votive tablet. 
s u k k a l  An-na 
n i n-a-n i 
G ii-d e-a 
5 p a-t e-s i 
Lagask ’  
6- a-n i 
m u-n a-d G 







KO. 13. ALABASTER AMULET. 
This engraved alabaster amulet is said to have been found at  Erech. It 
represents a demon, probably Labartu, often mentioned in the incantation 
texts. With the exception of the feet, the demon has a rather graceful human 
body, which appears to be in violent motion, Her head is turned t o  the right; 
huge fangs appear in the open month from which her tongue protrudes; and, 
above this, fierce, voracious eyes express the very concentration of rage and 
hate. The arms are uplifted and stretched far apart; under these are picto- 
graphs which, if intended for  Babylonian signs, prove that this work of art  
belongs to a very early period of history, probably the age of Lugalzaggisi, or 
dven earlier.46 Wiile the signs immediately under the hands niay be s i g  
’rno01,~ ‘hair,’ they are more likely zag.47 One of the meanings of this sign 
IS piris’tzc, ‘decision,’ ‘oracle.’ It probably originated in the picture of a bundle 
of divining sticks tied together. We actually find that ~ i l ~ s z c ,  ‘bond,’ is one of 
the meanings of the sign.4s Thus z a g  may mean ‘incantation,’ ‘binding.’ 
The two remaining signs may be intended as pictograms of the sign uh 
‘vermin,74o in which case these would be actors in the nightmare produced by 
the demon. It must be remembered that Labartu was, above all, a demon of 
evil dreams, illusions, and nightmares, as well as of fevers that give rise t o  
these. 
The hyenas (there can be no mistaking these on this amulet for dogs), 
serpents, unicorns, and dogs that appear on the few reliefs depicting her may 
46 Cf. OBW I No. 291. also No. 484,. 
4i OBI 8 I :  35 margin and 111: 41. 
49 Cf. OBW I Viii 3?. PTe do not know the archaic form of d i, but should these repre- 
sent it we may have the word zag-di  =.?hinu, ‘he who goes to your side’; i. e., .‘the 
searcher.’ DlS’Ql p. 219. 
45 OBV 291 : 3 ~  and 41. 
here be associated with vermin that form no inconsiderable feature of eren 
normal nightmares. 
According to  the incantations, Labartu was a daughter of Anu and Enlil. 
Her color is white, she has a horrible face, the head of a lioness, and the Til- 
lowy form of the panther; she roars like a lion and h o d s  like a leopard. 
Besides fevers and nightmares she causes headaches and insomnia. 
W’liile a number of features of the demon on this amulet correspond vith 
other known representations of Labartu, it varies from them by the absence of 
serpents ; also, the ass on vhicli she kneels and which in turn kneels in a boat, 
as well as the boat, are wanting. Her bird-claw feet are like the hind feet of 
the dragon of Babylon, while the animals springing a t  her do not suck her breasts. 
NO. 14. I f 4 R B L E  AMULET BELOXGING TO T H E  YALE COLLECTIOW. 
This is published here by the courtesy of Professor A. T. Clay for  com- 
parison with No. 13. It is a more characteristic Labartu figure than No. 13, and 
contains on the reverse an inscription the signs of which, while archaic, are not 
so early as those on the oh-erse on each side of the demon. As in No. 13, the 
figure is in violent motion, the arms outstretched but bent a t  the elbows; and 
the head, with wide open mouth and wild eyes, is turned toward the left. She 
is attacked by two animals, a, hyena and a dog or wolf. The sign under the 
right arm may again be z a g ,  that near the left arm t i 5 0  and the lower one 
t5ub.51 The first would mean as before ‘bind,’ the second ‘seize,’ the third 
‘overthrow’; i. e., niagic Ts-ords t o  render the demon harmless. The inscription 
reads : 
%-n u-r u Incantation : 
k e 5 d a52-l ,553 1 %e r i m5“-m a 
t u-1 u56  1 fi-h u l-g 6 1 
lim-maE56 s a g  dNin-IB57-g& 
bind the ban of the enemy 
loose one, bad one. 
The chief seer of Nin-Urta 
5 l h  dNin-IB me-en a man of Nin-Urta am I. 
t i  = ZaqQ, ‘take’ OBW 76,,. 
51 5 u b  =nadG, ‘overthrow,’ OBW 69,,. 
j ’kegda(  ?)=rakCisu, ‘bind,’ riksu, ‘a  bond,’ OBW 170,,,,2. 
j3 1 a1 = epdlzc,  kamB, ‘bind,’ ‘ban,’ B 10059 and 10094. 
54 n e-r u = e r i m = aibu, ‘enemy, ’ ‘bad man’ B 4604. 
55 t u-I u = runznzzl, qx, ‘loosen’ B 1096. 
55lim-mag=barQ, ‘seer’ B 9296. 
j7 Nin-IB = Niiz-Urta Yale Syl. 288. 
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n a ni-b a-t e-g B-n eZs Nay they not  be thrust do~vn (i. e., 
oppressed). 
. . . d i n g i r  . . . . . . .  
KO. 15. THE JEWEL OF I~UBIGALZU 11. 
This interesting object of lapis lazuli belongs to the coin collection of Mr. 
Edward T. Sewell, president of the -4merican Numismatic Society. It mas 
obtained bj- him from a London coin dealer who may have purchased it from 
someone who procured it in Egypt. Its color is a bright blue. The pierced lug 
on the upper edge shom tliat it  vas intended t o  be worn as a pendant, prob- 
ably an amulet, either alone or n7ith a chain of beads. 
On the obrerse has been carved a six-pointed star. Over the center of the 
star there is a round boss. Triple curved lines, circling from left  t o  right, 
radiate betveen each pair of star-points from the center to  the circumference 
of the disk. 
It will be noted that the star is a hexagram, and the says behind, with the 
svastika motif from East to Tes t ,  seem to  indicate that we have here an 
emblem of the Babylonian sun-god Babbar, or Shamash. But the disk of the 
sun-god has always a four-pointed star forming the Sumerian sign m a  g, one 
of whose meanings is ‘sun-god.’ On  the other hand the star of Ishtar has eight 
points and no rays. Jeremias (Geisteskultw, p. 100.7) tells us that the hexa- 
gram, according to  the Talmud and Kabbala, had the mystic meaning of fire 
and water, that it mas the seal of Solomon o r  the shield of David, but other- 
wise, outside of Islani and ancient Mexico, he does not  know of its use: “Bei 
de% Babylo&r.n ist es bisher &cht nachweisbar.” 
Turning nom to the reverse side we 6nd a disk covered with an inscription 
in monumental characters, engra~ed  on a smoothed surface, the right hand half 
of which has, however, a deep natural depression which is followed by the 
inscription. This consists of six lines, as follows: 
Ku- ri-g al-xzh Kurigalzu, 
iarru j%bw the good king, 
n z $ ~  Bur-na-bu- son of Burnabu- 
ri-ia-6s’ siyash, 
BGbiliki of Babylon. 
5 icir king 
5 s  t e -g&=dib f i ,  ‘push,’ ‘press down’ B 7726. For this negative precative form, see 
Poebel, Grammatical Texts, p. 87, n a m b a n n  a z i. 
Between the signs of the last. two lines arc vhat  look like a pair of gate posts 
that may symbolize BabFlon. 
Iiurigalzu I1 was a Cassite king of Balqlon, a con temp om^^- of Aiiienhotep 
111 whose date is, say 1400 B. C. His father TTNS probab1;r Burnaburiyash 11, 
and his son mas Burnaburiyash III,5sa svho eanie to the throne before the death of 
Amenhotep I11 (1413-13’7’7 B. C.) because one of his Xmarna letters was to  this 
king of Egypt ~ ~ h i l e  five others v e r e  to  his son dinenliotep IT. He reigned 
twenty-five years, 1385-1360. 
Now we learn from the Amarna letters that it n s  the custom in this period 
for the Pharaohs to  ask in marriage the daughters of allied kings and cite G e r m .  
One of the letters of Burnaburiyash 111 shows that Ameiihotep IV had, as an 
actual or  prospective son-in-law, a son of Burnaburiyash 111, to whose -n-ife OF 
betrothed, a daughter of Amenhotep IV, he sends a necklace of 1,048 stones, 
possibly of lapis lazuli; t o  which he may ha\-e attached this amulet of his 
father. Perhaps, however, the sender of our jevel was ICurigalzn himself, if 
the supposition is correct that it came from Egypt. But as Ahenaten could 
not yet have dereloped his Ateii heresy during that king’s lifetime, Tve cannot 
in this way account for  the gift of a sun symbol. The question then is: why 
should the sun be represented on the jewel in such an unusual form. V a s  it an 
innovation, o r  a Cassite inheritance, o r  a Semitic, as compared with a Sumerian 
sun disk? 
It should be remarked that Hilprecht in OBI 35 ff. published twenty-nine 
lapis lazuli objects from Nippur, six of them being ancient imitations of lapis 
lazuli, of which ten contained the name of Kurigalzu 11, several of these men- 
tioning him as son of Burnaburiyash. That Kurigalzu’s son was Burnaburiyash 
I11 is proven by one of his Anlarna letters. 
The jewel may, therefore, have come from Babylonia, and be distinguished 
fo r  nothing more than the title ‘good king’ and the peculiar form of the sun 
No. 16. AMULET INCANTATION IK BLACK SHELL. 
Tllis small amulet, minutely incised, is said t o  have been found at Jokha. 
It is pierced through the middle from top to  bottoni for a string. The inscrip- 
tion is doubtless cabalistic in nature; the first line dEn-ni-nu-na may be one 
58a See Weidner, Xtudien zzw ussyr.-babyl. Chronologie, 1MT7dQ, 1915. 4, p. 64 ff. 
59 For sources see Clay P N ,  pp. 67 and 141. For the historied connection see Rogers 
History of Babylonia mzd Assyria. 
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of the foriiiulas meaning ‘incantation. ’ The follon7ing seren lines consist each 
of one sign repeated sel-eii times. Thesc are 2. d i n g i r ,  3. k i ,  4. ZIT, 5. b h r ,  
6. s fib, i. nin ,  1. l i e  5 da.  Then fol lom 9. 93 n-li1 2 e g,  10. dE n-ki, 11. 
. . t]i i,:ib g[a]. The revxse, wi?h the exception of a sign a t  the end of each 
line, Has been TsTorn away. 
Each sign o n  the obwrse of this ses-en times seven incantation doubtless 
has a mystic significance. and was repeated perhaps somewhat after the manner 
of the howling dervishes of 3Iohamxnedan countries. In linos 9 and 10 Enlil 
seems t o  be callccl a byother of Enki. 
KO. 17. ,!GATE TTOTrVE AIIULET. 
This is an oval amulet of brown and white agate. The obverse is C O ~ T ~ ~ X ,  
polished, and corered with an Old Babylonian inscription belonging to  the time 
of Bur-Sin the son of Dnngi. It shovs the object t o  l)e a votive offering for 
the life of the king, and no doubt TTTLS found at  Tello. This votive is here 
published became it f omis part  of this collection altfiongh it previously appeared 
in RA XIII, p. 180. The inscription reads: 
dLan ia  To the god Lama, 
n i n-a-n i-i r( ?) her lord, 
nam- t i  for the life 
c’,4 m a r-dE 11-21 u of Bur-Sin, 
5 l u g a l  e s ig -ga  the strong king, 
1 u g a 1 U r F-ni a-k a 4  i3 the king of Ur, 
H a-1 a-dB a-fi Khala-Bau, 
d a m  Ur-dLama wife of Ur-Lama, 
d u  b 4  a r-g B 
10 a-m u-n a-r u 
the scribe 
has dediciited it. 
The name Hala-BaiiCo ocmrs several times in RsPLTU. From this inscrip- 
tion we learn that she was the wife of Ur-Lama 11, who was patesi of Lagash 
during the early part of the reign of Bur-Sin.G1 
NO. 22. BILIXGUAL INCANT$TION. 
This tes t  was purchased by Dr. Nies a t  Bagdad in Dee., 1904, and was 
It belongs to  the series UTUKKI said to have been found at Abfi Habba. 
6o  The element l~ a1 a means aitk ,  ‘a possessioii.’ OBW 69,, T n c l  37. 
61 Cf. Keiser Pts, Synchronistic Table. 
LIMSGTI of which tablets 111, IV, ST, X, XV and XTI, together with a number 
of sections of other tablets not yet identified as to their order in the series, 
are published in CT XVI. It is written in the Keo-babylonian script, and, with 
the exception of a few lines, gives the Semitic trailslation of the Sumerian 
text. shout one-third of the lower part of the tablet is lost. A comparison x-ith 
the texts of this series in CT XVI shows this tablet t o  be a duplicate of Tablet D 
(Pl. 35-36). It restores at least two-thirds of the obverse and most of the 
sections of the reverse td1ich are lost on Tablet D ;  so that f rom these t v o  
tablets it is now possible t o  restore the greater portion of the text, with the 
exception of the lower one-third of the obverse. Unfortunately the first line of 
the text as well as the first part  of the colophon are broken away, and so its 
position in the series still remains undetermined. 
It is t o  be further noted that this text clearly proves that Tablets D (Pl. 
35-36) and F (Pl. 38) in CT XVI are copies of the sanie text, but made at 
different times. The date of the present text is illegible. This text is of great 
value, not only in restoring so much of the lost text of Tablets D and F, but 
also for a considerable number of new,-at least so far as the writer was able 
to  determine-Semitic values for Sumerian words. 
TRANSLITEBATION. 
I. . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  n e . .  . . . .  
. . . . .  urn-ma . . . .  
. . . . .  - ra  n i g .  . . . . . .  
. . . .  -sik nu- . . . . . . . . . .  [.za]-a$-&i-ir 
5 . . . . .  sig-sie- i 6 . . . . . . . . . . . .  l a m  
. . . .  $iT(?)-Yib . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -1ik 
. . . . .  a n-t u k-t u lr . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -r i 
. . .  bal(?)- t i  ul ui-&ax . . . . . .  
. . . .  Z&r-ra 6 a- . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -ne 
bg'  
10 . .  bi-e-turn dzc-36s'-s'a . . . . . .  
[Bar ] - sag  sukudG2-da n i g  i i a m  . . . . . . . .  
g i 8-t i r-t i r-r a g i  Z-g 8 d 6[g-g a] 
Ja-di-i s'a-qu-tunz( ?) s'a snimnza . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  
ina ki-;a-a-ti s'a si-ikla [$a-a-ha].  . . . . .  
O 2  Tho value Saq$ for  s u  k u d is new. We would expect 3u-qu-ti instead o€ ;a;-yu- 
Cf, also 1. 29 where n i-s u k 11 d-d a = ia-yzi-4; a i d  1. 41 n i-s u ku d-d 5 = 3,-yu. t z ~ m  ( ?) , 
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15 gig-03.i b a-gioz 6~il' B u - g u  . . . . . . . .  
a-pa zc ku-pi-e it- . . . . . . . . .  
s u k - r a  h a  mugen-na  ba-an(3)- . . . . . .  
gBn-8ar $( ?)-zi(d)-da . . . . . . . . . .  
igza ap-pa-si +tu-&-nu u is-[szc-./-zc] . . . . . .  
20 iilza mi-).ii-tzi bi t (  1 )  . . . . . . .  
. " "  t a  g i s -sar  . . . . . . . . .  
ki-rib ki-1-i-i . . . . . .  
gar-gar-i-a n a m  . . . . . . . .  
ina mu-sn-ri-e . . . . . . . .  
25 d i n g  i r-s i l  i g-eli in-nun- [n a d u 1x1 LI-s a g ]  . . . . . . . . . . .  -bi 
dMas.dz& ~ m r  riS-tu . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -bi 
a-a ni u u t  u g-ku 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ni-s u k u  d-d a 
a-bi zi-tzdr-7czc lisit-nzc $a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
an-nil-za-sig64 subu5-bi  za1-86(?) . . . . . . . . .  ni-sukud-da 
30 zcl i-( ?)-?-i uS'-[iz&'i] . . . . . . .  -wu-"iza s'a-qzi-ti ." h ud-gu-u8-Sube5 a n d u l  . . .  gis-ge . .  [SUI-bi 1Bh-ga nu-un-gg' 
$4 r-6-G r-5 i P  n i-g i g r i-i* i n i r-g B l-b i 1 a-b a-a n-15 h-g i-e P7 
zcr-rzmb $1-la-& tdi-kzi-ul ina ~ u - z m - r i - ~ u  mi-d-ru zcl i-ba-ad-s'i 
iiiz a pu-tcz-va-a-i i i$-ta-.iza-al-lzc-up e-til-s'zc ul i-b a- ' 
iqza 9u-tsp-i~i-i t~ wccr-tzm it-ta-m-at-tzik-ki ic-zzc im-t& li-nzzct-tzi 
wi-bit-tn-s'tt ul ip-pat-tar i-da-izc i-&mnz-ma-tzc 
a-Sar i-tag-ga di-in& &-ma-al-la a-cii s'a-n-ri ta-w-qa-twn ul i-kal-1, 
35 d u b b i n - b i  z&ta g isa l -g isa l -aa-b i  hug-bi tih-bu1-a 
t6gd 5i r-a-n i n u-g a b a-a 6 4  ii s LI d-s u dGS 
k i  ib-ba-bi i r  sii ki-g&r-ra-g&lca 85°9-gar nu-un-gB-g& 
40 
O 3  The new meaning kupzi f o r  a-gi is probably to be associated with the meaning 
a =  waG 'water' (OBW 5212,) and g i =  qurrZ.ii 'reed' (OBW 92,,), i. e., water with reeds 
a swampy place where reeds grov. In the  Rassam cylinder (2-4. 111, p. 311 ff.) 1. 70 Sen 
nacherib mentioils a-pi kzc-pi-e which he brought from the city of Kaldi, to be used in mak 
ing bricks f o r  rebuilding and beautifying his palace at Nineveh. 
G.i The meaning of a 11-11 LI-z a-s 1 g is not clear, a n  = prefix 3rd person, n u = negativ 
211; and z a-si g is probably the verb. 
e 5  zcr-~ti-tib seems to be a new meaning for II d4  11-LI 6-211 b. 
$-e r is repeated for the plural. 
 note the use of 1 a instead of n u  for the negative ul. ba'u is a new meaning f o r  151 
58  &ama;u is a new meaning fo r  s u d. 
69Cf. ib! 8 $2 (or perhaps to be read tilj=tniawqcitu. 
The meaning puzrzi is new. 
.) 'I BlLI X GU,G I S  CASTATIOS - 3 
a-a-mu min-kam-ma-:$ n i -n i r - ra  d i m  t u r  m a g  ni-sukud-dii 
n u-g i 
a-bi ima sa-lni-i e-til Sur-bzc ra-bi si-ri Sa-yu ul im-?na&-liar 
a u m-t a-d i h t u-G ii r-h u 5-2 i( g )  -g a-d i m [ a ]  -g a-b i-5 ?I n 11-s i 1 i g-g a 
i-la-'-im-nza ki-ma Sa-a-ri ix-mt 8asn-ru te-bi- [tisn] a-ita cir-ki-dzc td 
i-ta- * . 
45 im-ri-ha-mun tu-56r-hu8-zi(g)-ga-dim . . .  -bi-Gii ni-nigin- . .  
a-Sam-8zi-tum Ba ix-zi-iS Sam-rig te-ha-tirn igza . . . .  -mi&, i-Sa-' 
im-gB1-lu tu-ri-a-bi m u l u  s a h a r - r a  ni-nigin-  . . 
S6-zi-tzcrn s'a-rum ea-qi-s'u lni-8i e- . . .  i-bi-izi- . .  
im-mer-ra gu-la a-ri-a-bi kGr-dagal-[la] 
. . . . .  -im-ba an- ta  5Qg nim-gir  815; 
. . . . . . . .  gul -gul  s a b a r - s a h a r  a-ra- . . . . . . .  
ba- . . . . . . .  
50 [iZ]-ta-nu s'a ra-big ilna za-qi-8u [ma-a-tu ra-pa-&] . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  s'ame(-e) e-lis u-sa-ax-na-nu bir-qu Ba xzc- . . . .  -si 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  -turn l a i w  
55 . . . . . . . . . .  a (? )  . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
& .  . .  nig r a .  . . . . . . . .  
ilna bit-" b f t  si-i-~i . . . . . . . . .  
a-na be-lu a be-el-tzcm Barn-mes' a- 
60 ag-ag-bi a-r& in-ga-zu . . . . . . .  
en-e nin-bi-gii nam-gi$ . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . .  
ep-Se-e-ti-iwwu aZ-ha- [ ka-a-ti] -8u-mu i- [ Sam-ma-du] ( 7)  . . . . .  
Er idaE-ga  a-na ni-ib . . . . .  a-na . . . . . .  
ha SIEridu mi-rta-a i- . . . . .  mi-lna-a . . . . . .  
k i  k in-k in-n a . . . . . . . . . .  ma h-b i . . . . . .  
d - r i  Si-te-' . . . . . . . .  -si i .1 si-rzc-tirn . . . . . . .  65 
t6-dug-ga dingir-nin-[mab] . .  -g2! ag-ag-bi 8 6  mah-bi . . .  
tudacki-e s'a dBe-lit . . . . .  si-rzc-ti s'a ya-ti-& . . . .  
a-r$ gal-gal-la . . . . . .  za-e dingi r -n in-mah a- . . . . .  
akka-ha-a-ti . . . . .  -ka ha-a-tzi tap-izi-m at-ta . . . . .  
dBe-lit i16lni . . . . .  Same ( - e )  zcm-wi rabi-ti s'a . . . . .  
70 d ing i r -n in -mah  nin-  . . . .  ama-ga l  k6Ski(?) 
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6-gu-la . . . . . . . . n a  . . n a m  an-ki-a n a m  dingir-r i -e-ne-  
ina biti yo,bi . . . . -5 th  ii-qnat i ame( -e )  u iygj-t infn Si-mat il$nimeJ iina 
gi! :ii. . . 
qdti  . . 
a-r SL . . . . . . -n a-a n-g a ii ni u-u 11-11 a- . . . 
75 a- . . . . [al-ka-kal-a-ti 1a-ma-tl.u &i-s'a-as'-s'irn-ma 
d u r n u  . . . . . . -eliin-nun-na E r i d a k i - g a  gig-bar-bi ni-[g&l-Ia] 
IJ a-r a-a [n-p & d-d 2; a-e jJ a-r a-a n-p 6 d- [d a] 
mdr . . . . . ina "Eridzc zi-stir-ta-s'u s'a-kirz-[ti] 
li-kal- [ Zim] -ka ka-&-ti li-kal-lim- [ka] 
a- b i 7, e-121 ra-bu-4 d&-a l i - k a l - h - k a  ka-a-ti li-ka[l-lim-ka] 
SO a-a-m u e n-g a 1 d E  n-k i-g 6 IJ a-r a-a n-p & d-d a z a-e IJ a-r a-a n-p & [ d-d a] 
m e  g i i - b a r  geS t6  dagt t l - la  "En-ki-gB ha-ra-an-pBd-da za-e ba-  
par-gi d-gu-rat us-nu rapiu-tim Sa d3-a li-kal-lirn-ka ka-a-tzi li-kal- 
a b-k i n-k i n-g 2! 
r a-a n-p 6 d-d a 
lim-ka 
i n-k i n-k i n-g i! i n  i m-m a h-b i d u g-g a-a-n i k i-i n-g 
is'-t e-'-e-ma a-mat qi-bi-ti-iu &--tun% hi-ri-is' is'-t e-'-e-ma 
a g-a g-b i k a-a n-z u a k i-b i-i t b a-a n-g 6-g 4 
ep-s'e-e-ti [Si] -%a-a-ti x8r ( ?) -su mi-im-ma aina ai-ri-&-ma tu-ur-ru 
d i n g i r - s i l i g -  . . . . dEn-ki-ra-gB a-ma-gi-in-tu-ka mu-un-na- 
a- . . . . . -;?I a n  a-Sub-gub . : . . dEn-l i l - ( t )  E r idak i -ga  g i s -  
90 . . . -~i-( ?)-i dBe-lit ilii.izi i a  . . . . . Ba dEyz-lil ina "Eridu u-gur- 
85 
a n-d e-e 
bar -b i  ni-ghl-la 
tu-s'u ia-kim-ti 
[b a] -b a-a n-p B d-d a m &-e 
a-a- [m u] e n-g a 1 dE n-k i-g B b a-b a-a n-p & d-d a m &-e h a-b a-a n- 
m e  gii-jJar gegt6 daga l - l a  dEn-ki-gB ha-ba-an-pBd-da m6-e 
95 dEn-ki  . . . d i n g i r - s i l i g -  . . mu-un-na-ni-ib-gQ-gQ (?) -na  durnu-  
. "  
a-b a-a n-p 6 d-d a 
li-kal-lim-an-& ia-ti li-kal-lim-an-92i 
p&d-da  
h a-b a-a n-p 6 d-d a 
m u  d i n g i r - s i l i g  mulu-dlig 
ig i  dB a b  b ar-r  a z 6 r-r a 3-n e-ni-[s urn( ?))I 
ma-gar d8amai wi-qa-a h-di-ma . . . . . 
'io The meaning Kalarmu for p 6 d is new. 
71 k i-i n-g i =.&-&G is new. 
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d i n g i r m u  1 u-b a-g B s'a( ?) ilu a-me-lw iti-u-tti Sum-s'u xu-kGr-ma 
B6b-bi z6r-ra a-rB 68-[sud] mnlu-gkl-lu pap-hal-la d u m u  
ik-r.i-bi wi-yi-i a-lak-ti [ri-e-mu] ia a-me-Zu mut-tal-li-kzc mari-ili-5% 
iaa ri-Si-Su li-ix-xix-ma . . . . . .  ip-par-ki 
m u-b i-p A [ d-d a] 
d i ng i r-[r a-n a] 
100 
s ag-g &-n a l~ e-e n-[gub-b a m R 1-1 a] n a-a n-cl a g-cl a g-gi 
in im-hi  d B a b b a r - r a  he-en-na- . . . .  i6-gB-a d B a b b a r  be-en- 
a-ma-t6 s'6-a-tim ana dgamas' lik- . . . . .  -Su-di-Ba-a d#arnas' Zi- . .  -id 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -iu t i - i d - ia -am 
na-an- . . 
105 . . . . . . . .  s a b a r (  ?) d i m (  ?)  . . . . .  u-me-g6n-gfin-nu-bi 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  u-m e-g u b 1 a u-m e-n i- ( ?) 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  [ iip] -ti i-di-ma e-m e-n i-d ii 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  s'd-pi-ma 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  di . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  -hi h a  ki-gal& 1u-ux-xis-xu ui! . . . . .  
110 . . . . . . . . . . . .  b a r( ?)-t a-r A u-m e-ni-&( 9 )  
. . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . - i b  ba-za 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
111. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  -ni-ib-gB 
115 d ingi r - i i san- [an-na  hull-diib-b a s u  mulu-ghl-lu d u m u  
ina 2i-mi-tan @dduppzc72a-B X U - W ~ U Y  am& mari ili-s'u tu-zc [ &-hi] 
ku-b a r-s i m 6, g-bul-d 6 b-b a s a g-g B-n a u-m e- [n i-k e g d a] 
ima par-G-gu SIa urigi-&zcldzcppi-e gag-gad-szc ru-kzc-zcs-ma 
u t u g - h u l  a-lA-hu1 ggdim-bul  mul l a -hu l  d i n g i r - b u l  magkim- 
d i n g  i r-r a b-k a m- 
6-tzck-kw ka-mu-& s'a amelu e-kirn-mu s'a ameh 
d i n  g i r-r a-n a. [m u-u n-n a-a n-t e-g &IT2 
[hull 7'3 
120 d i n g  i r-r a b-13: a m-m e 
[m e-k i 11 
sctb-[tu 
d i n  Q i r-r a b-k a m-a 
u t u g  mulu-dib-b a 
g 6 d i m  m u  lu-d i b-b a] 
72 Lines 115-127 duplicate 11. 30-45 of Tablet D. The restorations in brackets are from 
72aPerhaps a band made from the skin of a sacrificial animal. Cf. "Sacrificial Skins 
78 The Semitic translation for this and the following line is given in Tablet D : 36, 37. 
Tablet D. ' 
in RituaIs" by Frazer, Folk Lore irt the Bible, Vol. 11, p. 4 ff. 
For the translation of the names of the different demons, see T'mpDvZs I, p. 161. 
m u l u - h u l  i g i -bu l  ka -bu l  erne-buF4 
s a g - g i g  s6 -g ig  gBg-gig l i k i r - g i g  
i n i m-i n i m-nl a-11 e-e 
ina Sip-ti an-ni-ti inn ri-ii-~u ~i-ia-na-as-~p 
'P a-s a g-g & l i  g i  r-g a1 m a  gkim-m al_l d i n g  i r - r  i-e-n e-g 6 S a g-g &- 
s'a iliinimes ina re-sz-su 1%-zx-xax- 
s u m u  1 u-g Bl-lu p a p-b a1-1 a-g& 2; i-b a-a n z &e n k a-a z a g-m ah-z u 
s a g-g 6-n a 13 e-e p-t a-an-z i-z i-e-n e 
125 
n a e-e n-gu b-b a m al-1 a n a-an-d a g-gi . " . "  . . .  
dI-s'um na-gi-ru ya-bu-4 y&bi-<qarG 
m a  . . .  ip-par-ki 
a-m a-a b-b i 
Ziy- ya-bi 
ina [ x u ] - m u r  aneeli mut-tal-li-kzc . . . . . .  ina pi-i-ka el-lu gi-ri 
130 n i g-b u l-g b l-e z i (g) -g a 6-b a-r a. k i dN i n-k i-g a 1-1 a-g 2 
mimnea Ii'~wm . . . . . . .  ana as'-r.i Wi.iz-ki-gal-la 
ma-Sak uri+&zclduppi-e arnelzc .Ilzut-tal-l [i-ku] . + . . 
s u m 6 8-b u l-dfi b-b a-m a m u  1 u-g AI-lu p ap-b al-1 a t a-r 6-a 
a n-6, 8 4  m . . . . . . . . .  s i l-d a g a 1-[l a] . . . . . . .  
n i g-% u l-g & l-e lr i-8 i 
a-l&-@ul n i g  nu-nig . . . . . . . . . .  
a-lw-zi lim-nu s'a ana . . . . . . . . . .  
135 ina ri-bi-ti . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
e-6 p- . . . . . . . . .  
rnimma lim-finzc ana irsj-thn li- . . . . . . . . .  
140 m&S ~ t u g - g i g - g a ~ ~  . . . . . . . . .  
d-ri-px Se-e-du dum-yi . . . . . . . . . .  
mu-s'zi u zcr-ra i?za &-xu- 
ame1.u i4-G ina baraSigi-e . . . . . . .  
ku-um-mu el-1% a-gar ba-la-tzc . . . . . . . .  
u d-g &a S u 4  u-b i-t a 
mu1 u-g &1-1u-b i b a r a-S ig-[g 61 
& - n u n  a z a g - g a  k i  nam-ti(1)-la . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  
145 
74For the Se&t)ic translation of this and the following line see Tablet D : 39, 41. 
7 5  We would rather expect ra-6Ly  ;bru; ef. r&bi-.$ @-ri in Tablet K : 179 (CT XVI, 
P1. 46). These two lines (126-7) duplicate 11. 178-9 of Tablet K. 
70Lines 140-157 correspond to Tablet F Cd. 111: 1-16 (CY XVI, 91. 38). Note that 11. 
148-151 are combined in Tablet F (11. 9-10}. Unfortunately the present tes t  is poorly pre- 
served at this place and only adds k i n-g a 1-m a l~ after a z a g-s u to the text in Tablet F. 
In 1. 155 lil-pu-&-ma is given as the Semitic for u-m e-n i-t a g. 
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u r u d u - s i g - t & k - a l a m  azag-xu  k i n  g a l  m a g  . . . . . .  
gur-gur-ri ea-qu mu-di-e (?) - i 'a  . . . . . .  
alza kii-ti elli-tim ;a . . . . . . . . .  
150 gig-tir azag-ga a n d u l  dagal- la-gB u-me- . . . . . . .  
g i  g-m a-n u g i E-b u 1-d 15 b-b a g i 8-n a m  . . . . . . . .  
e-vi i~~&ulduppu-u ib.+- . . . . . . . .  
gig-t6n u-me-ni-t a g  . . . . . . . . .  
155 iNa pa-a-s'u lil-pzc-ut-ona . . . . . . . .  
a 1 a m  n a m-t i (1) -1 a . . . . . . . . . . .  
mu-mut (  ?)-(?)-ba-an . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  -ti-iu-nu . . . . . . . . .  
Sa . . . . . . . . . . .  
imin -b i  . . . . . . . . . .  
. .  -e-n c . . . . . . . . . . .  
160 . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
IV. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . .  - n e .  . . . . . . . . .  
. .  ?&(?)-ti . . . . . . . .  
165 . .  d im-1 i . . . . . . . .  
ditto-& u a-)za . . . . . . . . . . .  
i B i b a z  a g-g a ilza Barn-lzi ar-& el-li-iti us- . . . . . . . .  
u t u g - i i g - g a  nig-bul-g6l-e g6-na n u 4  sag-[gti-na be-eiL-gub- 
b u-u 
[;e]-id dum-yi Ba ina qa-ti& mivnma lim-flu la u+p-Zi h a  ri-ii-[Bu 
a-b a-r a-i? ba r-t a-b i-g 6 
ti-ix-xis] 
170 u t u g-b u 1-g 1-e a-b a-r a- [a n-g u b-b a] 
[ti-tuk] -ku, lim-w,z~ li-@-ma h a  a-[aa-a-ti li-ix-xix 
. . . . . .  s i r  i6 -d im sar - tab-ba  u-me- . . . . . . .  
z a E;-g a b-b a n i-i n-1 G i n i m-i n i in-m a u- [rn e-n i-s u m] lii 
175 inu, sip-pi tu-qa- . . -9ncc Sbp-Li i-di-ma 
m u  1 u-g B1-1 u-b i s u s I g-ga d i n  gir-r a-n a 4  i3 23 e-e n-E i-in-g 4-g P 
. . . . . . .  it-te-c, s'a 6-ma-di ki-i+y-ru-ti id- . . . . . . . .  
" C  ", 
77T~ines 1G8-185 correspond i o  Col. I V :  32-43 of Tablet D. The restorations in 
'i'l This is restored from Tablet 16 : 204 ((72' XVX, PI. 21) where u-me-ni-sum is tram- 
lir;ic~1<ets in 11. 168-70 are from Col. IT: 22-4 o f  Tablet n. 
Istctl by i-&-ma. 
The Semitic translation of 11. 176-8 is giviin in Twblct TI : 31, 3 8 ,  :35. 
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Y .  rag; utug-slg-ga sag-gii-na uam- . . -gaba-a 
u d-g $-a 
d i n g i r  mulu-ba-g& dBabbar  6-nun-ta &a 
gcb-b i  z ~ y - r g l  a-ph 8;-sud rnulu-g.81-lu pap-$al- la  d u m u  
u-g u-b i-t a n a m-t i(1) -la e-e n-n a-a 1l1-S U W-m U 
180 i ~ z b  a..$~~e-~zb :d-a-tiyFb dgafizai is'-tu ku-um-mu iita a-Ei-e-iu 
d ing  i r-r a-n a 
i.lza i$..s-i-bi 9Li-qi-i a-lak-ti yi-e-?na :a a-nze-1.u mut-tal-li-ku mari-ili-s'u 
e-e n-n a- n i g-n i n 
d i ng ir-s il i g-e 1 i m-nu n-n a dum u-s a g 
185 i n  i m-i n im-m a u t  u g-hu l-a-g B 
i-b is() d B  a b b a r-r a mid-bu-Zv a-aa dgamaZ &$-hi 
a n-t e-g 6 
t a g-b i 2; a-a-k a msl * 
z u-a b-g 6 i a g-g a t a g- 
8n nun-  . . gar - r a  z ib-ba  ab- tub 
a n -  . . . . . . . . -g& s'a s'ip-ti in-mm-da-4 nam-gub ba-an-sum 
i n i m-d u g-g a ilza qabi-e s'a s'ip-ti ui-s'a-p n a m-g u b b a-a n-a gs2 
190 e n  . . . . . . -bis3 be-lu mei-ri-ti-5u ania durn-mu-gu gu-tag-tag- 
s'a @-it pi-i-s'u u-NU dvm-gi s'ak-nu 
b i-e-n e 
e n z u-t a be-Za a-au Ta-mahi mar-+ m u  1 u-t 6 (r -r a-8 
g a b - r i  gig-ska-ni mlii s a g  mulu-ttI(r)-ra keg-da-a-ni 
g i-u r fi-g a 1 s a g-g 6-n a giurugallas4 i N a  ri-s'i-s'u u-xag-gip mu-u n-d a- 
195 i& &b azag-ga s'anz-~i &-&u el-li-tzi s'i-xib la-a-tu li-qi-e-ma g a  fib- 
mi-i&-rit ir-i%-iu ina ri-ei mar-+u ir-ku-us 
g u b-g u b-b u 
d u r-m a ; ii-u-m e-t is5 
m A 6-g 6 u d u-i d-d a r a m ti u-m e-g ii n-g n-n u-b is7 
The meaning wid-bu for n f g-n i n n i is new. 
For the Semitic translation of part of this line see Tablet D : 42. 
s2 The meaning as'apu for a g is new, so also in 1. 200 n e-i n-a g = &-in-pi-ma; cf., how- 
ever, this sign in n i g-; &-a = u-pi-k (Tablet 3 : 56-7 (CT XVI, P1. 2) and Tablet C : 181 
(CT XVI, P1. 3 3 ) )  which Thompson translates 'enchantment' (TmpDvZs 11, p, 167).  
s3 i d-i 6-gi r-b i is perha-ps to be restored ; cf. Tablet IX : 83 of the TI 'I series (CT 
XVII, P1. 21) where this is given as the Sumerian for mebri-ti-s'u. 
S4 Cf. Bammzsurugallu (212 4590). The two probably have about the same meaning., 
85 This line finds a duplicate in Tablet 3 : 30 of the TI'I series (CT XVII, P1. 12). 
ssNote that b i  is omitted. It should be mhE-bi or mhi-me-bi  to correspond t o  
.&mu-&; cf. m ti i-m e-b i = ai-mu-kc in Tablet K : 185 (CT XVI, P1. 46), while m g = xi- 
i-mu (RsdTpt  NO. '42 : 6-7). 
The restorations in s7Lines 196-208 again correspond to Tablet F Col. IV: 3-17. 







&-ri-+a Sal-mzl irn-mir at-ri-e s'a xi-mu-& ti-it-a-Tu 
z i-b i d u g-g ass %a-piB-ta-Bu il-pu-ut iq-qi-ma n e-i n-d e 
rn 8 S a z a g d I? g-g a 4-Fi-ga el-lu fia-bis' eli-s'u s'?ii-ni-il-ma u g u-n a b a- 
d a-n B 
i B W i n-[h a r ]  -s a g-g 6-g B m 6 i-g &-la a t 8-du g-g asg p a(  ?) -e (  t )  ne- 
i n-a g 
ifia $e- [inz aBe-litl i1hi h-Yi-$a gal-mu h a  s'ip-ti d-&-pi-wta 
k a  a z a g  [mah-di  naml-i-ab Eridaki-ga-gk dEn-ki lugal-zu- 
a b-g E! 
m u  1 u-g &[l-lu] d u m  u d i n  g i r-r a-n a 
a n a-[d i m  h e-e n-a z a g-g a]  k i-d i m  h e-e n-e 1-1 a 
i B g 
[i n im-i n i m-m a u t u g ]  -bul-a-g 6 
ifincl. p i - [ i  el-% ti-ix]-qja-ru 5 -pa f  "Eridu s'a dB-a s'&r ap-si-i 
[ a n  a-d i m  e-e n-1 a b-1 a 15-8 a em e] -h u l-g 81 b a r-S ii b e-im- 
t a-gub 
. . . .  [l~a-la-ba-an-ug]( '?)  . . . .  inim-dug-ga-bi nu-Bag 
. . . . . . . . . .  ri-kirn-s'u-c-uzzc . . . .  -qa 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  .ab('?) Gar ba-an-; 
. . . . . . . .  amB1dup7SVar . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TRANSLATION . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . .  luxurious house . . . . . . . . .  
The high mountains which everything . . . . .  
In  the forests whose excellent shade . . . . . .  
Reed and reed-thicket . . . . . .  
In the swamps fish and birds . . . . . . .  
brackets are from Tablet 3'. With 1. 197 we may also compare 1. 25 of Tablet XI of the 
A ~ R K I  M A R S ~ T I  series (CY' XVII, P1. 9)  where u d u-i d-d a r -a  g i r-b i is mentioned, 
Note the variant z i-b i ci II g-g a f o r  z i-b i t a g-g a in Tablet F. t a g-g a = il-pu-ut 
(B 3797) which is also the Semitic translation for dug-ga  in our text. Is d u g  then a 
mistake for t a g ;  or are we also t o  assume d u g  = Zapatu? If the latter then Zapatu is a 
new meaning for d u g .  It is t o  be further noted that the first sign in Tablet F IT: 4 is 
not m u  (so TmpDvZs I, p. 172) but ai as our text clearly shows. 
Ro Another form for iip-i$; cf. 11. 66-7 of this text where t 6-d u g-g a = tzcdukt2, so also 
M 493. In 11. 188-9 iip-ti = n a m 4  II b. 
20 I n  the plantation . . . . . .  
I n  the midst of the garden . . . . . .  
I n  the plantation . . . . . . .  
My father an evil demon, which . . . . . .  
He entered, his shade grew dark, in his body there was no light; 
In the most secret places he marched, his lord he did not seek. 
35 With his finger nail bitterness he poured forth on thee, anger (and an 
25 Marduk eldest son of (Ea) . . . . . . . .  
30 H e  did not . . .  his foundation . . . . .  lofty . . . .  
evil breath) ; 
His fetter mas not loosened, his side was inflamed. 
40 Where he becomes angry, tears atil unto superabundance (and) howl- 
0 my father! (who) by another lord, mighty, great, high and lofty, 
He  torments, and like the approach of a violent wild wind after him 
ing does not cease. 
art  not equalled; 
does not . . .  
hastens. 
45 A whirlwind -which approaches violently (and) wildly with his . . .  
The south-wind whose blowing the people . . . . . . . . .  
50 The north-mind -which greatly with his blowing the wide land . . . . .  
. . . .  heaven above causes to  rain (and) the lightning, which . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
11. I n  2- . . .  the lofty house . . . . .  
For lord and lady . . . . . . .  
In Eridu what . . . . .  what . . . . . . . .  
With the incantation of the Lady (of the gods) . . . .  
Thy . . .  rites thou wilt interpret . . . . . . .  
70 Lady of the gods (Lady( ?) )  of heaven, great mother, who . . . . . . .  
In  the great house . . . .  the fate of heaven and earth, the fate of 
the gods in whose hands . . . .  
60 Their works, their rites learn . . . . . . . . . . .  
65 A place seek . . . . . .  lofty . . . . .  * 
lofty . .  
whose hand 
75 . . .  rites hasten to  learn and . . . . .  
Son . . . . .  in Eridu his appointed magical ban 
May he reveal it to thee, to  thee may he reveal it. 
BILISGUAL ISCASTATION 3 :3 
80 0 may my father, the great lord Ea! reveal it to  thee, t o  thee may 
he reveal it. 
The l av  of the ban may the sage of Ea reveal it to thee, to  thee 
may he reveal it. 
85 He shall seek; the exalted word of his command he shall humbly 
seek; and 
These rites . . . . . . .  t o  their place shall restore. 
Marduk, (son of )  Ea . . . . .  
90 . . . .  Lady of the gods . . .  of Enlil in Eridu his appointed 
magical ban 
May it be rerealed to  me, to  me may it be revealed. 
0 my father, great lord! may it be revealed to  me, t o  me may it be 
The law of the ban, 0 sage of Ea! may it be revealed t o  me, t o  me 
95 Ea . .  Marduk . . . .  restore . . . . .  my son, Marduk the good 
revealed. 
may it be revealed. 
man ; 
Before Shamash place the sacrifices and . . . . .  
0 god the name of that man pronounce! and 
100 The prayers, sacrifices, means of grace of the wandering man, the son 
of his god; 
At his head may he stand and . . . . . . .  
That word t o  Shamash may . . . .  let Shamash . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  in hades let them stand (and) not . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . .  incantation perform and loosen( 1 )  . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  105 * ($1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
111. In the evening place a buZdzcppzc near the body of the man, the son 
A bandage of a 7p~ldzcppwkid bind on his head. 
Whether it be an Evil Spirit, o r  Evil Demon, or  E d  Ghost, or an 
of his god; 
Evil God, o r  an Evil Fiend, 
120 Or  a Hag Demon, or a Ghoul, or a Robber-Sprite, 
O r  an E d  Spirit that holdeth the man in its grip, or an Evil Ghost 
Or an evil man, or  one whose eye is evil, whose face is evil, whose 
that hath seized on the man; 
tongue is evil; 
Headache, toothache, heart disease, or  heartache, 
Xay Ishum, the great overseer, the potent sprite Of the gods, stand 
125 By this incantation niay they be removed. 
at his ficacl and close him in(?).  
ing srord let it be said; 
Near the body of the vandering man . . . .  by thy potent purify- 
The skin of a [LUld~pp~kid . . . . . . .  wandering man . . .  
130 Whatever is eril . . . . . . . .  t o  the place of Ninkigalla. 
135 I n  broad places . .  (wide streets) . . . . . .  
Whatever is ex3 to  the earth . . . . . .  
Evil Demon who to . . . . . . .  
Day and night in . . . . . . . .  
A pure sanctuary, the place of life . . . . . .  
A wise (and) experienced metal-worker( Y) . . . . . .  
150 To apure  grove (whose wideprotection) . . . . . . .  
A &zc ldupp  of tamarisk . . . . . . . . .  
155 With an axe let him overthrow it (i. e., cut it down) and . . . . . . . . .  
Image of life . . . . . . . .  
The name . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
140 The kid of a protecting deity . . . . . . .  
145 That man at a favorable shrine . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
IV. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
With the fat of an undefiled cow 
May the protecting deity, from whose hand no evil proceedeth, stand 
. . . . . . . .  
a t  his head; 
170 May the Evil Spirit go forth and stand away from him; 
175 On the threshold . . .  and an incantation pronounce. 
. . . . .  
Let that man into the friendly hands of his god be entrusted. 
The kid ( o f )  the protecting deity at his head . . . .  will loosen. 
Day and night may life be granted unto him. 
With the prayers, offerings and means of grace of the wandering man, 
May his free-will offering come nigh t o  Shamash. 
0 Marduk, first born son of the Deep! t.o make bright and pure is 
190 0 god! that man at the rising of the sun, 
the son of his god; 
thine. 
EILIMGUAL INCANTATION 35 
185 Prayer against the Evil Spirits. 
Incantation: 
. . . . . . of the incantation are added; 
By the words of the incantation they are enchanted. 
The lord for  knowing the sick one. 
Bind a kid at the front of the bed near the head of the sick one; 
Lift up an urigallzc-reed at  his head; 
A dark-colored kid, a fat  lamb whose features are perfect(?), 
Whose life he overthrew ( ?), he poured out, and 
An undefiled kid graciously stretch out upon him. 
The opening of his mouth shows favor; 
190 The lord whose limbs are f o r  showing favor; 
195 Take the fat  of an undefiled cow, the milk of kine, and 
200 At the command of the Lady of the gods a dark-colored kid, by the 
With a clear and loud voice (pronounce) the incantation of Eridu, of 
May the man, the son of his god, 
205 Become pure as heaven, clean as earbh, 
Bright as the middle of the heavens; may the evil tongue stand 
Prayer against the Evil Spirits. 
incantation enchant ; 
Ea king of the Deep. 
aside from (i. e., be absent from) him. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
No. 23. SUMERIAN HYMN. 
The four-sided prism, containing this hymn or  liturgy, was probably 
mounted so as to  be easily turned. This seems evident from the hole, 1.5 em. 
in diameter, which pierces it from top t o  bottom. Three of the sides are fairly 
wcll premrvccl, while the fourth side is practically all broken away. In  shape, 
tlmigh sorriewhat smaller,. this prism is similar t o  the one in the Ashmolean 
M1tseum and published by Langdon in his BabyZo~iaw Litzcrgies, No. 197. The 
hymn apparently is to Ea. The beginning of the hymn is not clear t o  the 
writer; and the translation is given with much diffidence. 
TRANSLITERATION. 
e-im-m a-r i-i n-g i n  
zu-ab ki-e1 . . -te-g&l 
6-9 i-r a l u  g a 1-z u 
d E  n-u t l u  g a1-zu-a b-g B 1  
36 BABTLOKIAN IXSCRIPTIOSS IN THE COLLECTION OF J. 13. NIBS 
kar-zu "jgug ini-ma-cla-an- . . 
5 k&( ?)  -k&( ?) z a-g in-n a i m-m a-r i-in-gin 
6-dEn-ki-gB. . . .  a z a g  gig m6-e 
gud- luga l  . . .  n i t a h - a  si(g)-gi 
ni-bi barDo im-gub ur -b i  ad-gQ-gQ 
6-s i-r a dE n-k i-g i! a b-b aD1 -a z a g m e-a 
[g A g] -2 ag-z u-t a &-a z a g An-n a 
zu-ab ki-e1 nam-tar - ra  
[dE n] -k i e n n am-t a r-t ar-r i-n e 
. . . . . . . . .  ri-ne 
6(? )  . . . . . .  b a ( ? )  . .  ra-ne-in-d6 
E r i d a k i  . . . . .  ki-&g(?)-gB-ni 
10 liBg-zu-ab-%a Qg-mab k i -gar - ra  
. . .  -gegtii l u g a l  dEn-ut-gB 
15 . . . .  bu-ub e n  EridaE-ga-g6 
g i 5 g i  g ir-r  a k i-]?. e-g 6 1 s 6 g-g aD2 
20 zu-ab zi-kalam-ma ki-8g dEn-ut-gi! 
giszag-ga r6-a . . . .  sukud-da (? )  gub-ba 
E r i d a k i  giZ-gi. . . . . .  ZBg-ga me-a 
a-ab-ba zi(g)-ga( l )  gab-86-gar nu- tug  
i d - m a b .  . . . . .  ka lam-ma  z i - z i  
e ( ? )  d a ( ? )  . . . . . . . . .  iBg-ga 
25 p'"igir-ra . . . . . . . . . . . .  
g i i ( ? )  . . . . .  g e i t i i  un-da-si 
. . . . .  -bi id-mah zi(g)-ga d i m  
. . . . . . . .  m u-u n-n a ( 9 )  - tu  g-a 
30 . . . . .  n i g  ,515 nim- . .  a l -n ig  . . .  t a  
. . . . .  p i  turn gig-gg . . . . .  ig-ga 
. . . . . .  ttig(?) n i m .  . .  g &  
. . . . . .  gB . . . .  p a  n i  liub g in  
. . .  inim-e ad-mi . . . . . .  
35 gig-a1 n ig-aeag  dEn-ut ni-bi mu- . . . .  
dug-ga dEn-ut-gB g~ nu-bal-e(?) . . 
m u-u n-r A-a-m a m u-u n-r &-a-m a 
O D  
a b-b a = tarntim M 2494. 
'* s 6 g = tlbu OB W 327?,. 
ar = adverb 'k2am DlSCr, p. 35. 
3 i 
E r i d a E  dEn-ut im-ma-$1-la(?) . . 
bar-sag-sukud-ag-ne a-lib-ba . . . .  
40 z a g-g a-n i g i g-g 2-a . . . . . . .  
gig-gar s ig-ga g u r i n  il . . . . .  
mugen-e ib-bi mu-un- . . . . .  
subur-ba  6-181-e . . . . . . .  
gud-ha gi-ai tu r - tur -me . . . . . .  
45 dEn-ut zi(g)-ga-ni . . . . .  
zu-ab-a ii- . . . . . . . .  
engur- rag3  Ig ta r  mal: . . . . .  
a-ab-ba-dim im-mu- . . . . . .  
i d-m ab-d i m s u-x i . . . . . . . .  
50 i d P u r a t t u m  im-ri- .  . . . . . . . .  
gig-gi-a-ni an-mug(?) . . . . . .  
gisal-a-ni  k i  zu-ab(?) . . . . . . .  
d E  n-u t . .  -a-n i m u-k~ e- . . . . . . . .  
gig-m$ tii-bi nam-dii giz- im . . . . . . .  
55 2 Eridaki-ga-gB . . . . . .  
’dId igna( t ) -b i - i r  ad-im- . . . . .  
in im-bi  inim- . . .  - r a  i n i m -  . . .  
dEn-ut-gi! . . .  im-ma-ab-bi-bi . . .  
su-ui-me nu-gftl ki-bi  . . . . . .  
60 . . . . .  z a b a r  nu-gftl-la ki-bi  . . .  
N i b r u k ” 4 6 ( ? )  bu i -n i  A S ( ? )  . . . . .  
dEn-ut-gB bi-bi-e ba-ta . . . . .  
. . .  -gi z a b a r - r a  ba-df i .  . . .  
gi-26-na-ab N i b r u E  a-im . . . . . .  
65 . . . . .  g a r z a  a-ti(1)-a . . . . .  
. . . .  46 kfir-rf i .  . . .  d 6 g - g a  gab-bi . . .  
. . , g u d  181 ka-lum n i g ( ? )  . . 
. . . .  n a m-b a-t a r-ra . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
90 m u (  ?)-u g-g i l  an-p ft d-8 a r( ?) u d-d a 
k a1 am-e u-g e m-dim ki-in-d ar i d 
e n  zu-ab l u g a l  dEn-ki-gB 
dE n-k i e n n am-t a r-t a r-r i-n e 
2-a-n i a z a g nhz a-g i n u r-b i ba-n i-i n-d 6 
93 e n  gu  r = apsu DlXG1, p. 35. 
3s 
95 a z a g  niza-gin-bi . . k i  k i  dub(? ) -ka  
. . . . . .  xu-ab-a z u r  im-ma-ni-in-gub 
. . . . . . . . . .  g a  . . . .  &-a 
. . . .  n u-d i m . . . . . . .  t a-1 ii b-1 ii b-g i-e g 
. . . . .  a ( ? )  mi-ni-in-d6 niza-gin . . .  
100 gal-li-eg azag-gi-ga g6-tab-ha ni-in- . . . . . . .  
E r i d a k i  g&n-i l (?)-a  ne-in- . . . . .  
b u  m-b i i n i  m-d u-d u a d-g & [ g  61 
gi-sal-la-bi gud-d im b a r ( ? )  im- . . . . . .  
dEn-ki-gi! i n i m  E r i d a &  . . .  
105 &e luga l -b i - i r  b a r -  . . . . . .  ub-hi mu-un-g&-g& 
l u g a l  dEn-ki-g& s u k a l  gir-sig a b r i g (  ?)-g& tu-dfig-gi im-me 
3 im-m a-an-g u b i n i m  mu-u n-n a-d e ( ?)-e 
h u m  i m-m a-a n-g i n i n  i m m u-u n-n a-a b-s u m-mu 
&a z a g a-g i 11-11 a k i-g a r-r a 
110 temen-me-bi  xu-ab a-si-ig(?)-ga 
idI d i g n  a idP u r a t  t u m i m-i 6-t i-a 
gig-sag-gul-bi gab-gG-gar nu-tug 
g i g-s i-g a r-b i u r ( ?)-ma 11 i m-n e ( ?) -d I? 
i-g6-zu . .  u g (  I ) -g&l (  ?) . . . . .  di! 
115 . . . . . .  g u d-a n-n a . . . . .  d u g-g a 
. . g u r ( ? ) - z u  za-gin-na g i s a l -  . . d a r - a  
. . .  xu(? )  u r - m a h  . . .  t i  
. . . . .  - z u .  . .  i m - .  . . . . . .  
TRANSLATION. 
The deep is a pure place; 
To a filled temple may thy king bring thee. 
(IEN-UT, king of the deep; 
Thy wall is set ( ?)  with malachite, 
5 Its lapis lazuli , . , protect( ?) thee, 
(Thou) makest the temple of Ea a bright (and) favorable . . . .  
The royal bull , . . a man overthrows( ?) 
Who thus establishes himself, vho counsels himself. 
A Bled temple of E a  is the shining sea. 
10 Out of the deep an exalted sanctuary, the place he made; 
SUMERIAN EIYMF 39 
From thy side, the pure side of Anna. 
The deep, a pure place, the place of fates, 
Prudent . . .  king of d ~ ~ - ~ ~  
Ea( ?), the lord of fates, 
15 . . .  the lord of Eridu 
. . . . . . .  
. . . .  he did not loosen 
Eridu . . .  of his beloved. 
The chariot approaches the place of abundance. 
Who built the gisz a g-g a, who set on  high the . . .  
The rising sea is without a rival. 
20 The deep, the people of the land, the beloved of %X-UT; 
Eridn is a protection in . . .  
The deep river . . . . .  remove. 
25 The chariot . . .  
The teniple(8) . . .  
Prudent . . .  gives(?). 
. . .  like a rising deep river; 
. . . . . .  tukes hini. 
. . .  protection . . . .  
30 . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . .  
o f . .  . . .  
the seven . . . .  
“l“,-U‘l! . . .  
The c o m a n d  of “EN-UT no one changes. 
LTe comes, he comes. 
Jih5dn, c l ~ m - ~ ~  spares ;
The high protecting mountains, the mighty waters( ?) . . .  
40 lLis side . . . . . .  
35, The yoke, a shining treasure, whose fear 
The grem orchard bearing fruit . . . . .  
The szifiur.-lish, sweet food . . . .  
111 which b i d s  . . . . . . . .  
Thc bull-fish, small reeds . . . . .  
45, ~ N - U T ,  its rising . . . . . . . . .  
The waters of the deep . . . . . . .  
The deep, the lofty Ishtar( ?) . . . . . . . .  
Like the sea . . . . . . .  
Like a deep river, splendor ( ? )  . . . . . .  
50 The Euphrates . . . . . . . . .  
m o s e  reed . . . . . .  
Whose plant, the place of the deep ( ? )  . . .  
%N-UT his . . . . . .  
The ship, his breath . . . . .  
To its . . .  river . . . .  
Whose cornmand . . . .  
Of  EN-UT . . . . . .  
(? )  is not, whose place . . .  
To Nippur . . .  
The shining . . .  was built . . .  
55 The temple of Eridu . . . . . . . .  
60 Bright . . .  is not, whose place . . .  
. . .  Nippur . . .  
65 . . .  command . . . .  
. . . . . . .  
9 0 . .  . . . .  
The land is like grass in the river’s cavern, 
Lord of the deep, king of Ea 
Ea, lord of fates 
His temple, (of) bright lapis lazuli by himself was built, 
I n  the deep he established firmness. 
95 Whose bright lapis lazuli . . .  
. . . . .  
Like . . . .  he set up 
. . .  he built it, lapis lazuli . . . .  
100 . . . . . .  
Eridu . . . . .  
Whose ( ?) turns back commands( ?) 
The temple of Ea, the word of Eridu , . , 
King of Ea, messenger of the yellow scorpion, a leader who calls a 
Whose gisullu like an ox . . .  
105 The temple f o r  his king . . .  he built . 
favorable wind ; 
He took possession of the temple, the word he uttered( ?)  
Fruitfulness he established, command he gave. 
For his bright temple of lapis lazuli a place he made; 
The Tigris (and) Euphrates he crested; 
Its dam was without rival; 
Its cage . . . .  
110 Its foundations were the ebbing deep. 
. . . . .  
115 . . .  ox of heaven . . .  
His shining . . .  
. . . . . . . .  
NOS. 24 BND 25. HYMN TO LIBIT-ISHTAR. 
Both of these texts, written in the First Dynasty script, are copies of 
the same hymn or  liturgy to Libit-Ishtar, the fifth king of the Isin Dynasty 
(2256-2246 B. C.), in fact both are dated on the same day. That the Sumerians 
deified their kings and rulers is clear from the published texts, where their 
names are written with the determinative for god.”4 During the t h e  of the 
Ur Dynasty, the worship of desed kings seems to  have been developed beyond 
all precedent, and become practically universal. The same practice obtained in 
the time of other dynasties as the liturgies t o  certain of their kings testify. 
Thus there have been published three long hymns t o  Ishme-Dagan,”j one to  
1din-Dagan,gB and one t o  Libit-Ishtar,g7 kings of the Isin Dynasty. From the 
colophon on Nos. 24 and 25 it seems that this new text was perhaps part of 
a longer liturgy. However, the test is quite interesting, as each line concludes 
with “am I,” and apparently is an attempt t o  magnify the titles, deeds, good 
qualities, etc., of Libit-Ishtar. 
TRBNSLITER AT10 W . 
L u g a l - s a l  dug-ga ($ )  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
dLi-b i-i t-1: t a r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
“See Pinches, PXBA, 1915 pp. 87-95; 126-134; and Langdon ibid., 1918, p. 30 ff. for 
g5 SLT Nos. 9 and 14 ; VX I1 No. 200. For a translation of the latter see PXBA, 1918, 
“Nol. 2 of Miscellaneous Sunzerian Texts in HAV; translated in LXGr, p. 1 9 6  f. 
97VS I1 Ne. 199, translated in PSBA, 1918, p. 69 ff. 
a discussion of liturgies of the cults of various cities of southern Babylonia. 
p- 52 ff. 
g i g-g ul-s a r g i  S-t ug( ?) . . . . . . . . . .  
n i t a h  6-kal t u g  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
az-zag t i l  gab - r i  nu- [ tug(?) ]  . . .  
u B u m g a l  inim-bi-[bi(?)]  ni-galQS e re s -na  . . .  
an-im-dugud(I)-hu k 6 r  Btig-ga i g i - g & P  . . . .  
am-s u-m a s ag-nu-g 6-8 A m e-[e n] 
10 nQIOO-igi-si urn(?) . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i n im(? ) l0 l  za-gin &-a . . . . . . . .  
igi-Bag inim-Sag Stig-dii-(4) me-en 
sB+alan nQ-nQ-a he-li dfi-dii me-en 
inim(?)-dii-du-ma he-dli nie-en 
Bul-gag-ga ti-di diig-ga me-en 
dLi-bi-i LIS t a r  l u g  a1 k a l  am-ma me-e n 
s a g-g &(g)-g a s i b-z i-b i m e-e n 
sag -ka l  kfir-kfir-ra ka lam-ma i1-1B me-en 
20 d i n g i r  nam-galu  u r u  nir-gii l  B&r-ra me-en 
d u  mu-ni t a b k a 1 a g-g a n a m-1 u gal-1 a m e-e n 
an-taio2 sag-i1-la ki-gub sig-ga me-en 
i s i b  An-na 56-lab-lab-ga me-en 
an-n i b B r-z i-m ab s ag-g& m u-ni-in-g e-e n 
ki-fir-ra gi&palo4 ba-d6 in-sum 
n i g  b a r  Sag-Sag Win-lil-18 me-en 
6 n i t a b - a  nam-8Br mu-un-tar 
Win-tf i ( r ) - r i  [ 1 I1O6 g i b i l  
30 s a l  u1-la zid-ds-eg sElo0 me-en 
igi-zi  b a r - r a  d N a n n a ( r )  me-en 
5 nam-Su1-1a-mah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
15 &-il-la S6-si gag-ga me-en 
25 dE nl il-1 i103 d u mu-k i-8 g An-n a m e-e n 
n i-g a 1 == ?mwvimi DlSGl, p. 199. 
" i g i - g & l  =na& Sa i-wi DLBGI., p. 19. 
loo n 4 = enzuqu OB W 400,. 
lol Or s h, cf. 1. 14 ; but in No. 25 11. 11 and 14 it is clearly i n i m. 
lo9 Note No. 25 has an-e. 
Written Kl3 n l i l - e  in No. 25. 
g i g-p a = aru H 3911. 
These signs are not clear to the writer. 
loo To be read sa = sapadu M 2263. 
H Y M N  T O  LIBIT-ISHTbR 
i m  g id -da  dingir-gf i  i-di-Zfi 
i t u  Be-kin-kud u d  lIkam 
g u n i g i ( n )  3 1  mu-bi 
TRANSLATICK. 
Queen of coniinand ( 9 )  . . . . . . . . . . .  
Libit -Is ht ar  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
A hero possessing strength . . . .  
A mighty helper, a lord without a rival . . 
A sovereign, who commands the fear of his subjects . . 
(As) the zu-bird, (which) beholds in the midst of the mountain, am I 
A strong warrior, one ,not ceasing, am I 
Progeny of the king ( 9 )  . . . . . .  
5 Of exalted lordship . . . . . . . . . . . .  
10 The strong one with a dark (i. e., piercing?) eye . . .  am I 
Of a friendly eye, a favorable word, a . . .  heart, am I 
Of a strong form with abundant vigor, am I 
The one who commands and adorns, am I 
A gracious lord, of pleasing favor, am I 
Libit-Ishtar, kicg of lands, am I 
The faithful shepherd of the black-headed ones, am I 
A prince of countries and lands, exalted, am I 
The mighty son of the kingdom, am I 
The one (with) uplifted head, a pious position, am I 
A priest of Anna with pure hands, am I 
Whose god placed him a faithful great prince among men. 
( W h o )  gave the offspring begotten in the netherworld. 
The one thus begotten, the favored one of Ninlil, am I 
( ? ) who determines all things. 
To Nintur ( ? ) place of fire ( ? )  
The faithful eye by the side of Nannar, am I. 
Pure command goes forth . . . . . . . . . . . .  (am 1) 
15 The one who lifts up the arms, fills the hand, (and) is gracious, am I 
20 The god of the people of the city, the lord of all the land, am I 
25 Enlil, the beloved son of Anna, am I 
30 The one whom this woman truly mourns, am I. 
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The long tablet: His god, his ( ? )  
The month Addaru, and the llth day. 
A total of 31 lines. 
NO. 26. HYMN TO TAMMUZ.107 
This hymn, written in ‘erne-sal,’ belongs to the songs of the Islitar- 
Tammue cult. It describes the wailing of Ishtar, the “bride,” for Tummue 
“her beloved.” The obverse consists of five sections, each introduced by 
8 h b-mu g i-i r-r a n a-mu-m a-a1 ; while on the reverse there are four sections, 
each introduced by a m  a-g a n-e e d i n-n a-t a i-n i-i n-g u 1. A duplicatc of this 
hymn, with some variations, has been published by Radau SBPD, No. 1, 001. 11. 
This is from a large tablet containing a number of hyrnns of this cult,, rind 
preserves only the first 21 lines. The Nies hymn is on a small tablet, by itself 
and complete-a few lines a t  the end of the reverse being badly injured--and 
thus restores the whole song. 
TRANSLITERATION. 
gi- i r - ra  S$b-mu gi- i r - ra  
e d i n  a-n a n a-mu-m a-a1 
n u-g i g-a 11-11 a g a-8 &-an &-a n-n a m nlos 
k6r-gul-gul ga-Z&-an e-an-na rn6nlo9 
5 gib-mu gi-fr-ra ed in -na  na-mu-ma-a1 
k i-k a 1-a-k a. n a-m u-m a-a 1 k i dD u m u-e i (d) -d a-k all* 
a-r a-1 i dul-$ il b-k a 2 ii b-mu i r[r a1111 
[k i ( 4 )  ] -k a 1-a-k all2 
[k i( ?)]113-dD u in u-z i (d)  -d a-k a 
lo7 The writer wishes t o  acknowledge with thanks his indebtedness to Dr. Albright of 
Johns Hopkins University for valuable and helpful suggestions on the transktion of! this 
text. 
loa This line is omitted in the text in SHPD. 
log Between 11. 4 and 5 of our text that in SHPD adds two lilies : a in a h-m 11-11 n-n i i  
110 This line is divided in XHPD with na-mu-ma-a1 repeated after k i-”I) LI 111 11-x i(  (1) - 
111 This line is again divided in S H P D ,  and e cl i n-n a n a-mu-m a-a 1 addcct n f ~ ( * l *  g i. 
112SiYPD adds IIli-db-a-g$. 
113 S H P D  reads ki-ti-1 B a. 
ga-;&an s u n - n a  mkn and 33-kal-an-na mu-tin-an-na mBn. 
d a-k a. 
i r-r a. 
10 . . . . -e s i1  ba-z6-ib-ba ghb-mu ir-ra114 
ki-gan-nellj mAB m a r z a  z4-ib-ba 
k i-b allG d i m i  r-b i m u  1 u nu-m e-e n1I7 
5-e a m a-ni u-s a-iii u1lS m e-b a-n i-d u g-g a-B 5 
GAb-mu i r - ra  ed in -na  na-mu-ma-a1 
u b-b a-b i n a-in u-g i 
m e-r i a u b-b a-n i ii a-in u-g i 
cdin-e  ba-te edin-e  ba- te  
a m a-g a n e d i n-n a-t a i-n i-i n-g u PZo 
. . -e-a ed in -n i  ba- t i  
30 . . . zu-da edin- i i i  ba- t i  
. . e d i n ( ? ) - n a  . . n a  . . . mu-ut- . . a a - 8 6  
a m  a-g a a-e e d i  n-n a-t a n i-in-gul-1 a 
am-6(g)-ga-na i g i  mu-un-[Bi-bar] 
i g i-n a i g i-ix u a m  a b a r-b a r-r i 
25 ama-gan-e ed in-na- ta  ni-in-gul 
mu-ut-ta-a1-lia un(?) . . . . 
. . . i g i  . . . n i  e ;  a1 ba-te  
. . d a  me-r i  mu-un-na- . . . 
aina-gan-e ed in-na- ta  . . . 
30 z a ( ? )  . , -ni mu-un-na-ab-bi 
. . . mu-un-na- . . . 
15 B 6-b all!) 
. 
TRANSLATION. 
A rcctl of lamc!ntstion is my heart, a reed of lamentation in the 
! l ' h c b  holy onc of licaven, the mistress of E-aiina, am I; 
Who destroys the mountains, the mistress of E-anna, am I. 
descrt it shall be. 
' I . '  ('(1 i n-n a aclclecl in SIII'D. 
I"' It;itlizn rcnils lr i-c-11 e (SI IPD p. 61) but the copy shows that the sign read e is some- 
1111 So, from copy, perliaps also in SHPD, though Radau reads ki-tug (ibid., p. 62).  
l i i  'l'his cblcady shows that d u  in the text in SHPD is to be read m Bn. 
' I H  8 1 l P D  rtwls lr i-m u 6 e n-m u instead of s a-m u-m e. 
w11zi1 irijurec'l; it  is more probably also to be read gan.  
R1II)D rculs ? fi-g i g-g u b-b 8-11 i ; also n &-m u-u n-g i instead of n a-m u-g i at  the end 
of this line. 
12n This and ilic following lines are lost on the text in SHPD. 
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5 My heart, a reed of lamentation in the desert it shall be. 
In the waste place I will be, the place of Tammuz. 
I n  a y a h ,  the shining hill, in my heart is lamentation. 
I n  the vaste place, 
The place of Tammuz; 
I n  the place of begetting( ?)  made good by the command of the kid; 
I n  that place is its god, not a man. 
I n  the house is the mother appointed by me to announce the clecrees. 
My heart, a lamentation in the desert shall be. 
From his foot its fetter shall be removed. 
I n  the desert approach; in the desert approach. 
The mother of begetting, in the desert has been destroyed. 
10 . . . .  the lamb, good is the lamentation in my heart; 
15 From his hand its fetter shall be removed; 
* 
. . . . . . .  in the desert lives; 
. . .  the desert . . . .  bridegroom. 
20 . . . . . . .  in the desert lives. 
The mother of begetting, in the desert has been destroyed. 
On her dead bull lifts her eye; 
Before her, before me the mother leads(?). 
Thy bridegroom ( ?) . . . . . . .  
. . . .  f e e t .  . . . . .  
The mother of begetting, in’the desert . . . . .  
25 The mother of begetting in the desert has been destroycd. 
. . . . . . . . .  approaches. 
30 his . . . . .  speaks. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
NOS. 27 AKD 28. T W O  BUILDING INSCRIPTIOXS 01?’ ESARTIADnch*. 
No. 27 is .a duplicate of No. 2147 in the Yale Collection, and ppriblislir~l oy 
Clay in MI, No. 41. For the translation see &id., p. 58. It is to IK: n o t ~ ( 1  tli:zt, 
the Yale cylinder is written in the Assyrian script, while this onc i8 .ivrittc*ii irt 
Neo-bab ylonian. 
No. 28 is R duplicate, with some variations, o f  the oiic in tlic British ~ I t i w i w  
(81-6-7, 209) and published by Meissner-Rost in BA 111, pp. 260 ff. It’or thc 
translation see ibid.  It miglit be added that another duplicate is in t h o  1I;irstird 
Seniit ic Mlns eurn. 
BUILDING INSBRIPTIONS OF ESARHADDOX 4'7 
The variants t o  be especially noted in No. 28 are: 
a. 
b. 
Line 20 has iy-izi-zi sa-li-mu, while BA 111, p. 351, 1. 18, reads sa-li-wzc 
il~-SZC-Ih. 
Line 30, Meissner-Rost (SA 111, p. 262, 1. 29), reads izi-qz~-t-a~-tiin Barm- 
&tu. From the autographed text (ibid., p. 353) the sign tim seems to be 
greatly injured and this reading very doubtful. Professor Clay has regxamined 
the Nies cylinder and concludes the sign is not tim but o r  which 
perhaps is meant for  e&. The reading in our text then seems to  be id-qu-vu 
x?r( ?) s'arl-&-tu, "the precious seed of the kingdom." 
I n  1. 32 we have i-wu-iu, while the text in BA 111, p. 353, 1. 30, reads 
i-iiw-ma. The meaning, however, remains the same. 
" I  I 
c. 
No. 29. BUILDING INSCRIPXION OF NABONIDGS. 
Only parts of Col. I1 and I11 of this burnt clay cylinder are preserved. 
It is iL duplicatc of No. 85-4-30, 2 in the British Museum which \vas published 
by Bcxold in PSBd 1889 (Jan.), P1. 111-V; see also Langdon NKI, p. 234 ff. 
One or two variants, however, should be noted: 
There is a slight difference in the column division; Col. I11 of this 
text begins with 1. 5 of Col. 111 of the British Museum text. 
T1ic rcxtoration in Col. 111: 1 [s'zi( ?)]-a-t im ( N K I ,  p. 240) is not correct 
;IS sliotvii by Col. 11: 17 which has ri-ei-ta-a-tim. 
The wstoration i n r m  Za-bi-ri in Col. 111: 2 (A7k-1, p. 240) is correct as 





[,roved by Col. XI: 18. 
t%w; but this is no t  clear. 
No. 30. S ~ A I ,  OF ITUR-ILU. 
This takdct of unbaked clay is undated, but that it belongs t o  the time 
o f  tlie Ur dynasty is shown both by the forms of tlie signs and by a seal on 
an unpublishecl tablet, from Jokha, in the Nies Collection. The inscription on 
llic obvcrsc of the tablet reads: 
$1 g c? Gxl i 1x1 ni u-til i m i n g a r g u r 
gi  n-u 8-m c 
k i  gin-ug-me 
u d u-ti 1 i 1x1 m u k a m 
1 yur 280 qa of bread 
the money changers; 
place of the money changkrs ; 
l g th  day. 
I-t u r-il u 
p a-t e-s i 
K &-d i n g i  r k i  
reads : 
dD u n-g i 
n i t a  e s ig -ga  
l u g a l  . . . 
s . . . . .  
The date ( 
the scribe, 
I-z u r-i 1 u 
dub-s a r  
d u m  u-ni 
Ab-ba d u b - s a r  Dungi, 
d u m u  I - tu r - i l u  the mighty hero, 
p a-t e-s i king of . . . . 
K A-d i[n g i rki] . . . . . . a .  
i this tablet is the 53rd year of Dungi ( m u  e n  " N a n n a r  
m&;-e-ni-pAd). If  this Itur-ilu represents the same individual as the one in 
the seal of No. 30 it proves that a Semitic viceroy ruled at Babylon during the 
reign of Dungi. 
Abba, the scribe, 
son of Itur-ilu 
patcsi of Babylon 
. . . . . . . . 
NO. 31. INSCRIPTION REFERBIXG TO THE RENEWAL O F  A FESTIVAL. 
This inscription, written on an exceptionally small baked clay cylinclcr, is 
dated in the 5th year of Nabonassar (747-734 B. C.) the last great king of 
Babylon before the Assyrian domination. A number of documents dated iu 
his reign are published in BRN I, Nos. 4-21. The inscription is new, aiiil of 
importance and interest for the epithets it gives of the cicity t o  wliic,h it is 
addressed, namely Upr-amatsu, a by-name for the goddess Nan% of J h d i  ; 
but more especially for the reference to  the genealogy of this deity-'the first 
born of Adad.' It petitions favor and long life for the two indivicluals who 
pledged their help to  renew an ancient festival, perhaps of this clcity, long 
forgotten. 
While this manuscript was in preparation a duplicate cylinclcr was pro- 
cured for  the Yale Collection, which fortunately restores an important 11nrt lost, 
in the Nies cylinder. The parts of the transliteration in brackets arc from tlrc? 
Yale cylinder, and are published a t  this time through tht  courtesy of ProFpssoz. 
Clay. 
TRANSLITERATION. 
A-%a dU;ur-a-nzat-su [b&t %$-ti SIa i-%a ad-di-rzi ma-] a-ti 
pa-vi-sa-at purusszl [game ( -e )  6 ir-;,i-ti bu-uk-ri] "Adad 
RESEWAL O F  -4 FESTD'AL 
nu-ar-mat d,71nrdzck Ba [la niimma ( ?) i i i - w - 4  ki-bi] -is-szt 
a-ki-ti Sa 211-tu G - m u  [vu-qu-f zc la-ba-rZ] iJ-lik-ma 
i-ga-1-u-Bu i-qu-pu-ma gzcb-bu-' [ u d  ( ?) -s'a-Bzi] -u+z 
u-su-ra-tu-s'u im-ma-Ba-n-ma iS-nu-4 [a).] -G-' 
a-?la e-pis' Zip-ru 8zi-a-ti zi ud-diB a-ki-ti u-su-Bz6 (-mc iS-kzcwwma) 
u-na e-pis' Sip-TU Sd-n-ti 2 ud-diB a-hi-ti w-su-Su-m,~ ii-kzeiz-m-ma 
al-la zi dup-Sik-ki ilza gi-mir 12b-bi-s'u-nac im-na-dd-ma 
mas'-tak la-li-e el-lu-tu a-ma dTi-tar u-8e-pi-id 
ina s'at-ti dUsur-a-nzat-su b&it @r-ti a-na a-lci-ti bit-s'a-+tunuP'. e-ri-bi-8a 
eli n~ddBi?l-ib-~zi zi ""dNab~-x6r-uBabSi(-Si) bu-mi-ia nam-ru-tu ki-nii lit-Tu-bu- 
li-ir-ri-ki .ii-mi-Bzc-lzu u-ma arki ?h&Bu-nu bald$ nap-ia-ti-&-nu 
ia-la-ma xGr-Su-w la ha-Se-e zc ina pir'u-Bu-nu a-ki-ti ei-iei u-se-pii 
ia t tu  5ka7$ %Yab.ii-n&sir(-ir) 8cir BSbiliki 
5 id-us'-s'Q iu2 -ma-s*zi-ilsta s [a-va-lzi-iS Z L S ]  -bu 
s'aryu a?~ i l lq i -p2d  a?n8lYtb-bti-d 3 ami1  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
10  h-ka-.ita "idB?l-ib-lzi 6 liidNab~-x~~-us'abs'i(-Bi) m d r W  da "Bul-(lut-a( !) . . ... 
15 3 iqza $6-bat ilu-ti-Sa rabu-ti s'a-qi-is' i-lza a-Sa-bi-ia 
s'u-ma 








To Usur-amatsu (the lofty lady, who by the law( ?) of the land) 
determines the decrees (of heaven and earth; the first born) of Adad; 
the beloved of Marduk; whose (word nothing( ?) changes). 
The festival which from (an ancient day had become old) ; 
5 whose name had been forgotten; (whose sarahu had settled(?)); 
whose wall had disintegrated; and the cisterns (Those foundations) 
(and) whose lines had been forgotten, the (wise(?)) repaired. 
for  the doing of this work aiid the renewing of the festival, pledged their 
The king, qipu, prince and . . . . . . . . . . .  
help. 
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10 Afterwards B$l-ibni and Nab<-z&r-ushabshi, sons of Bulluf-a . . . . . 
f o r  the doing of this work and the renewing of the festival, pledged their 
The chain and badge of servitude they bore with their whole heart; and 
LZ bright splendid abode for Ishtar I built. 
When Usur-amatsu, the lofty lady, enters for the festival of the fish-house, 
may her joyful face truly enter upon BGI-ibni and NabQ-2;~r-usli~tbshi ; and 
may they have length of dnys, long life, 
their family to  be (lit. which is not) prosperous; aiid togethcy with their. 
progeny the f estiml I again renewed. 
The 5t11 year of Nabti-n&,yir, king of Babylon. 
help. 
15 'in the dtt-elling of her great deity, loftily in her presence, 
20 In  the presence of NabQ-inukin-zGr, son of NabQ-ablral-ilhni, (the ~~u~kl~a~aalclcz~ 
of UGtUZ-i) 
The GIs ,  Kabii-iiii'id, . 
son of &idun& 
the priest of . 
Innina of Erech, 
25 destroyed. 
No. 33. DEDICATORY I~sc in~ iwos .  
The inscription on this fragment, about half of i i  hi nit clay c:gliiitlcr, 
t o  record ;L grant of lar ic l  to the gotldess Is1it:w. It gives tlici c b s t c b t i t 8  aii(1 b o u i i t l -  
a r k s  of this piecc of lancl and the sacrificcs cstnblislid t ) c w i w >  of i t .  
DEDICATORY INSCRIPTION 51 
[e]-1iS u iap-lis zi-kiin-fiu kudurru 4-Sal-lint hi-si-ru i?za &lip1.  . . .  
. . .  .-na-ha-1% BQ-bat . . . .  agta dImciaa b82ti-ia ad[-di?z,] 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ka Y% ki . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
15 .zi-Sad-ba( bu?) . . . .  : . . .  
TRANSLATION. 
To . . . . . . . . . .  
who guards the sacrifice . . . . . . .  
Anum the father of the gods; the fathers in the sanctuary . . . . .  
To Ishtar, the majestic lady, who comes to my help, mho preserves . . .  ;
From the city Atti, which is on the bank of the Sippar canal, 
unto the city Mangisi bordering on the meadows of DW-ilu-ki, the beloved 
5 who rules my people, who overthrows my disobedient ones. 
of Ellil ; 
from the city dBe^Zit-E-AN . . . . .  unto( ?) the boundary of Girriki; 
60 sar of a seed-field; 100 sar of ash; 60 cubits of s'@tu (to) Ishtar, my 
mistress, I gave. 
10 3 gzcr of food, 3 (jugs) of wine, 122 mi-ir-si, 31 ga of NI-TUIK-XI dates, 
1 2 ( ? )  qa of oil, daily portion( ?), (and) 3 sheep, as its sacrifice they estab- 
Above and below they determined the boundary. I preserved the frontier 
lished forever. 
in the cities . . 
. . . . .  dwelling . . . . . . .  t o  Ishtar my mistress I gave. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
No. 36. TABLE OF BABYLONIAN WEIGETS. .
An hexagonal cylinder, pierced by a hole, 1 em. in diameter, from top to  
bottom, hdioating that it was probably mounted on a spindle so as to  be easily 
rcvolvcd and convenient f o r  use as a reference standard. The first lines are 
lost, but the table apparently begins with the fraction of a i e  and continues 
through the shekel, mine and talent giving the corresponding values for each 
one o r  fraction thereof. The script is that of the time of the first dynasty. 
Similar tables, more o r  less fragmentary, have been previously published : see 
Scheil, Une Saison, de fouilles Ci Sippor, pp. 49 ff., and 52 ff.; also Hilprecht, 
BE XX, NOS. 31-34. 
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15-s a-a n-d u 
r i-r i 
No. 37. FRAGMEXT OF A SYLLABARY. 
This fragment, -mitten in the Neo-babylonian script, belongs t o  the so-called 
second class of syllabaries, i. e., those vhich contain three columns, the first 
giving the Sumerian value, the second the sign o r  group of signs that is to  
be explained, the third the Semitic meaning. This classification is evident from 
lines 12 and 13, vhere occur the meanings s'ur-kzc and a-da-ma-tum. Only 
Col. 111, giving the meaning, and part of the group of signs that is to be 
explained (Col. 11) are preserved in either line. In Sb : 224 we have b a t-t u = 
iay-ku, and in Eb : 225 ti g-m i = a-da-ma-tu, which unquestionably is also what 
we have here in 11. 12-13 and makes the above identification certain. 
In  a number of cases this fragment gives more than one meaning for the 
same group of signs, e. g., 11. 3, 4, 6-10, 20. A few of these are synonymous: 
1. 6 iub-turn and ?nu-ia-bu; 1. 7 .nap-ta-nu and ma-ka-lzc-zi; 1. 20 a-tab-bu and 
i-ku. This is analogous to CT XII, 92691. 
1 
j 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
j u t ( ? )  ti Zu(?)-nu . . . .  
ir-tum i-tir . . . . .  
Izi-is-sat tu-xi-irn-tum tu-xi(?) . . .  
5 ad-du-pzc 
zi-szck-ku iub-tum mu-s'a-bu 
!nap-ta-nu ma-ka-la-& 
pa-ai-56-ru ii-ik-ka-tuqn 
id-kut -turn ar-d a-t um 
10 ba( ?)-ki-tunz e-ru-zc i a  si-i.n-.nu 
[tel-la1 gal-121-4 
[b a t]-t u gar-kzc 
[fig]-mi a-da-ma-turn 
. . ge(?)-sar  ha(?)-ki-1% 
-s a r  il-lari 
-s a r ki-si-im-mu 
- s a r  id-ra-nu 
( (  
( (  
L (  
15 . . 
. .  
. .  
. .  l L  -s a r [ri-irn-ne-e-tum 
* . .  -s a r mu-xi-&urn 
20 . . .  -sar  a-tab-bzc i-ku 
. . . . .  . . .  -'-zi il-la-ri 
. . . . .  . . . . .  . - f i t 4  
pa-gap  
sa-a- . . . . .  
na-a . . . .  
t i r -  . . , . . 
I ;a d G ~ - [ l a ]  
;a d G ~ - [ l a ]  
du-  . . . .  
1 1 . .  . . . . .  
. . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  
NAME SPLLSBSRT AYD ESERCISE T-4BLETS 5 3  
N O .  38. PENTAGONAL P R I S N  O F  PERSOXAL X'aXES. 
The names on this prism all begin with the element u r ,  so eoninion in the 
names of the Ur Dynasty. This element is combined e1iiefl:- with the names 
of gods, temples and perhaps their substitutes. No special order is apparent, 
as those names compounded with the mines of gods are scattered through the 
whole list. The names are those common t o  the UT Dynasty, but the script 
is that of the First  Dynasty, indicating that we  may hare here a register of 
nanies of the Ur Period kept on file for reference purposes in the later dynasty. 
Nos. 39-67. EXERCISE TABLETS. 
This group, commonly called esercise tablets, is of interest fo r  the study 
of the personal names which they offer. Those published liere are round, with 
the obverse perfectly flat, while the reverse is convex; all are unbaked. Most 
of them are beautifully written and may have been standard or model copies 
used in the temple sc1ioo1s.131 The names are all Sunievian and the texts may, 
for paleographic reasons, be assigned t o  the time of the Ur Dynasty. They 
are written in three and four lines; those having four lines, Nos. 51, 55, 59 
;ind 62, liczve the first and third, and second and fourth lines the same, showing 
tlic work of both toaehcr and pupil. In those with three lines a different nanie 
is given in each line. Wliere the reveTse is inscribed it contains a repetition 
of the obverse, witli the exception of No. 41 which gives an entirely different 
group. 
By a study and comparison of Nos. 41 Rev., and 39; 46, 47 and 48, it 
would secm that these belong to  a syllabary, as they shorn a continuation of 
the same elements, e. g., A-a on No. 41 Rev. is continued on No. 39 A-a, Q-a-a, 
A-a-mu ; so f 1 i on 46 : 3 is continued on No. 47 with other elements added, 
and o n  No. 48 with $313 o r  Giw~iZ prefixed. Nos. 43, 44, 45, 46, begin with the 
Sillne clement, n f g ;  while Nos. 40 and 41 begin with gim. 
PLATE LXVIIL COPPER LEGS AND HORNS OF A BABYLONIAN DIVAK. 
These objects were found at  Warka. They were used fo r  thrones, divans, 
Divans with similar legs, but of ivory, hare occurred and chairs in 
121 For discussion, bibliography, etc. of this group of  texts see PN!l"8. 
lz2 Waul, ScaZ Cylinders of Western Asia No. 30 and top of p. 22. 
54 
in Egypt ian first dyl1astr tornbs.123 They l11ay be seen in old Persian pictures 
and other oriental manuscripts. I ; ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s  SO. 303 mentions a g i 8-n 51, 
d u b  b i n - g u  d a-ani zatJa1- gar-r21, ‘a dil-an (or bed) standing on OX legs 
made of bronze.’ KO doubt this describes a couch of the same kind as those 
found in Egypt ,  and corresponds to  Olle variety of the gig-gu-za SO fre- 
quently mentioned in the inrentories of the Ur dynasty. 
A filing on one of these d ~ ~ b b i n  S ~ O V S  that it consists of copper and not 
bronze. The horns, if we may judge from Egyptian examples, were placed 
on the two front coriiers of the couch for  ornamental or ceremonial reasons. 
It will be noticed that these six objects are not perfectly matched, result t o  be 
ascribed either to crude early ~ ~ r o r k  O r t o  their belonging to different sets, other 
members of which have not been found. 
Professor Clay thinks it possible that they foriiied the legs and horns of 
animal figures whose heads and bodies consisted of wood overlaid with copper. 
In that case, the horns belonged to  a ram, and at  least two of the legs to an 
OX, the wooden heads and bodies of which naturally would have disappeared 
through age. 
B-BPLONIAS ISSCRI~TIOXS 13 THE COLLECTION OF J- Be Nms 
PLATE LXIX. THE MOTHER  GODDESS.'^^ 
a. This archaic bone figurine belongs to  a period perhaps prior to the 
first dynasty. It is the naked goddess mho appears in different eras as the 
spouse of Enlil, Narduk, etc. 
This figurine was made from a mold that is in the collection; it was 
found at Erech. It belonged to  the late period, as is &own by the Greek 
Aphrodite type. Both this object and the preceding are t o  be compared with the 
gold ear-ring d. The cross hatchings of the head piece on the bone correspond 
to  the cap in SCTVA, Fig. 428; and both this and the rol l  of hair on each side 
of the head are seen in  the ear-ring d. 
b. 
PL.4TE Lxx. ASSI-RTA~; VASE WITH RELIEF. 
The provenance of this vase is said t o  be Shergat, where the Germans 
were excavating until the middle of 1913. The relief represents a bearded god 
seated on his throne wearing a two-horned crown, and robed in a fluted vest- 
ment which encircles him from shoulders to  feet. His left forearm rests on 
the raised side of the throne and the hand grasps some object. The right 
arm is  bent upward a t  the elbow and extended forward, while the hand is 
123 Metropolitan Museum No. 06. 1162. 1-2. 
124See JstrRel Vol. 1, pp. 115-117; and XCWA, pp. 161-162. 
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opened wide and turned inward. On the palm of the  god’s open hand rest the 
fore and middle fingers of the royal candidate’s right hand. He is in a 
standing posture, wears the feathered crowii, affected by the Assyrian kings 
in the eighth and ninth centuries B. C., a wide necklace, and a flowing robe 
caught up and held in the niiddlc by his left hand. 
While the relief on this vase is somewhat rude the faces and figures of 
the god and king are strongly clramii. A comparison may be made between 
the king as he appears on the vase and the photo of Tiglatlipileser I (see 
Meissner’s Gi.zc~~d~iig(lc der M i t t d  t ~ d  Neubdiylo}riscllefi t s i z d  ckr Assyrischen 
Plastik, p. 97). 
The scene cicpictecl is probably t he  ceremony eiiacted when the Assyrian king 
rcceiveci his aiitliority, as ruler orcr Babylonia, froin the god Marduk. This 
function is referred t o  hy‘tthc> historiographers of Esarliaddon.123 It was per- 
formed at BaLylon. There is a rccord that TuBulti-Ninib about 1290 B. C. 
tools the hands of M21rucI~lr,*~~~ and in 729 B. C., Tiglatlipileser performed the 
great ceremony of taking the hnnds of B41 or  J l a r d ~ i k . ~ ~ ~  
PLATES LXXI-LSXII. AMULETS, EXVOTIVES, ETC. 
Seventeen of the objects on these plates are amulets, with o r  without 
i~iscriptioiis. The piirpose of ilii ninulct is to ward off or drive away mis- 
I‘ortutic a i ~ l  particuln~ly h i 1  spirits whom primitive inm loolreci upon as the 
SOIITCCR o f  Iiiiirinn w o e s  such ; i s  (liswsc, stouni, etc. They were worn on necks, 
wrists nntl aiiklc~s and 111111g over doors niid about the house, just as some use 
Iiorscslioes in thew clays. Thc piirpose of P1. LXXI a, b xiid e is plain, they 
ai*e iiicmtat,ioiis. The lion (1’1. TXXI i )  represents the god of pestilence, 
Nergal. 1’1. PXSl C 7 1 ,  a bird wiih 2% bull’s head, may be intended f o r  Z U  a 
storm gocl, o r  the south wiiicl, grcatly clrcaded in Babylonia. P1. LXXII 1-14 
:ire leol,arcls, an(1 may h a r ~  hac1 mPcrence to  the leopard with which Gilgamcsh 
f’trught, possil)ly tlivy WCIT intenclccl io protect ag;ninst wild bcasts. P1. LXXII 
(1, I /  ;iti(l o 1tli1y l ia\~c~ b e c i i  fertility clinrnis ; and P1. LXXI C, 72, slid P1. LXXII V I  
W(~I.C votivc. o l ’ f ( > i * i l l q .  All tlicsch olr,jccts as well as the licads on P1. LXXI 
;tKoi*d inlc~i-ostillg siutlics in ‘R;il)ylonian art. 
T’liifc TAXST 7). 3r;irblc I?i i i i i ’~ I h d .  This may have been part of a votive. 
1 t R Irror3iiri~i~ishiI) is notrwn.illiy. l is  flattened, lengthened form looks as if it 
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represented a diminutive battering ram, and that it was used sPlboliCallY as 
tlie head of a sceptre. 
These two curious objects in 
sliell wliicli were found at  WarlCa may liave been used by scribes t o  hold small 
quadrangular pieces of reed, and used as a stylus, corresponding t o  our pens. 
They may, however, have been ornaments, amulets, o r  even sorccrcm’ pipes for  
magical ceremonies as they are bored through from end to end. 
Plate LXXII e. Pregnant Ewe. This apparently is a11 almilet. The 
animal, wliose body is distended, is in a recumbent position. The reverse shows 
three oblong cavities of different sizes, each larger than the otl.l@r. They 
probably represent unborn lambs. It lias been suggestecl illat this is a seal; 
but such a seal would be meaningless. It was probably used to  suspend from 
the neck of an animal or  wonian t o  bring about conception. 
Small -4ninial Figures in Shell. These animal figures 
fashioned out of the cores of conch shells, represent sonie spotted variety of 
tlie feline species such as a leopard in a crouching attituclc. The spots may 
have been filled with mother of pearl or sonie colored pigmiit. The heads are 
alert and each animal has a short tail, one seemingly a fish-tail (/). As each 
lias a pair of holes f o r  a suspension cord, they were citlicr oimim~nts  to  be 
attached t o  cloth, o r  they are amulets ; but what they 1q)i*cwnt in otlicr 
respects it is difficult to  say. They may have playet3 SOIIK? uC;lc in the 
sorcerer ,s magic art. 
Plate LXXII 11%. This is a wcll (wxiitcd piece 
of sculpture, and may have been a votive offering .uvliiali 11;icl l )cm dedicated to  
some deity. of fertility. 
Plate LXXII $2. Ram of Marble, pierced for suspension. This is probahly 
an amulet. It is too lnrgc t o  hnvc 
served as an ornament. 
Plate LXXII 0. Frog Amulet. I t  is not inipossiblc t h t  this ol),jcct, like 
the marble ram (n ) ,  x-as used as a weight; although i,hc Ilolcs for  the cord 
show it was to be suspended perhaps as a charm against, siplillpss. This 2nd 
siniilar objects could hardly have been toys. 
Plate LXXII a. Objects in Polished Shell. 
Plate LXXII d-1. 
Ram in Black Serpentine. 
It may, however, have been a weight. 
PLATE LXXIII. BABYLOXIAN VICU; r mi. 
Descriptions of the weights on this plate will be foullcl untlc~. c*:~t:~logi~e Kos.
18, 19, 20, 2 1  and on page xiv. 
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PLATES LXXIV-LXXTTI. SEAL CTLISDERS. 
The fifteen, or if we reckon the last as such, sixteen seals, on Plates LSXITT- 
LXXVI belong to different peyiods; but it seeins that none is later than about 
1500 B. C. The two lapis lazuli cylinders (PI. LSXIV e, Pl. LYXV b )  belong 
to  a very early period; SO also, in all probability, do  P1. LXXIV 0, P1. L;YSTT 
u and e, and P1. LXXVI a, b, d and e. PI. LXXIV c is uncertain and may be 
Cypriote. The remainder belong to the period between 1500 and 2500 B. C., 
except P1. LXXV d, tlie date of which is about 2800 B. C. As for the large 
m ~ b l e  cylinder (Pl. LXXVI e) we should remember that some of the examples 
of this class are pierced, while others are only partially so. I t  is possible that 
the lug of Pl. LXXVI e and of the Berlin specimen may have been made 
because this offered less difficulty than to bore it. Qost of the designs on 
these three plates contain something new for  the student of Babylonian seals. 
The style of turban worn by the god in this hematite 
cylinder is most frequently met with on seals of the latter half of the third 
millennium, to tvhich this specimen probably belongs. Shamash seated on a 
cushioned throne, with triple drapings, holds a vase before him between his 
upturned fingers. Above this is seen the emblem of the sun god, thvn encircled 
cross resting in a’ crescent. Before him stands the Sumerian owner of the 
seal; after whom follows a goddess, probably Aa, in the petitioning attitude. 
The inscription reads : a6’hanzas72 dAa. - 
The god Ramman 
standing holding his weapon, the forked lightning, in his right hand; his right 
foot on an animal, probably the bull, is the only figure that appears. The 
inscription reads: d A d a d  d u m u  A n n a  ama-ga l  a n  k i  Sa(?) -a r - i lu  
uru-zu be-ti l .  “May Adad the son of Anu the great bull of heaven and 
earth grant Sar-ilu his servant life.” 
Plate LXXIV e. This remarkable cylinder of black serpentine bears no 
resemblance to the seals of Babylonia. It was bought in Jaffa in 1903, but i t a  
provenance is not known. There is 110 inscription on it to guide us. The 
thrones are of unusual form and decorakion. The three seated figures, each 
bearing an emblem, and overshadowed by a flying bird, perhaps an eagle, are 
gods. They differ in size, do not appear t o  wear a head-dress, and are vested 
ia a plain flowing garxcent. Besides his emblem, a spear, usually connected 
wit11 Marduk, stands before the first and largest figure. He holds in his out- 
stretched hand what may be a mace or a vase. The second f i p r e  holds an 
Plate LXXIV a. 
Plate LXXIV b. Kassite cylinder of smoky quartz. 
a r ro~v ;  and the third perhaps a flower-pot, with a sacred plant growing in it. 
This cylinder seems to be archaic. The form of the bird may be compared 
t o  the bird ori the back of tlie ibex in cylinder I, Plate LXXV. I t  may liave 
Come from Cyprus. See Figs. on p. 348 Ward, Seal Cyhzders of MTestersz .ksin. 
A seated bearded god, wearing a 
turban-crown and fluted robe, holds before hiin in his right hand a dish; before 
him stands a goddess with hands before her face in an attitude of worship. 
A monkey is mounting upon the lap of tlie god, and behind the back and head 
of the goddess is a small naked goddess, below whom is a scorpion. 
Above 
aye Gilgamesh and Enlcidu battling with wild beasts ; below, between a’ god on 
tllc right and a goddess on the left, each seated on a throne with arm extended 
to elbow and forearm perpendicular before face, is an altar on which is fixed 
the “crutch” flanked by four dots on each side. Before the god is also a 
serpent and behind his head is a six-pointed star. At  the back of the god, 
wearing a peaked cap of soft inaterial bent forward a t  the top, and facing a 
tree that intervenes between him and the back of the goddess, is the owner of 
the seal. Like the deities he wears only a short feather skirt from the waist 
t o  the knees. The hands are folded across the naked chest, and the figure 
reminds one strongly of the plaque of Ur-Nina (De’c. P1. 2bis No. 2) king of 
I~agash 3000 B. C. All the heads of the animals, men and deities, escept that 
of this figure, are bird-shaped. The goddess is distinguished Prom the god by 
ihe upturned braid of hair behind her head. 
This cylinder of red felsite belwgs t o  the first dynasty 
or later. See Ward,  Seal Cylinders of Westem Asia, p. 158. On the right is 
Ishtar with caduceus in her right hand and a serpent scimiter in her left. From 
cach shoulder extends a sheaf of clubs while her right leg is thrown forward 
beyond her robe and her foot rests on a conventionalized lion. A helmeted, 
bearded warrior, perhaps the god Amurru, carrying a club, stands before her, 
introduced by the goddess Aa behind whom is tlie naked goddess Zirbanit. 
What purpose the latter serves on this and other seals OP the kind (Ward 
XCWB, p. 161) is not clear. 
Plate LXXIV Q. This felsite cylinder is rudely wrought with the wheel, 
and only par t ly  pierced. We have here depicted cz gateway or shrine, or1 the 
riglit of which a re  four ibexes and on the left two; the three upper ones are 
recumbent arid tlie lower ones are standing. Authorities differ as t o  the age 
of this class of cylinders; some consider them the most ancient, others, like 
Plate LXXIV d. Cylinder of steatite. 
Plate LXXIV e. Archaic lapis lazuli cylinder with double register. 
Plate LXXIV f. 
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Ward who calls them “inigmatical,” as being not earlier than 1000 B. C. 
He supposes they come froin some backward people to the northeast of LIeso- 
potamia. IIo-cvever, so far as we know, they are found among the ruills of 
cities of southern Babylonia; so that their rudeness would seeln to indicate 
great antiquity. See llQte on b Plate LXXVI, and Ward C y h d e r s  and ot7%e?* 
Anciefzt Seals i ~ b  t7ac !Crlot.gan Library, p. 67, No. 128, and P1. XVIII. 
This cylinder of white flint beloiigs t o  the same class as 
the preceding; and is chicfly wrought with the drill. A procession of four 
antelopes is picturcci. Orcr  tlie second, third and fourth are four-pointed stars, 
tlie syiiikol of tlic sun-god, which may mean that these animals were sacred t o  
tlie sun. 
This superb archaic lapis lazuli cylinder contains a profile 
view of Uilganicdi cro~vncd with feathers but otherwise nude. With his left  
2 m i i  he is figlitiiig an ibex which is a t  the same time attacked by a bird of prey, 
a i d  with liis riglit a 111altlior( ?) or  wild goat that is attacked by a leopard. To 
tlie left 01 this EnIiiclL1, wearing a cap and flowing hair down his back, but with 
animal C L ~  aii;L ;L long, rather bushy tail, attacks a stag in which he is assisted 
by u lion. Behind thc lion’s tail is an object that looks like a boomerang. With 
tho exception of the lion and the leopard the figures all display the bird-like 
hcads chawctcristic of tlie most arcliaic cylinders. 
Plate LXXV e. This archaic cylinder of yellow felsite was bought in 
13agdac1, Ducccii~bcr, 1904. A seated bird-headed, nude deity holds a vase in his 
right hand. Between hiiii and tho worshipper is a booirierang which may indi- 
d e  that tlic! god is Mad .  The petitioner appears to  be clothed in a loin 
clotlr, ;IS ~120~s al o tlic other human figure leading an ibex into a flock of four 
goats. An upright object before the first goat may be a post; the ibex seems 
to be standing in a boat. This may be significant, as Ea, the water-god, is 
c:illcd an ibex. 
Plate I2LXV d .  This archaic felsite cylinder of the Lugalanda period 
cleyicis urossc:cl lions at  t:dcing ibexes tvith Gilgamesh and Enkidu attacking them 
froin eacli sick:. 111 t h o  field between and below the lions there is apparently a 
crocodile or limrd. Tlic cylincler is much eroded but the figure of Enkidu must 
2i;~vc stood 011 t ho  ~*igIit betxvvcca the leopard and the ibex. 
On this cylinder of polished black serpentine, Gilgamesh 
011 tllc loft is battling vifh tlie divine man-faced bull; the same subject is 
repeated ; tlim :hhkicIu is depicted fighting a rampant lion. Gilgamesh is nude, 
and wears a pealrless cap. The human heads of the bull and Enkidu show 
Plate LXXV a. 
Plate L S S V  b. 
Plate LXXVT a. 
bristling hair  on top. the hulllan heads are e+z face and wear long beards. 
Ward (SCWA,  Chap. X) dra\Vs attention t o  the fact that in this class of early 
cylinders Enliidu ney.er battles \\Tith a bull. It is always Gilganiesh who does 
this. 
Archaic red felsite cylinder bought in Bagdad, Decem- 
ber, 1904. A r o w  of four ibexes o r  antelopes are seen walking single file. 
Above them the sign g $ n  o r  k & r  is inscribed three times. This sign has the 
nleaning dtzc s’a Znm2, ‘an enclosure which surrounds7 (OBW 119,,>. It may 
have the same meaning as the gates on the large cylinders g PI. LXXIV and 
d PI. LXXVI. Cf. Ward, flCwA4 Fig. 396 where the gate evidently belongs t o  
an enclosure. Such enclosures may contain goats, cattle, ibex, deer, stags, etc. 
See Ward, SCWA Fig. 489, 498, etc. I t  must be remembered that the purpose 
of a seal was t o  identify the o.(vner. The owiiers of these so-called “shrine” 
cylinders may have owned or supervisecl pastures and enclosures of various 
classes of animals, of which the gate and a few animals would be the natural 
indication. Still, when we remember that tlie ibex, roaming to-day among the 
high peaks of the Himalayas, is held sacred and reverenced by the Buddhists 
of Ladak and Thibet, we may well ask whether these animals had not a 
religious significance on early cylinders that retained, f o r  the Sumerians, a 
remembrance of their original mountain habitat and worship. 
On  this sacrificial cylinder of hematite, which is without 
an inscription, Shamash 8 s  the rising sun, having his foot on a mountain top, 
accepts a goat brought by a worshipper who holds it on his arm while the god 
takes hold of i ts  leading string. This seal 
belongs to the last third of the third millennium B. C. The engraver has done 
his work very skillfully and artistically, as will be seen under a magnifying 
glass. Note the modeling of the face of Aa. 
Plate LXXVI d. This large archaic cylinder of white marble, rudely 
wrought, belongs to the same class as g PI. LXXIV. I t  contains a gate imply- 
ing an enclosure in which are three ibexes, one on the right and two on the left. 
The lower of those on the left is eating tlie fruit of a tree, while from the horn 
of the one on the right a fruit appears to  hang. 
appears above the tree. 
Plate LXXVI e. Archaic marble seal cylinder from Warka. This cylinder 
is similar t o  a smaller one in the Berlin Museum (No. 1742), which is called 
a weight in the catalogue of casts offered by that Museum. It is in perfect 
condition except where a piece, which was broken off, has partly destroyed one 
Plate LXXVI  b. 
Plate LXXVI e. 
The goddess who intercedes is Aa. 
What loolrs like a sign 
SEAL CI'LISDERS c;1 
Qf the figures. The cylinder, as may be seen from the bird-like head of the 
god or magician as well as from its size and material, belongs to the lrnlost 
archaic class of Babylonian antiquities. Like this whole class of seals it bears 
110 inscription. It vas arranged to  be suspenclecl, not as a seal cylinder 11y a 
hole bored through the center, but by a pierced lug like an ~iii~Ic1t. It depicts 
a herd of cattle, large and small, male and female, facing a iilagician or a god, 
and his assistant, ~ l i o  are waving branches before it. They seem to be engaged 
in an incantation f o r  fertilizing the herd by vaving these branches, thus h i -  
tating with synipathetic magic the well-known method used in Balq-loiiia for 
fertilizing the female date palms by waving the flovers of the male palms in 
groves of female date trees. Such a design could n o  doubt have been the seal 
of a cattle owner; but it is also possible that it v a s  a fetish, part and parcel 
of a sorcerer's paraphernalia, from which impressions could be made on clay 
tablets to be hung by a string on the necks of cattle at breeding time to make 
them fertile. Such fetishes are used to-day f o r  this purpose by the A p a r a  
Indians in Bolivia. 
The garment of the sorcerer should be compared with that of the principal 
of the four figures on the Blau monument.12s It is the same. 
CHROWOLOGICAL DATA. 
The economic texts belonging to  the time of the First Dynasty offer a few 
date formulae which are to  be especially noted because iiem or variant. 
a. m u  dRi-im-Sin l u g a l  U r P -  
in a 6-n a m (  ?) -k fi r-r a-g 6 k i-e d in -  
i il ne-in-gar-ra.  No. 73. 
b. niu b & d  Ha-pu-uz(?)-a(0)ki. 
No. 74. 
e. mu ania-ar-da en-gi(?)  e n .  . 
p a  n i g  k i  iiig-ne-e-ne. No. 77. 
d. m u  u g n i m  Unugk i (? )  l u g a l -  
b i  p&d-da  . . . gistuukul ba-an-sig. 
No.  83. 
e. rn u i d-t a b-b a M a-n a-n a-a 
mu-un-dim. No. 86. 
Year Rim-Sin, the king, established 
'ITr as the house (i e., capital(!)) of 
the land( 0) for the land of the plain. 
Year the mall of Hapuzaki( ?). 
Year . . . . . 
Year he smote with his weapon 
Erech, whose king had morn  . . . 
Y e a  Manana made the double road. 
12sFigured in King, History of Szcmer a?zd Akkad,  opposite p. 62. 
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f .  m u  u & s a  ICU-me Wtu. NO. year  after . . . . Shamash 
g. m u e n  k a - & & h a r  an-Bi. No 99. Year . . . . . 
87. ~ 
BFmnda a belongs to the reign of Rim-Sin, and was known before in a 
See'Grice Ckyo+&, p, 40. d also probably is to be slssigiicd t o  the 
e is  a new date f o r  the reign of Manana, 
g is apparently a fuller form for  the 5th year of ?3ammnrabi; 
shorter form. 
reign of Rim-Sin; cf. ib id . ,  p. 29. 
king of ICish. 
of. CT VI, PI. 10, Col. 111: 5 .  b, c and are not identified. 
hbbreyiations : b., brother; d., daughter; f., father ; gggf., great-great-ffraudfather ; ggf., great-grand- 
father; gf., grandfather ; gggs., grent-great-grandson; gps., great-grandson; gs., grandson; h., husband; 
L. E., left edge; Lo. E., lomer edge; mas., mnster; pl., plural; PIN, place name; PN, personal name; R. E., 
right edge; s., son; U. E., upper edge; w., wife. 
Deterininatives: am& CIZUCI, homo; b2b, gate; d,  deus, dea; f, femina; id, river; 7 4  place; m 8 ,  
eouiitry ; iiaci, ~ ~ l ~ i r a l  ; ?bar, cam1 ; pdgu, canal. 
PERSONAL NAMES. 
A-&.wni, s. of Ibkuia, 102: 3. 
d-bu-s'i-nta, 96 : 3. 
A$u-s'WdAnC, 
1. s. of Tunitturn-An$, gs. of Kidh-AnG, ggs. 
2. 135: R. E. 
of EuzZZ, 135: 20. 
A-Bu-zi-ba-nu, f. of Sin-zabadu, 113 : 12. 
A-&u-urn, 
1. 11. of Mu&aditunz, 75: 3. 
2. s. of Vaqav-abuJu, 75: 3, seal. 
3. 75: 17, 21, 26. 
A-3J.u-um-wa-qnr, SS : 5. 
dbu- ' - z i - b ~ ,  Abu-ic-tu, 
1. gf. o f  An&-abu-uy .  
2. gf. of An&a&-iddannu. 
3. gf. of AnG-bal@su-igbi. 
4. gf. of Nabt248ls'unu. 
5.  gf. of NBr. 
7 .  s. of ASibtun~, 132: 30. 
G. gf. of Paflittut?t-An& 
A7c( ?) -Ici-pi, f. of Ah-lumur, 132: 48. 
A-l<.ellati(-ti), f. of Asu-nti-ili, 86: 14. 
A-lilc-se-a-dar, Sawu, 13G: 34. 
Ama-mug-gal, 49 : 2. 
Ama-i&gublcin, 49 : 3. 
Anaa-$ib-bil, 49 : 1. 
dA?nar-dEn-zu, ZugaT l J r W ,  17 : 4. 
Am&dI3a, gf. of Mardulc-apal-usur; Ma?duk-@ir; 
Hw"&iib-Bdl; NabQ-uballi!. 
Amdl-dYardulc, Scir Bribiliki, 109 : 15. 
Amdl-dNa-m-a, 
1. s. of Nab.li-iar&i-ilrinilti, 132 : 31. 
2. s. of Nares, 132: GO. 
Av31-s'apir'c-b 'im (NI-E) , gf. of ZBrb. 
IAmti-ia, 
1. d. of Bi&at-A&, m. of   ant inn' (other name 
2. 136: 10, 12, 18. 
Ina-gibit-Anh) , 136: 1. 
A-m-tum, 7 8 :  18. 
Aiia-d-aia-iia-?nuti,., ctr~zClas’lcap?c, 133: 18. 
Ana-rcib I-dAnzi, 
1. a*n&iaiigaru, 136: 8. 
2. f. of Anfi-baZd+-zc-iqbi, 136: 26.  
3. f. Of .@dbba-A~C, 136: 6. 
An-ti- ~-i-lcu-su, Harru, 135 : 4, 42. 
dAnfi-ab-qur, 
1. s. of Anti-a@-iddin, gs. of AG’tcctu, 135: 38. 
2. s. of Anti-mu-. . ., gs. of Turn-. . ., 
136: 30. 
3. 136: L. E. 
1. f. of AnQ-bal&tsu-igbi, 136: 27. 
2. s. of NCr, gs. of Ah’utu, 135: 39. 
3. 135: Lo. E. 
1. amsldupsar, s. of AnC-b&lSu?iu, gs. Ekur- 
2. ani&%psar, 8. of Sa-summu-Antl,, gs. of Sin- 
3. s. of A&’-Gtu, f. of Axfi-nbu-u+ur, 135: 38. 
4. s. of Samd-iddannu, 135: 7,  10, 13, 15, 17. 
5. s. of Ubar, gs. of Ittannat-bE1, ggs. of 
Nan&-idddn, gggs. of LCStamniar-Adad, 
135: 40. 
dAna-apal-iddaanu (-nu), 
dAnfi-ab-iddaianu( -nu>, (-iddin), 
dAn%-a@PJ-iddin, 
zcikir, 135: 42. 
lz^ g-unninni, 136 : 32. 
1. s. of Mannu-ighbu, gs. of Sadt, 135: 38. 
2. 135: Lo. E. 
dAnfi-bald!-su-igbi. 
1. s. of Ana-riibi-An.ic, gs. of . . ., 136: 26. 
2. s. of An&-ab-iddin, 136: 27. 
3. s. of AnQ-uballi.t, gs. of Ah’utu, b. of N h ,  
4. s. of Nar, gs. of Ekur-zcikir, 135: 39. 
5. 8. of Taddannu, 136: 29. 
6. 135: Lo. E., L. E.; 136: U. E., Lo. E. 
1. s. of Ab’utu, f. of l’anittum-Anti, 136: 7. 
2. s. of Ekur-z&kir, f. of Anfi-abe*-iddin, 
dAivii,-mu-. . ., s. of Turn-. . ., f. of Anfi-ab-qur, 
AnO-uballit(-it), s. of AB’utu, f. of Anfi-bal@szc 
dAm&-&al Em, 
135:37. 
dAnG b 81-&nu, 
135: 42. 
136: 30. 
igb i  and Ndr, 135: 37. 
1. s. of Bal@u, gs. of L&?tammar-Adad, 
2. s. of L&tammar-Adad, f. of Nfir, 135: 38. 
135: 39. 
(lana-. . ., gf. of Idat-Anti. 
Apla(-a), s. of Kudurru, 132: 53. 
A-qa-ia-turn, 100 : 6. 
A-qar-aplu, 
1. b. of Nabd-Hum-iddin, 132: 50. 
2. f. of Be*l-liHtr, 132: 50. 
drdi-dB&n$-tfi, am21r6b. . ., 110:  2. 
A rdi-dB8, 
1. of Egibi, f. of Lcib&ii-xardztk, 111: 13; 
130: 29. 
2. S. of ,Silld, gs. of Iddin-Papsukul, 115: 18. 
A4ra7i-dGu-1a, am8ldupSar s. of ASaridu, gs. of 
A rdi-ia, (-i6), 
a~it~~@atimmu, 131 : 37. 
1. S. of Imain-Hum-iSkun, 121: 3. 
2. S. of Nab.ic-b&ni-a&i, gs. of Rimfit-Ea, 
116: 13. 
Ardi-din-nin, 
1. amdiatii, 133: 55. 
2. amZldajj&n, 134: 53. 
3. antawappabu-siparri, s. of Nabti-li’u, 133 : 51. 
4. f. of SamaS’-zBdLEr and SarnaB-pir’-qur, 
5. s, of Scikin-Sum, ggs. Be*l-a&d-iddin, 134: 1. 
6. s. of S&kin-Sum, gs. of Gimil-Nun&, 130: 31. 
7. 134: 13, 23. 
Ardi-dNarduuk, s. of  Zir’ia, gs. of  Egibi, 111 : 11 ; 
Ad-dNab&, 
133 : 14. 
115: 16; 130: 27. 
1. S. of I?la-e*?ir, f. of Nddina, 109: 13. 
2. s. of IttGNab&-bal&tu, 133: 50. 
1. s. of Marduk, 118: 10. 
2. s. of Samas’-z&=iddin, 119: 10. 
Ardi-d8amai, 
A-ri- .  . .-), s. of Ana-. . ., f .  of Idat-An$, 
d-si(PNZ),  2: 28. 
Aiaridu, s. of a~n~~nu&atimnau, f .  of Ardi-GuTtr, 
A-Jib-tum, f. of Ah’utu, 132: 30. 
dASur-a&iddino ( -na) , (-iddin, M U )  , 
1. tertu Ha ilu, 132: 5, 6. 
2. 27: 6; 28: 8. 
136: 31. 
A-su-ni-U-ili, S. of Ali-ellati, 86: 13. 
131: 37. 
dAiur-bbnti-aplu, Harru, 32 : 8. 
AwBl-dNa-bu-um, 93 : 3, 5. 
A-wi-il-tum, 69: 3. 
A-wi-il-d. ., f. of Marduk-bbni, 80: seal. 
A-mi-61-. ., 81: seal. 
6-zi( d)  ~ [da], 66 : 2. 
8-. . ., f. of Bcinia, 133: 8. 
Ba-a-a, b. of &tug dlnnuna, 75: 36. 
Bdbiliki, 103 : 19. 
Bdbiliki-a-a, s. of Nanj&-e*yei, 133 : 24. 
Ba-la!-su, 
Awil-dIM, 103: 1’6. 
Aw81-dSin, 84: 3. 
1. s. of Am&-Ea, f. o f  Mude*zib-B&l, 114: 19. 
2. 124: 2. 
~ Balcitu, s. of LGtammar-Adad, f. of AnicuSallim, 
135: 39. 1 
ti 3 PERSONAL SAX'ES 
Ba-ni-ia, BBni-ia, 
1. S. Of A - .  . ., 133: 8. 
2. S. of Eudurru, gs. of Bndi, 115: 22. 
Bu-ri-ki-ilu, f .  of Btir-Bdl, 130: 6, S .  
Ba-&-in, Ba-as-si-ia, 
1. gf. of Ealbb. 
2. gf. of Mardulc-bu.m-usur. 
3. gf. of Sum-ukin. 
Bat-tur-lei, 94 : 6.  
Ba-su-su, aiii8lnappu~.lc-sipar,i, s. of Ba-Nabzi-k&, 
133: 52. 
Be-el-&mu, f .  of Si?i-be*l-Salim, 7 s  : 4, 5,  seal. 
Be-li-ba-nu, f .  of Liblt-Ibtar, 56: 16. 
Be-164, h. of [Fabitum, 75:  37. 
dBdl-a&dmea'-driba, f. of Bdl-umi, 113 : 10. 
dBdl-a&dmeWWn, (--a&) , 
1. ggf. of Ardi-Iiinin, Ealbci and Samab-iddin. 
2. s. of Alj&zI., 134: 20. 
3. s. of Gudadzl, gs. of Sin-1tq-unainni, 133: 6, 
4. s. of ~ullumu, f. of NabG-Zum-liiir, 132: 37. 
5. 109: 17; 133: 5 ;  134: 5, 36, 43. 
1. f. of NQdia, 133: 9. 
2. s. of Egibi, f. of Nddinu, 115: 23; 120: 9;  
21. 
dBdl-a&dmeb.igiia (-ba) , 
130 : 38. 
dBdl-apat-iddin, s. of .Nab&-rzmaani, gs. of 
amPlf&bti--ziit-gu, 119 : 1. 
dBbF-apal-u+ur, gf. of €281-nBdin-aplu; Bbl-sup& 
mubur. 
dBdl-ba-ni, s. of Adasi, 28: 30. 
dBdl-e-!&u, 109: 8. 
dBdl-d?ir, (-d?ir( -ir) ), 
1. f. of Bbl-tGbzib, 113: 3. 
2. s. of Gugubbu, 132: 49. 
1. f.  of Nabtl-bum-iddin, 132: 50. 
2. s. of Bulluta, 31: 10. 
3. 31: 16 ;  109: 18(?). 
dBbl-ib-ni, ( i b ' l z i )  , 
dBbl-iddin, gs. of Bdl-ab&-iddin, f .  of SamaB-iddin, 
dBdl-il-a-ni, f .  of Ea-ibwi, 132: 3s. 
dBdl-li-bir, s. of Agar-aplu, 132: 51. 
dBdl-nu-diwaplu, s. of Mardulc-Bum-iddin, gs. of 
d B d l  ( 2 )  -p in  ( I G I ? )  - . . . , f. of Nan&. . ., 
dBdl-ri-bi, s. of Nabtl-Bar?+ii-ilcini, f. of Nbdin, 
dBdl-su-pi-e-mu-bur, s. of Itti-MarduL-bal@u, gs. 
dBdl-tar-sa-an-ni, Ha ina eli qu-ub-bu, f. of Liblutu, 
134: 2. 
dB&l-iq&(-s'a), f. Of T a d n ~ I ,  110: 14. 
Bbl-apnl-U+r, 130: 30. 
133 : 27. 
131 : 31. 
of Be^l-apal-u+ur, 130: 33. . I  
133 : 25. 
2.  s. of A?iiil-Ea, f. of Jlordlt1;- 
2. S. of Giaiil-Saiici, f. or' eiiil;t. 115: 11. 
dBc'l-ti-snt, S. of I fud irr ,  tt, 132: 52.  
dECZ-il-ie-zib, s. of B;[.q~r,  113: 2. 
d ~ i l - z i r i i i ,  s. of Bil-nbe'-t^~&l, 113: 9. 
ECI-Zd,, 
1. f. of Sii~-iiB~ir,  11;: 7. 
2. S. of Basin, f. of i u l i w k i n ,  109: J .  
dB&Z( ?) - ~ & r - i d d i i ~ ,  112: 2.  
Bi-bi-e-a, s. of Nilren. f. of uardztk-&tiba, 132: 36. 
Bi-ion, 71: 1. 
Bil-tu,-ki, 91: 21. 
Bu-~I-su, f. of .Uardul:-6um-usur, 134: 54. 
Bu-. . . , f. of Kalziinitni, 89: 11. 
Bzcl-Zu[t-a], 
1. f. of Bdl-ibni, 31: 10. 
2. f. of Nabfi-zdr-uinbii, 31: 10. 
1. f. of Cagubbu, 132: 49. 
2. s. of Abu-mutaklcil, 132: 54. 
Bul -lu-tzc, 
Bur-nn-bu-ri-iiwii, f. of Iiurigalzu, 15 : 3. 
Da(?)-an-d~a-[di(?)] ,  uxrad ahT&-. . ., s. of 
Dabibi, gf. of iVab4-mukin-aplu; Xidinturn-Bdl. 
dDajdw-n3dmea-iddill, 
Eunitm, 78: seal. 
1. s. of Sigzla, f. of SamaS-mukin-aplu, 114: 17; 
2. s. of . . ., f. of Marduk-nci$r, 108: 18. 
115: 21; 130: 28. 
dDajdn-dres', i n  ina ell nam-sa-a-til, 133: 56. 
Da-mi-ig-ili-36, 65: 7, 9, 14. 
Dam-qi-in, f. of ~ ~ ? l - ~ t 7 ~ l l ? l l ,  93: seal. 
dDan-?iu-ag~~l-j~2I-ibni, 133 : 55. 
Ddnnu-dAdad, gf. of Uarduk-zdr-ibni; Nab.li-abb- 
Di-gi-ni-ia, f. of Pirratunu, 136: 16, 24. 
Din-ni-in, 103 : 15. 
Du-du, Zid Erimki, 19 : 2. 
db-a-ib-ni, s. of Bdl-ildni, f. of Narduk-nd@r, 
139: 38. 
Nabc-bdliu; NabB-bdlju?~~. 
Da-.nti-ig-dZa-bQ-bci, 6s : 8. 
bullut. 
dEa-ilCtu( 4-tu) -bani ( K A E ) ,  (-bn-?Li) J gf- Of 
E-ci-ya-bi, f. of EakB, 86: 7 ,  seal. 
El-a-;a-Win, 74: 3. 
dE-a-tI-ra-bi, 72 : 1 ( 9 ) .  
E-an-na-ibni, 
1. ant8l?tappa~u-sipnrri, s. of Inia, 133 : 53. 
2. S, of h-and-usalla, 132: 56. 
g-ala-na-tbm, pa-te-si Birpurlak;, 1: 32. 
E (  ?).ba(?)-i&pa-ar, f .  of Abuiatum, 98: 5. 
E-gi-bi, gf. of Ardi-Znrduk; LdbGi-Mardub; 
Nddin ( u )  . 
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fi-lcur-ra-kir, gf. of An0-ab8-iddin; A?tB-ba2ilfs?l- 
En-ci-lcal-li, pu-te-si Ummahi, 1 : 39. 
En-an-na-tiiin, 
1. pa-te.si Szrpurlnki, 1 : 96. 
2. f .  of Entenzena, 1: 10;. 
3. 3 11: 3. 
1. pk-te-si Sirpurlaki, 1: 36, 139, le?, 180. 
2. s. of Ennnnatzcnz, 1 : 101. 
3. 1: 196. 
iqbi; Nab.ic-bdni-a&i. 
En-te-vi e-iia, 
dEnu,ta-a-na-b'iti-~~, s. of Nabli-rilnt, 1 2 2  : 10. 
E-ri-ib- . . . , 92 : 2. 
E -rib -iu, 
1. f. of XU,.Tu'?C, 114: 4. 
2. s. of Nan&-iddin, 114: 12 .  
3. 133: 49. 
Er-gu-mzc-r2L-um-7ci, SAG-cinitu f l i - igis 'dm Q Iiibi- 
8-sag-il-z&, Iiia-B-sng-ila-ze^r, s. o f  Anze*l-Ea, f. of 
Z-te-ru, gf. of  Ili'-Mardulc. 
E-ti-rum, 90: 10. 
8tir-dB81, s. of BariEi-ilu, 130: G, 8. 
Ga-la-la, aintljiraku Ha dBElzt, 111 : 3, 6. 
Ga-ni-zuma, s. of Urlil, 2 :  46. 
Gar-B-mm, 43 : 3;  44 : 3. 
Gar-ul-pa-?, 45 : 1. 
Gi-gur-gtd-da, 57 : 3, G. 
[Gil-gur-nig-sur, 57 : 1, 4. 
Gi-gur-zu-dig-ga, 57 : 2, 5. 
Gim-dGzirt, 41: 1. 
Gim-dNanma(l-), 41:  3. 
G6mm-dNin-a-zu, 40 : 1. 
Gim-dNin-ti, 40:  2. 
Gim-dNinic, 41: 2. 
Gi-mil-Zu, Gimillu, 
ilidu, S O :  1. 
NaBfL-uballit, 114 : 20 ; 130 : 32. 
Ga-gub-bu, S.  of BuZlUfzk, f .  O f  B&l-l f~?,  132 : 49. 
Gim-dNin-gQ-Zi(d)-da, 40 : 3. 
1. ami.ldupsar, s. of Innin-zdr-iddin, 111: 16; 
116:  18. 
2 .  ambldupsar, s. of Nabit-&-iddin, gs. of 
.B&nzB, 114: 21. 
3. s. of BEl-uballit, 121: 6. 
4. s. of Eurii, f. of Iiini~i-iuin-zlszcr, 130 : 35. 
5. s. of Rib&, 133: 47. 
6. s. of . . ., 131: 6. 
7. 124: 13, 17. 
Gi-mil-dMarduk, 91 : 5. 
GimiMZi, 48: 1. 
Girnil-(li-a, 48: 2. 
Gimil-GX,  48 : 3. 
Gimil-dNa-ma-a, 
1. gf. of A r c l i - I ~ ~ i ? ~  
PERSONAL NAMES 
I-bi-ig-ntcir( ?) -a-ya-bi, 94 : 15. 
I-bi-ig-ta3c-(?)-tu(?), 57: 13. 
Ib-ba-turn, 81: 10. 
I b  (? )  -bi-ba-a, f. of dIX-rhbi, 78 : 20. 
Ib-ga-turn, f .  of Abi-wadam, 77 :  seal. 
Ib-na-turn, 85: 5. 
Ib-ni-dIM, 103: 9. 
Ib-ni-dIs'tar, s. of Gimil-Nan&, f .  of SamaS-bhni- 
Ib-ni-dSin, 
Ib-bu-ki, f. of A@m, 102: 3. 
a&$, 130 : 36. 
1. ra-bi-a-nu, 90: 8. 
2. s. of Mdi=ili( ?), 90:  seal. 
3. 53: 11. 
Ib-ni-Se-rum, 6 5  : 5. 
Ib-ni-dUraS, 77 : 24. 
Ib-ni-. . . , Ibni-. , . , 
1. f. of Ibi-dNegun, 73: seal. 
2. s. of Ekur-shkir, f. of NabQ-bcini-u& 
110 :  15. 
I-dat-dAnC, 
1. f. of Tubat-aplu, 136: 32. 
2. s. of Ari-. . .-', gs. of Ana-. . ., 136: 31. 
3. 136: L. E. 
1. f. of Libit-Iitar, 76: 17, seal. 
2. 102: 4, 5, 6, 7. 
I-din-dIM, 94: 1. 
I-din-dNa-bi-urn, 104 : 17. 
I-din-Ram-ia-tum, 105: 2. 
I-din-dNa-na-a, s. of Ilm"u-ibiS*u, 75 : 33, seal. 
I-din-dNin-el-la, 73 : 15. 
Iddin-dMardulc, 
I-din-dAmurru, 
1. f. of Innin-z&r-uJubsi, 112: 8. 
3. s. of Nab&-Harbi-ildni, f. of Innina-Hum-u+ur, 
2. s. of LQbGi, 112 : 3 ( a ) .  
131: 13, 15, 39. 
Iddin-dNabC, 134: 35( 9 ) .  
Iddin-dPapsulca1, gf. of ArdGBdl. 
Iddina(-na) -aplu, 3. of Innin-s'um-u+ur, gs. of Sin- 
Iddina(-na) -dNergal, f. of Nergal-dtir, 132: 41. 
I-7cu-pi( E d )  -dSin, s. of Zababa-bdni, 92 : 4. 
ltq-unninni, 116 : 14. 
€1-16, fl, 
1. pa-te-si Urnmahi, 1: 145. 
2. 1: 123, 143. 
Il-au-ug(?), pa-te-si, f. of Rabe-ilum and Zuzu, 
Ilhn-sar ( ?) -. . , , f. of Xarduk-ilu, SO : seal. 
f l i ,  46: 3; 47: 1. 
fli-a-bi-li, 71: 4. 
fli-6-din-narn, 81: 2 ;  104: 9. 
f li-i-mi-ti, 47 : 3. 
2: 42. 
flz-ali,  47: 2. 
fli-i-qi-id-am, 
1. mas. of Eriumuritmki, SO: 2. 
2. 80: 4. 
fli-bi-ma-i-i, f. of h7arcinl-Sin, 71:  5, seal. 
Ili ' - d Y a r d u k ,  
1. Ja eli giS-bui* in 3e-ha,; s. of i'iab~i-s'una-ukiii, 
2. 130: 19, 21. 
fli-tub-bi-e, 91: 3. 
Ilu-dib-bi, 133 : 13. 
Ih-Za(?)-. . ., [zunrad] dAmno'ru, 82: seal. 
Ilu-na-si-i,; 71 : 7. 
Ilu-na-wi-ir, f. of SaniaS-kima-ilia, 87: 12. 
Ilu-p%'(EA)-. . ., warad d .  . ., s. of Farad-d. . ., 
Ilu-Sd( ?) -2)S(EA) -. . ., marad dSin- . . . , s. of 
Ilu-X-i-bi-SzZ, f. of Idin-Nand, 75: 33, seal. 
Im-bi-ia, 
gs. of Eferzc, 130 : 11. 
75: seal. 
Hdllzcm, 99 : seal. 
1. a*J%a-lcu Urukk;, s. of NanMrei, gs. of 
2. s. of Nand-e*reH, 115: 10. 
Kidin-Zardulc, 134: 16. 
dIN-i-din-nam, 104: 21. 
dIM-ra-bi, 
1. f. of Mardub-dajdn, 77: seal. 
2. s. of Ibbibd,  75: 20. 
3. 79: 6. 
1. s. of Sir@, 104: 13. 
Ina-eJZ-&fi,; amglsi-pir, 133 : 2. 
Ina-@ir, gf. of Ncidina. 
Ina-qi-bit-dAn6, (-@it-), 
dIM-Har-rum, 
2. 77: 1 0 ;  104: 2. 
1. s. of Eidin-Ana, 135 : 25. 
2. Other name of Euiiina' q. v. 
1. d. of Nidintum-Ana, w. of Sa-AnC-iSHfi, 
2. 135: 2, R. E. 
fIna-qibit- Wa-nu-a, 
135: 6, 21, 31, 34. 
Inn-silli-a, s. of NabC-muSe'tig-urra, 130 : 10. 
Iw-silli-dNa-na-a, s. of Innina-St6m-u+ur, 108 : 1. 
In-bi41i-H%, 
1. mas. of ErSuniurCmki, SO: 3. 
2. 50: 5 .  
In-bu-Bd, 82: 6. 
Ini(IGI)  -d~m-qi ,  
1. f. of Innin-abd-iddin, 133: 15. 
2. 133: 34. 
In$(&) -ia, f. of Eanrta-ibni, 133 : 53. 
dInnana-na-sir, f .  of Jilli-dIM, 8s : sed.  
dIn-nin-abdPJ-iddin, s. of Ini-dumqi, 133 : 15. 
dIfi-~~in-b&l-Ju-nu, aini.ldupsar, s. of NabQ-Zdr-ibni, 
dln-ni~-Sum-iHkzllz(-un), f. of ArdTa, 151 : 4. 
gs. of LGStammar-Adad, 123 : 9. 
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dIiL-/iiiL-~u?~-2{sur, ( d l i z - n  in-wz-), 
1. a+il&Jparu, 187: 6. 
2. s. of Gimillu, gs. of Kuri, 130: 3;. 
3. s. of Nergnl-w'allim, gs. of SiiL-~iq-111i)iiniii, 
4. s. of Sin-liq-unnixni, f. of Iddi:La-apZu, 
5.  131: 38. 
134: 34. 
116: 14. 
dIn-?~in-z&r-iddin, f .  of Gimillu, 111 : 1.5 
dIwvin-z8r-~inbHi( -Si), (-TIL), 
2. s. of Iddin-Xarduk, 112: 7. 
3. 120: 2. 
dI?i?riiia-a&-iddi?~, s. of . . ., 133: 6. 
dInn iaa-gum-&rei, 
116 : 16. 
11 d : 18. 
1. f. of . . ., 114: 2. 
1. s. of Ea-ilOtu-bhi, f. of NuttM?l<uii!i, 
2. s. of SamaH-zbr-. . ., 133: 20. 
1. f. of Ina-silli-Nanci, 108: 1. 
2. s. of Iddin-Harduk, gs. of Nab%-Har&i-il&ni, 
3. 133: 57. 
dInnina ( -nu) -Hum-u+ur, 
131: 13, 18, 39. 
dInninu-ugur, 133 : 61. 
dlnnina-. . . , (dInnina (-nu) ), s. of Nnbzi-a@- 
w'allim, gs. of amilrimaiianu, 131: 35. 
Iqtiu (-Ha), 
1. f. of Kalbli, 109: 12; 115: 1. 
2. s. of Bdssta, f .  of Ealbd ,  130: 37. 
3. s. of Nand-8rei, 133: 2. 
Ii-me-Pr-la, 9s: 3. 
dIi-tar-upla( -a) ,  
1. s. of Sa-Nab&&%, 132: 41. 
2. s. of NabC-UbB-iddin, 132: 40. 
dEtar-qdti( Z) -ia, f. of aIUami?ni, 89: 10. 
I-tfir-ilu, pa-te-si Bdbiliki, f. of Isur-ih, 30: seal. 
It-ta-nu-at-bbl, s. of Nan&-iddin, gs. of Laitammar- 
Adad, gf. of AnO-a&&iddin, 135: 40. 
Itti-8-an-nu-. . ., 133 : 33. 
Itti-dMarduk-baZlitu, s. of Bbl-apal-v+ur, f .  of 
Itti-dNab2i-bal&tu, f. of Ardi-Nab& 133 : 50. 
It-ti-dSi~t-ba-la-~u, 8s : 3. 
Itti-Sin-i-din-aam, S l  : 12, seal. 
Itti-dSamai, 118: 7 .  
Itti-di%m&-bald~u, s. of LBbGi, 113 : 3; 119 : 4. 
I-zur-ilu, dup-sur, s. of Itur-ilu, 30: seal. 
Ea-am-bu-&a, Earn-bu-zi-id(ia), Hdr Biibiliki, 
10s: 5,19; 114: 23;. 116: 2, 21; 130: 40. 
Ea-ka-a, s. of 3a-rcibi, 8 6 :  7 ,  seal. 
Ea-lu-mu-wm, s. of BW.  . ., 89: 11. 
Eal-ba-a, 
B&l-supb-mu&ur, 130 : 33. 
1. amGl ia e% gg-bar, s. of Iqt& 115: 1. 
2. 9. of IqiJd, 109: 12. 
3. s. of Igiici, gs. of EcissCn, 130: 37. 
4. s. of Silim-Bdl, ggs. of Edl-ah&-iddin, 134: I 
5. 134: 13, 24. 
Ea-pi, 6G : 3. 
IS&-id-dGu-la, S3 : 13. 
Kd-id-Nu-nu, s7 : s. 
Xi-din-dAna, 
1. f. of Inn-gibit-Anfl,, 135: 26. 
2. f. of Tunittvm-AnO, 135: 36, 28, 30. 
4. s. of KuziL, gf. of Ribat-AitQ, 135: 22, 23. 
5.  s. of Kuszi, gf. of Sa-AnG-iSC, 135: 41. 
3. S. of Euzii, gf. of AzI.U&L-A?Lzi, 135: 20. 
Kidin-dMarduk, gf. of Inibia. 
IKi-gul-la-ba, 55: 1, 3. 
Ki-be-en-bhr, 55: 2, 4. 
Ki-mu-6, 83: 5 .  
Ei-nu-na-a-a, f. of Nidintum, 114: 13. 
Eud-da-a, f. of Zuzd, 116:  I. 
Eud-di-ia, s'u ilia el i  su-bat, 133: 54. 
Euaurru, 
1. am91Hu-ku Urukki, 132: S. 
2. f. of NabC-Sum-iddin, 132: 34(?). 
3. f. of Suzubu, 133: 23. 
4. s. of Dbianu-Adad, f. of -NabC-abd-bulkt. 
131: 33. 
Bdl-usat, NccbQ-z&r-ukin and Aplti, 
132: 51. 
5 .  S. of Nabzi-a&$-iddtn, f. of NabQ-Hum-iddi?t, 
6. s. of Bh-Anum,  f. of Succi, 115: 20. 
7.  s. of Sndi, f .  of Bdnia, 115: 23. 
Ku-nu-urn, f. of Din-Kadi, 78 : seal. 
Kdr-cii,  Eu-raJ, Eu-rn-ai, i d r  Bcibiliki, 111: 1, 1 7 ;  
Eu-?.i-i, gf. of I.linisL-H2em-2csntr; iul6. 
Ku-ri-gal-su, S,r Bdbiliki, s. of Bur?iaburiyaB, 15: 1. 
Ku-rum-ilu, 104: 4. 
Ku-uk-dSi-mu-ut, 
1. warad d .  . ., s. of Si-. . ., 81: seal. 
2. 81: 11. 
Em--kur, 41 : 5 .  
Ku-zu-6, ggf. of A@.L~'u-A?~C; Rihat-AiLzi; Sa-AnO- 
La-a-bu-Ji-dMarduk, 6. of Ardi-Be^l, gs. of Egibi, 
La-al-lum, b. of Libit-IHtar, 92 : 9. 
La-bo-&, La-ba-a-s'i, 
115: 2 5 ;  only idr mcitbti, 115: G .  
isba. 
111: 12; 130 :  29. 
1. f .  of I d d i n (  ?) - ~ a r ~ ,  112 : 3. 
2. f .  of Itti-SamaS-bal&tu, 113: 4; 119: 4. 
3. f .  of Suma-Gzdr-iddin, 113: 11. 
La-ba-ar-dSamaS, 76 : 3. 
Lci-li-&u-um, 94 : 4. 
La-ma-+, 6s : 16, 17. 
Li-bi-it-dls'tar, 
1. warad dAmurru, s. of  Idin-Amurru, 7 6 :  seal. 
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2. 11. of Ldllum, 92: 8. 
3. s. of Beli-bdnu, 8 6 :  15. 
4. s. of Idin-Amz~rru, i 6 :  16. 
5. 24: 2, li; 25: 2, 17. 
Lib-lu-$u, 
1. f. Of $Qd'lL?l?C, 108: 3. 
2. s. of Bdl-tars&n?ii, 133: 26. 
LC-kal-il ( P N ? ) ,  2 : 19. 
Lugal-en-nun, 2 : 29. 
Lugal-mu-&e-en-zu, 53 : 3. 
Lu-su-ana-?&, s. of Nab&s'um-uk4n, 122 : E. 
Lu-&-tam-mar-dAdad, 
. 
1. gggf. of An&-a&?-iddin. 
2 .  gf. of An&-uSullim. 
3. gf. of Innin-bd1Sunu. 
4. gf. of Nhr. 
Ma-du-tim ( P N ? )  , 82 : 4. 
Ma-ku( ?)-urn, s. of Sin-ubi, S9 : 9. 
Mak-mak, 
1. f. of . . ., 2:  11. 
2. s. of Aga, 2:  23. 
Ma-wa-nu, 86:  20. 
Ma-nu-tum, 87 : 3. 
Van-nu-i-qn-bu, s. of Sad:, f. of  A?aii-apal-iddniinu, 
Man-nu-ki-i-&tu, f .  o f  aameduni, 332 : 52. 
Yar-duk, f .  of Ardi-Ram&, 11s: 10. 
dMarduk-apal-usur, s. of Mddzib-Marduk,  gs. of 
dMarduL-ba-?ai, warad d .  . ., s. of Azvil-d.  . ., 80 : 
dMardulc-dn-ja-an, (--da-u-a-a?i), 
135:  35. 
AmZl-Ed, 111: 2.  
seal. 
1. s. of dIN-rcibi, 77:  seal. 
2. 7 7 :  13. 
dMarduul-drzba, s. of Bibda, 132:  36. 
dXarduk-dtir, 
1. s. of Bdl-uballit, gs. of Amdl-Ea, 111: 14. 
2. s. of Sumci, gs. of Nabcii, 1 0 9 :  10. 
clMarduk-ilu, warud dNZXlNtl-GAL, s. of Ildn- 
sur( ?)-. . ., S O :  seal. 
dVarduli-na-sir, ( -na - s i - i r ) ,  (-n@ar), 
1. dup-sur, s. of Dajdn-abd-iddin, gs. of . , ., 
2. s. of Ba-ibni, 132: 38. 
10s: 16. 
3. 91: 2 ,  3. 
dMardulc-ri-mn-aiz-ni, 101 : 19. 
dMarduk-s'dr-a-ni, f. of ZdrOa, 109 :  12. 
dMarduk-Bum-ibni, 
1. s. of . . ,, 133:  9. 
2. 1 3 3 :  43. 
1. s. of Bdl-apnl-vszir, f. of Bdl-ncidin-aplu, 
2. s. of Silim-Bdl, gs. of am&lsattukku, 131: 34. 
dMarduk-Bum-iddin, 
130 : 30. 
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3. f. of Eudurru, 132: 51. 
4. S. of . . ., b. of NabC-&$ir, 132: 2s. 
5. 110: 6. 
dNabzi-a5e^riicb-ubnZli~( -it), avltaJga-7at, 134 : 3, 10, 
1s. 
dNabzi-alj C i i i  C J - u S a l  lint, 
1. s. of Nabzi.-dann7c, 1%: i. 
2. S. Of a~~~~ri7Rali~llU, f. of Z?inina(-na)-. . ., 
3. s. of ZeriLtu, 133: 59. 
4. 133: 46. 
dNabzi-apal-u+sur, J'dr Bcibiliki, 12s : 5 .  
dNab.iL-bcini-a&, 
131: 35. 
1. amildupsar, s. of Ibni-. . ., gs. of E ~ w -  
2. s. of RCmBt-Z'a, f. of Ardia, 116: 13. 
zhki,; 110: 15. 
dNab4-bdl-iuy s. of . . ., gs.  o f  Ea-ilzitu-bhi, 
108 : 13. 
dNabzi-b&l-iu-nu, 
116: 16. 
1. s. of Znnina-Bum-&rei, gs. Ea-il.iLtu-bciiii,++ 
2. s. of Nabzi-Hum-ulh, 123: 4. 
3. S. of NBdinu, gs. of Abdtu, 130 : 34. 
4. s. of Nergal-ncisir, gs. o f  Sum-iraigi, 110: 12. 
dNabQ-dannu, f .  of NnbC-a&C-uiaElim, 120 : S. 
dNab zi-dtir, 
1. b. of Nabt2-abd-iddina, 1 3 9 :  29. 
2. s. of a ? n G a  t&Bti:i(i i-3t~, f. of ZZrCa, 131: 3% 
dNabzi-id-da?t-nu, aiizL:lntdr J'ipri io, ain8lrdb ia-Li-ia, 
dNab&iddin, s. of Aggunu, 132 : 40. 
dNabO,-lczcdt~rri-ur, s'dr Babiliki, 110: 18; 119: 11; 
114: 10. 
124: 19 ;  125: 10; 126: 12; 129: 9 ;  
131 : 38; 134: 4, passim. 
dNab4-li ju, 
1. f. of Ardi-lmnia, 133 : 51. 
2. 124: 2. 
1. amiliatam G-anna, 114: 7 .  
2. amBlBatam e*-anna, s. of NBdinu, gs. of 
3. s. of Nbdin, gs. of Dabibi, 115: 17. 
1. s. of Dabibi, f. of Nidintum-GdI, 115: 4 ;  
2. s. of Nabd-abkil-ildmi, 31: 20.. 
diVaZ?zl-muk;5n-aplu, 
Dabibi, 10s : 6 ; 130 : 24. 
dNabi2-mulc.in-z&r, 
134: 14. 
dNabzi-mzcs'e-ti-ig-urra, f. of Ina-@llia, 130 : 10. 
dNabbna- '-id, (--?za'id), 
1. amE13calti dInnina Urukki, s. of SadunB, 
31: 21. 
2. gar B&biEki, 113: 16 ;  117: 12; 118: 14; 
119: 17; 121: 7; 122: 14; 123: 12; 
127: 13; 133: 4. 
'HE COLLECTION OF J. B. NIES 
dNab&-ndsir, (-nbsir (-it-) ) , 
1. Bar B&biliki, 31: 19. 
2. S. of UrtcMki ,  118: 8. 
dLy'ab.li-ra-am, f. of Eaurta-ana-bitiiu, 122 : 11. 
dh'abG-ri-naan-ni, 
1. S. of Adad-ddnu, 116: 17. 
2. s. of am8lf;bbtkfk%~, f. of Bdl-npal-idd.ln, 
118: 2. 
dhTabQ-da-kip, f .  O f  Upt-J'uhnv, 122 : 3. 
dNabi2-3a?.-E.i-ilbn~~ne~, 
1. gf. of Innina-Sum-usur. 
2. gf. of Ncidin. 
3. f. of AmB1-Nan&, 132: 30. 
dNabzi-Su-lum-&%-&un, 133 : 60. 
dNabiL-ium-ibni, s. of Nab&-gum-iddin, 132: 34. 
dNab B-Sum-iddin, 
1. s. of Be*l-ibni, b. of Agar-aplu, 132: 50. 
2. S. of Kudurru, 132: 52. 
3. s. of  Xudurru(?), f. of Nabzi-km-ibni, 
132: 33. 
dNab.iL-&m-lMir, s. of Bdl-a&-iddin, 132 : 37. 
dNabiL-ium-ulcz*n, 
1. am011mdimmu, 125: 6 ;  126: 9. 
2. f. of  LiLsa-a~~a-ndr, 122: 13. 
3. f. of Nabt?,-bZls'unu, 123 : 4. 
4. s. of Abss'u, f. of Suld,  132: 35. 
5. s. of Eteru, f. of Iliy-Marduk, 130: 15. 
dNabzi-ubalM;( -it), s. of Esagil-zdr, gs. of Am& 
dNabzi-uiabSi( -Z), 
Ea, 114: 20; 130: 32. 
1. f. of Ze^rtffi, 112 : 2. 
2. 11s: 6. 
dA-abti-Gallina, s. of Nan&-usalla, f. of Nabzi-zdr- 
dNab.iL-.ci-He-zib, 
iddin,  132: 47. 
1. s. of  Abu-gabra, 132: 66. 
2. s. of a^ &, 132: 1, 5, 20. 
1. s. of LiLitammar-Adad, f. of Imnin-b81s'unu, 
123; 10. 
2. 132: 29. 
dNab&zdr-iddin, 
1. b. of . . ., 132:59. 
2. s. of $Tzina.iL, E. of Gimillzc, 114: 21. 
3. s. of Nab.zi-us'allim, 132: 47. 
4. s. of RCmzit, 132: 32. 
diVabtl-z&r-ibni, 
dNab&-zdr-ulcz^n,. s of Eudurru, 132 : 52. 
dNcibQ-z&r-us'abN(-Si), 
1. s. of Bullu;ta, 31: 10. 
2. 31: 16. 
dNabzi-. . ., 
1. f. of Bamai-s'um-iddin, 133 : 11. 
2. 133: 28. 
++ This shows that the name is t o  be read bani and not ibni. 
PERSONAL NAMES i1 
Na-din, Nu-di-nu, 
1. a*Whpsar, s. of Be'l-abb-iqfi&, gs. of ~ g l b b ,  
2. afi%blkudzrnmu, 125 : 5 ; 126 : 9. 
3. s. of Abzitu, f. of NabG-be'ls'unu, 130: 34. 
4. s. of Be'l-abe'-igiSci, 133: 9. 
5. s. of Be'l-a@-iqis'li, gs. of Bgibi, 120: 9. 
6. s. of Bdl-ribi, gs. of Nabzi-iat&t-zZdnz, 
7 .  s. of Dabibi, f. of Nabzi-mul;in-aplu, 108 : 7 ; 
N&dina( -na) -a$u, amPldupsnl; s. of Ae.db-1vckba, gs. 
N&diin-Sum, s. of DbnnwAdad, f .  of Naidulc-ze'i- 
fNa-din-na-turn, 136 : 13. 
Na-$a-s'um, 82:  3. 
Nliyid-dInnina, s. of Nergal-. . ., 133 : 7 .  
iVti'id-dIgtar, amElatzi Sa bit-dul-lu, 133 : 16. 
Narn-ra-am-Bb.-rzc-2cr, 
115: 23; 130: 35. 
131: 31. 
115 : 1s; 130 : 25. 
of Ina-e'tir, 109:  13. 
%bni, 131: 33. 
1. warad dNin-giS[-zi(d) -da] ?, s. of Nzir-dir-ra, 
2. 103: 11. 
80: seal. 
Nnrn-ri-e'-zi(d) -da, 120 : 3.  
dNa-na-a-a&-iddin, f .  of Ze'r%a, 123: 8. 
dNa-nu-a-&reJ(-eS), (-e'reS, E A M ) ,  
1. f .  of Bcibiliki-ai, 133 : 24. 
2. f. of Imbxa, 115: 10. 
3. f .  of IqUcC, 133: 2. 
4. f .  of . . ., 134: 52. 
5.  s. of Eidin-MarduB, f. of Iiizbin, 134: 17. 
6. s. of Mubbe^a, 108: 2. 
7 .  s. of Ba-sumnzu-Anzi, 136: 28. 
8. 127: 11. 
1. f. of Eriblzc, 114: 12. 
2. S. of Lziltarnmar-Adad, ggf. of Anzi-ah2- 
iddin ,  135: 40. 
3.  1 2 S : 3 ;  136: U. E .  
1. nrdi ba. . . )  132: 5s. 
2. b. of Zabzdli, 132: 46. 
3. f. of Bavna-ibni, 132: 56. 
4. f. of Nabh-zu'allim, 132: 46. 
dNa-na-a-iddin, 
dNa-na-a-zi-sal -la, 
dNa-na-a-. . ., s.( 9 )  Of B82( ?)-@(?)-. . ., 
133: 27. 
dNnnna( r )  -&ma&, 83 : 4. 
dNaana( r) -Szi ( 1)  -1um ( a ) ,  f .  Of Nabi.lon-n&sir, 
78: 3. 
Na-ni, a. of [ Ur ?] ZUBZC, 2 : 4. 
Na-ra-am-dSin, s. of f l i - khar i ,  74: 4, sed.  
Nu-. . .-at, 70: 6. 
Ne-rl-wan, amdl Z.iir.CLrnki, 2 :  17. 
dNergal-cla-a-nu, 
1. f .  O f  X i m t l t ,  133: 1s. 
2. f .  Of Lamd-n&-iddin,  123: 3. 
LVergal-dpzeS(-uJ'), 132 : 31. 
diVtrgnl-dtir, 
1. b. of Sa-NabMi,, 132: 33. 
2. s. of Iddina-&Tergal, 132: 41. 
dNergal- ( a )  -gar-at-Se-mi, 101: 22, 
dNergal-ib-ni, s. of Aggunu, f. of Nabli-ab-iddiii, 
dNergul-iddin, s'a eli qu-u[p-pi], 133: 19. 
dNe~-gal-ncisir, s. of Bum-irnBSi, f .  of Nab6-bCls'unzi. 
110: 12. 
dNergal-Hdr-wzcr, Sdr Bhbiliki, 120 : 13. 




1. s. of Sin-liq-wwinni, f. of Innin-Sum-usw, 
2. 133:lO. 
diVergal-. . .) f. of Nci'id-Innina, 133 : 7 .  
Ni-di-in-dlitar, f. of SainaJ-liwtr, 76 :  19. 
Ni-din-tum, 
1. f. of madannu, 114: 4. 
8. s. of KinunGi, 114: 13. 
Ni-din-turn-dAwii, f. of Ina-qibit-dNan&, 135: 6 ,  21, 
31, 34. 
Xi-din-tum-dBe'l, amPlHatam g-anna, s. o f  Nab& 
mzdXn-zdr, gs. of Dabibi, 115: 3; 134: 14. 
Ni-din-tum-dSarnai, ainadupsar, s. of SnmcM:-muEi?&-" 
aplu, gs. of aim%aiig&-dSarnai, 117 : 9. . 
i%pgir-dBn-161-16, 46 : 2. 
NCg-gir-gGlu, 46 : 1. 
Nig-kal-la, 43: 2;  44: 2. 
Nig-dii-ur-mu, 43 : 1; 44: 1. 
Nig-dlJtu-mu-un-gub, 45 : 2. 
dNin-8ubur-8&-a-ar, warad Abil-iliJu, 76 : 1. 
dNin-urta-a-bi, 
Nig-lum-ma, 45 : 3. 
I. 9. of Sin-. . ., 105: seal. 
2. 105: 3. 
dNin-urta-di-na-an-ni, 107 : 3. 
ancbinu&atimrnu, gf. of  Arai-Gula. 
Nu-ur, 
1. S. of Ab7utu, f .  of An&-ab.-iddan?zu, 135: 39. 
2. s. of Anzi-uballit, gs. of Ab'Gtu, b. of AnQ- 
3. S. of Anzi-?dallim, gs. of LQStammar-Adad, 
4. 9. of E'kur-z&l%ir, f. of An&-bal@su-iqbi, 
5. 135: LO. E.; L. E. 
1. f. of ABdHu, 132: 34. 
2. f. of Bibe'a, 132: 36. 
3. f. of Ame'l-Nu&, 132: 60. 




Nu-ilr-dir-m, f. of iVa~,1yani-Ba?Qy, SO : seal. 
Nu-Cr-lm-bi, 
1. BUR d I K ,  74 :  11. 
2. E. of Sin-rcibi, 74:  10. 
NQr-dMardul;, 109 : 1s. 
Nu-h-dSamaS, 76: 21; 103: 17; 104: 3. 
Pir-ra-tu-nu, (Ha-ni-nu-') ,  s. of Diginfa, 136: 16, 
Ra-be-i-lm, s. of I k G g  ( ?) prrtesi, 2: 40. 
Ra-zZ-ba-', 136: 20, 23. 
Ri-&at-dA?z.ic, 
Pi-ru ( 2 )  -'-lam-tu-.li, 90 : 9. 
24. 
1. f. of Anztia, 136: 1. 
2. s. of Sa-An.it-S&, 135: 32. 
3. s. of Sa-An&-S%, gs. of Eidin-Am2, ggs. of 
4. 135: 21, R. E. 
EzL&, 135: 19, 22, 13. 
Ri-bat-dBu-ne-ne, f. of . . . , 136: 2. 
Ri-hi-e-tu, f. of Ginzillu, 133 : 47. 
Rfm-ddwum, gf. o f  Sulb. 
Ri-im-dSin, dRi-irn-dain, 
1. lugal, 73: 18. 
2. 69: 1. 
Ri-id-dSamas', 64: 4. 
Ri-ma-an-ni-ili-ra-bi-rfi, 81 : 9. 
Ri-man-a-nu, gf. of  Silim-Bdl. 
amG-i-man-u-nu, gf. of Innina( -na) -. . . 
Rime*meu'(AMnieJ), gf. of Silim-BZl. 
Ri-mut, Xi-mu-tu, 
1. amtldupsar, s. of Nardulc-. . ., 112: 8. 
2. f. of NabO-sdr-iddin, 132: 32. 
3. 8. of B&uballit, gs. of Gimil-Nand, 115: 14. 
4. s. of Eurt, f. of Sulci, 116: 15. 
5. s. of Nergal-d&nu, 133: 48. 
6. 120:  1; 133: 5. 
Ri-mut-dEa, gf. NabQ-bdni-abi. 
Sa-am-su-i-lu-na, 
1. Zugul, 76: 13; SO: 9 ;  61: 14; 84: 12; 88: 12; 
2. See id-. 
3. 75: 40. 
91: 15; 96: 6. 
am8lsang&-dSamaS, gf. of Nidintum-Samd. 
Sa(  Z)-ar-iZu, Plate LXXIV b. 
adlsuttul&u, gf. of Mordub-dum-iddin. 
Si-ia-tum, 94: 10. 
Si-li-hm, 94: 8 j 103 : 3. 
Si-lim-dBZl, 
1. gs. of BZl-a@-iddi?a, f. of EalbB, 134: 1. 
2. s. of B&ssz^a, f. of Marduuk-Bum-usur, 130: 12, 
3. s. of adlsattuklcu, f .  of Marduk-s'um-iddin, 
4. s. of  . . . -w"allim, gs. of Bimananu, 131: 19. 
5. 8. of . . ., gs. of RimZmcs, 130: 12. 
17. 
131 : 34. 
Si-Zim-iZu, am&ktgC Barri am81 Sa eli qu-up-pu, 
dg'iqh-a-bi, f. of MakQm, 89: 9. 
dgin-abu-usur, f. Of Sin-driba, 122: 10. 
dSin-a-7Ja-usn-i-di?~-nan~, 103 : 5. 
dS{n-a@neu'-driba( -ba) , (--8riba), 
1. S. of Sdr-ukin, 27: 11; 2 8 :  28. 
2. 132: 3, 14. 
dgin-be-el-s'd-lim, 
1. warad dAmurru, s. of BZbSunu, 78: seal. 
2. S. of BdZs'un,u, 78: 4, 5. 
115: 15. 
dSin-bi-ldb, 103 : 18. 
dSin-Zriba, s. of Sin-ah-usur, 122:  9. 
dSin-e-ri-ba-am, -4-ri-ba-am, 74: 13; 83: 24; 
dSin-ibni, f .  Of $%d, 109: 5. 
dSin-idd$n, amslglpi sa &an.na, 134: 31. 
dSin-i-din-nam, 79 : 5; 85: 10. 
dsin-ia-tum, warad dSin-muballit, s. of Damgga, 
dgin-id-me-a-ni, dSin-3-me-ni, dSin-is'-me-an-ni, 
86 : 18. 
9s: seal. 
1. dub-sar, 74: 14. 
2. b. of Taribatum, 75: 11. 
3. 75: 1, 16, 20, 28, 30; 76: 20; 67: 10; 94: 7. 
dSin-ka-ii[-id], f. of Sin-magir, 75 : seal. 
dSin-ku-bi-e, s. of Adad-bdl-kincitu, 112: 5. 
dSin-lfq-unnCnni, gf. of An&-abB-iddin; BGl-abZ- 
dSin-ma-gir, 
idd in;  Iddina-aplu; I?wtin-3um-u@r. 
1. dudug dub-lal-nza&, 7 5 :  34. 
2. iutug dub-lol-ma@, s. of Sin-kk&d, 75: seal. 
3. 87: 2, 7. 
dSin-mu-ba-li-i$, 96 : seal. 
dSin-na-ap-J'e-ra-am, 103 : 1. 
dSin-na-sir, s. of BBl-zdr, 117: 6. 
dSin-ra-bi, s. of NQr-lcubi, 74: 9. 
dSin-Sdr-wur, am%5b Sa-ki-ia Ba b5t ri-e-&-tu, 
114: 6. 
dSin-,ic-bn-al-li-nza, 81: 4. 
dSin-sa-ba-du, s. of A@~-bcinu, 113 : 12. 
dSin-. , ., f. of Ninurta-abi, 105: seal. 
Si-ri-ib, f. of dIiZ-Barrum, 104: 14. 
Jil-la-a, 
1. gs. of SigOa, 109: 11. 
2. s. of Iddin-Papsuukal, f. of  Ardi-BJt, 115: 19. 
3. s. of Sin-ibni, 109: 4. 
Xilli(-li)-dAmurru, ?9:13. 
Jilli-dGu-la, 87: 14. 
Ji l l i ( - l i )  - d D f ,  
1. warad dIM, s. of Ianaaa-ncisir, 8 8 :  seal. 
2. 82: 1 0 ;  S S :  4; 103: IS. 
Silli( -1i) -dInnana, 94 : 9, 12 ( $) . 
$ill$-dNerga1, 104: 11. 
PERSONAL 
[gilZi(-li)]-dNin-Tcar-ra[-ag], s. of . . .-pi-gci-tii, I 
87: seal. 
Bul~li-dEn-lil-ba-a-bi, 69 : 5. 
A%al-lu-rum, 103: 10. 
Ba-dA&ii-844, 
1. f. of Ri[&at-Anzi], 135: 33. 
2. s. of Kidi?a-A?aQ, gs. of Kuzc, f. of Ribat- 
Ana, 13G: 19, 22, 23. 
3. s. of Tanittuna-AnQ, 135: 25, 34. 
4. s. of Panitturn-Ana, gs. of Eidin-Ana, ggs. 
of EuzQ, 135: 41. 
5 .  135: L. E. 
Bli-ar-bi-ilu, Sa? -bi-ilu, 68 : 1, 4, 19. 
B&-as-ni-rwz, 87 : 9. 
Sadi-i, gf. of Ana-apal-iddannu; Bdnia. 
Sadu-na-a, f. of Nab&-n&'id, 31: 22. 
Ba-du-nu, amEli d b  iwartnbu Ha Bglit, s. of Liblu;tu, 




1. gs. of Bbl-a&e*-iddin, f. of Ardi-Innin, 134: 1. 
2. 8. of Gimil-Nan&, f. of Ardi-Innia, 130: 31. 
B&( ?) -7cu-7ca-bi-H6( 2), 103 : 14. 
dSamai-ab-iddm, s. of Nergal-dBnu, 123 : 2. 
ddamas*-a&e^meJ-. . , amadupsal; 5. of SantaH-ze^r- 
I 
dSamaJ-ana-nQr-. . . , 133 : 12.  
dSamd-as-ali-an-nu, 7'7 : 23. 
d8amas'-bcini-a& I 
1. amz&.2nu, 133: 58. 
2. s. of Ibni-Is'tar, gs. of Gimil-Nan&, 130: 36. 
3. s. of Sanwbi%uiabJi, 117: 2. 
iddin, 113: 13. 
I 
ddamd-eZlati(-tz), 104: 12 .  
ddama."-t'pi2-ilu, s. of s?amas'-str-ilu, 119 : 12. 
ddamd-ddm, f. of . . ., 114: 1. 
d8am&-ba-tzn-eqgu ( S I G )  , ameldupsar, s. of  anaa ai- 
d#unaal-ibni, f. of Sarnd-z8r-dabii, 118 : 12. 
dBama&iddannu(-nu), f. of An&-abd-zddin, 135 : 8, 
dbamui-iddin, 
~&~-iqis'Ci, 119: 14. 
10, 14, 15, 17. 
1. anzEL]&na-u-a ia ina p B n i  Gamai-ana-wth= 
2. 8. of BdZ-iddim, ggs. of B&l-a&t'-iddan, 134: 2. 
3. 134: 13, 24, 47, 49. 
. . ., 133: 12.  
d8amd-ilu, 94: 17. 
dGamaJ:-lci-ma-Zli-ia, s. of Ih-naW$T, 87 ; 11. 
d$am&-l&iir, s. of Am81-8dpilc-He'zm, f .  of Zdrta, 
dJlamaPli-wi-ir, 
1. 8. of Nidh-X tar ,  76: 18. 
2. 96: 3. 
117: 8. 
d8amaI-rna-gir, 104: 5. 
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d8a~,tctH-~iaul;i~l-npl~~, 
1. f. of l a ' o ~ ~ & c ~ ,  117: 4. 
2. s. of Dnjdn-c@d-iddin, gs. of Si&, 11.1: 17; 
115: 20; 130:  3. 
3. s. of aniElsai~~.~-B~i~iz(~J, f. of Sidintll,il-Samt~, 
117: 10. 
dBnnank-pi~'-zd~~.i; s. of ddi-II l izh,  b. of Sainu i - iEp  
ligir, 133: 14. 
dbama&@(UAa ( ?) ) - i lq  f. of Sn?raas'-&piS-ilu, 
119: 13. 
dBarnai-Hdr-yur, aiiddzipsar ekalli, 109 : 2, T .  
dSenad-Buna-iddin, s. of Nab&. . ., 133: 11. 
dbanad-tab-bi-e, 104: S .  
dganaa i-se'r-iddin, 
1. f. of Ad-gamai ,  119: 11. 
2. f. of SamaS-ub&. . ., 113: 14. 
3. s. of LdblGi, 113: 11. 
ddamd-xe*r-igiHa( -Ha), f. of 8a.)nas:-&atin-eniu, 
119: 14. 
ds'umaz&&-lCHir, s. o f  Ardi-Innin, b. o f  bamn+x? '- 
y u r ,  133 : 14. 
dbanaas'-xe*r-~abN(-s:i), ( T I L ) ,  
1. aiillldupsar, s. of Sanzai-ibni, 118: 11. 
2. f. of Bantai-@Bni-abi, 117: 2. 
dJ:nmaS-.zbr-. . . , f. of ImiTia-Jum-drei, 133 : 20. 
bu-dNab&3tI.d, 
d l a n t d - .  . ., 132: 10; 133: 42. 
1. b. of Nergal-Etir, 132: 32. 
2. f. of Bamzu, 133: 62. 
3. s. o f  Iitnr-apld, 132: 41. 
4. 124: 10. 
1. f. of Sin-a@-driba, 2 7 :  11; 2s: 25. 
9 .  132: 3.  
la-sum-mu-dAnic,, 
1. f. of Nund&es', 136: 2s. 
2. s. of Sin-ltq-un?tinni, f. of Aw&a&b-iddin, 
s'icr-ulctn, 
136: 33. 
Sci-~iLZi(i!dI-lu) -Sa, am%mnguru, 106: 2. 
Be-li-bu-urn, 82: 5. 
dde-Turn-ia-turn, 104: 6. 
di-bu-zcm-gar-ra.at, 68 : 6 ,  15. 
Si-din-&a-mu-tab ( ?) (PLY?), 5 : 4. 
bi-. . ., f. of KdL-[dSirnOt], 81: seal. 
Szi-bi-ia-(?), f. of A&Z^aSu, 104: 19. 
dSG-dEn-zu; lugal Urik;, 11: 1. 
Bi-gu-&-a, gf. of giaa; SamaH-mukin-aplu. 
izi-la-a, 
1. adls'u-ku Urukki, s. of Tcibi, gs. of Bzinefi, 
2. 9. of Eudurru, gs. E+n-Anum, 115: 19. 
4. s. of RimQtu, gs. of K w ~ ,  116: 15. 
jc-Zum-Bdbiliki, s. of ui?ubUti-&L, 122 : 4. 
115: 2. 
3.  S. of N ~ b t i - H ~ m - ~ k t ~ , ,  132 : 35. 
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Bul-lu-mu, f. of B&l-ab-iddin, 132: 37. 
BQ-ma-a, s. of Nab& f. of Narduk-dfir, 110: 11. 
Bum-ivaiii( -Si), gf. of Nabzi-bdldum~. 
Sum-ma-la-dSin, 73 : 1G. 
Bunz-u7cOn(GI-XA), (-DU), 
1. s. of Bdl-edr, gs. of Basta, 109: 3. 
2. 109: 9, 27. 
&%-ai-. . ., 69: 1G. 
S6-nu-waa-iluI 77 : 11. 
Sa-m-bu, s. of Iiudurru, 133: 22. 
Bzi(or Gimil) - (  Z) , s. of . . . .nu,?{, 7s : 19. 
!!'a-ad-dan-nzk, e?~~?iiu'pnru, s. of Nidintunt, 114: 3 .  
Tab-ni-e-a, 
1. s. of Samai-mulch-aplu, 117: 4. 
3. 124: 16. 
2. s. of . . ., 110: 1. 
Ta-dan, s. of BGl-iqis'b, 110: 13. 
Tad-dan[-iau], f. of Ank-baliltsu-iqbi, 136: 29. 
Tam-nLeB-bu-', f. of &'il-Nanil and ZabidiL, 
132: 45. 
Pa-nit-turn-dAnzi, 
1. f. of i3a-AnC-Git2, 135: 25, 34. 
2. S. of dnt2-b8liulLu, PS. of A&'Uh, 130: 7. 
3. S. of Iii~Zk-dnC, 135: 2G, 28, 30. 
4. s. of Iiidin-A?LC, gs. of lCwt2, f. of A&&- 
5. s. of Kidiia-An$, gs. of KwB, f .  of Sa-dit@- 
6. 135: 3; R. E. 
1. b. of Sin-idmemi, 75: 12. 
2. 71: S. 
An$, 135: 20. 
i2i2 135: 41. 4 
Ta-vi-ba-ium, 
T n - ~ i - B ~ u m ,  103: 2. 
dli ibum-c-bi-r i ,  103 : 7. 
d!l'it&m-bc-m,i-i, 103 : 13. 
Tu+a&aplu, 
1. s. of Idat-dna, 13G : 34. 
2. 136: U. E. 
Tun%-. . ., gf. of dnzi-ab-ugur. 
Tu-ku, amL:lardi-elcalli, 127 : 4. 
Pu-.lu-ub-edin( Z), 94: 5. 
[Fabat ( -a t )  -dAnC, f .  of .@Cknd-A n$, 13G : 9. 
?a-bi-tum, w. o f  BelB, 75: 37. 
g b i ,  s. of gCi"92, f .  of Bu1&, 115: 3 .  
T&b-i&r-d-( ?) , 129 : 6. 
amel& @~tkwi-$u, arnL:ljriltin?i-tu, gf. of Bdl-apal-, 
0'-ba-a-a-tum, 70 : 2. 
U-bar, 3. of Iltanncil-bdl, ge. of Nalzn&-idd,in, ggs. 
of L$itunimur-Adad, f. of Ant?-a&?-iddin, 
135:  40. 
0-lcu-ulc-lcu, 79 : 2, 3, case. 
0-p-p9(KA) -&ihnu, s. of Nnb$-Babig, 124:  2. 
iddin; Zdr'ia. 
b-si-bil-tum, 6 6 :  5. 
0-mi-ba-ti-ilu, f. of Szclum-B&bilik~, 122 : 5. 
Ur-a, 3s: 94. 
Ur-a-%-a, 3s  : 95. 
Ur-ag(?), 35: 100. 
[~rl-artdul ,  3~ : ' 47 .  
UT-an-ni, 3s : 74: 
Ur-an-&a, 35: 75. 
dUrcc&-ibsii, 72 : 1 ( ?) . 
Uq.-dAb-ii, 35: 6. 
'Ur-ba, 3 s :  17, 
~ ~ - [ b a ( . 9 1 - 5 ~ ,  3s:  18. 
[UT]-ba-ga, 35: 1.17. 
Ur-dBnrU, 38 : 12. 
U+dBa-il, 38: 10. 
[ U ~ l - d i n g i ~ ,  35 : 40. 
Ur-dingiwa, 38: 41.. 
Gr-dun, 3s : 7. 
ur-;, 3s: 24. 
Uv-2-an-na, 35 : 2s. 
Ur-d-bdr-Ya, 3s: 27. 
Ur-&gal, 3s : 25. 
Ur-&-niianu, 3s : 26. 
Ur-dG6-tzinz-[d~g]-gn( ?), 35: 3.  
Urgar ,  35: 5 .  
[ Url-gd, 3s : 112. 
Uwisgigir-ra,  3s : 31. 
Uv-gud, 38 : 90. 
Ur-qii, 3s: 29. 
U+-gUd-ld, 3s: 91. 
U+aU-[?li], 3s :  86: 
'0'7.-Gd, 3s: 8s. 
Ur-ld-nzm-na, 3s : SO. 
u.1--igi, 3s: 21. 
Ur-igi-bw-ra, 3s : 22 .  
Ur-igi-l&, 35 : 72. 
Ur-igi-lolir-x, 3s : 73. 
U1.-~~llLW4lLCL, 3s : 83. , 
Ur-dIia-&i, 35 : 67. 
Ur-dKal, 3s :  56. 
Nr-dEal-Za, 3s : 55.  
W ~ b i ( ? ) ,  38: 48.  
lJT-ki(?)-btkT, 38: 40.  
Ur-dLnma, 
1. aup-sar, 11. of ZluTa-dlSou, 17: S. 
2. 38: 53. 
Ur-dlania-lama, 38 : 64. 
ZTr-151, f. of GcLvi:J.iinw, 2 : 4 7. 
Ur-lugal, 38: 93. 
Ur-lum-ma, 
Ur-W, 38: 02. 
1. pa-tc-si l7nmaki, 1 : 7fi. 
2. 1: 105. 
'UT-mcs, 3s : 96. 
Ur-nm-Zal, 3s : D'i. 
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Ur-mes-su, 38: 98. 
Ur-mes-Hun ( ?) -nu, 38 : 99. 
Ur-nu, 35: 34. 
Ur-iaa-nu, 38: 35. 
Ur-mi, 38: 51. 
Ur-ni-. ., 3 8 :  52. 
Ur-nigi(n),  3 s :  42. 
Ur-nggin, 3 s  : 106. 
Ur-nigi(n)-gar[-ra( !)I, 38: 43. 
Ur-nigin-gar-ra, 38: 107. 
Ur-nilz, 38: 39. 
Ur-dNinc?, 38 : 1. 
Ur-Win-a-su, 3s : 85. 
Ur-dNin-gtr-su, 38 : 2. 
Ur-dNin-mar-7ci-7ca, 38 : 9. 
Ur-Win-su, 38 : 84. 
Ur-nu, 35: 11. , 
Ur-nun, 38: 60. 
Ur-nuwan-nu, 38 : 62. 
Or-nun-gal, 35 : 61.. 
UT-dNun-[gal], 38: 102. 
Ur-nuwna.3, 38: 63. 
Ur-pa, 38: 78. 
U r - p a - p a ( f ) ,  35: 79. 
Ur-pisan-dub ( a ) ,  35 : 101. 
Ur-pzi, 35: 32. 
Ur-pa-sag-. . . , 38 : 33. 
Ur-vu-da ( a ) ,  38 : 70. 
Ur-ru-nun-nu, 38 : 71% 
Ur-vu-. . ., 35: 69. 
Ur-sag, 38: 58. 
Ur-sag-&, 38: 59. 
Ur-sa$, 35: 38. 
Ur-HE, 38: 82. 
Ur-&eB, 38: 64. 
Ur-su, 38: 36. 
Ur-su-du, 38 : 37. 
Ur-HtI, 3s: 13. 
Ur-s‘u-me, 38: 14. 
Ur-&buy, 38 : 8. 
[UT-]-tar, 3 8 :  114. 
Ur-tur, 38: 76. 
Ur-tw-fur, 38 : 7 7 .  
Ur-ur, 38: 4. 
Ur-aa, 38: 19. 
Ur-aa-aa, 38 : 20. 
Ur( ?)-su-cu, f. o f  Nu@ 8 :  5. 
Pr-us-sa, 3 5 :  81. 
Ur-dUtu, 38 : GO. 
Cur]-. .-an-na, 38: 133. 
[ O r ] - .  .-da, 38: 110. 
[Url- .  . -#a( ! ) ,  38: 116. 
Ur-. .-me, 38: 15. 
Ur-[HcS]-gal, 38: 66.. 
Ur-mY, 3s: SO. 
[U,.]-. .-mu, 38: 108, 111. 
[ U T ] - .  . -?zu( ! ) ,  3s:  66. 
[UT]-. 4(!), 35: 115. 
[UT]-. -ie3, 3s: 109. 
Ur-( !), 38: 30. 
UT-. . ., 3 s :  16, 23, 44, passim. . 
U~u7c~~i-a-n,  f .  of Nabzi-ncisir, 11s: 9. 
U9, pa-%e-si U?n?nuki, 1: 13. 
Ui-7ialag-ga(PN?), 51: 2, 4. 
Vu-cp-u -bu- i& f. of AGam, 75: 3, seal. 
mUYCkd-du-&$ wul-ad dIX,  79 : seal. 
Wavnd-dTiHbunt, 103 : 6. 
Wnrad-d. . ., f. of Ilu-pi-. , ., 78: seal. 
Fa?.di( - d i )  -ia, 102 : 2. 
dZn-b6-86-ba-ni, f. of Ilczc-p5-Sin, 92 : 5. 
dZa-bci-bQ-[i-din]-?~a?)a, s. of  Zazurzim, 92: 6. 
Za-bi-da-a, 
V Z - k ~ l - l a ( P N ? ) ,  51: 1, 3. 
1. s. of PamrncJbzi, b. of Ba’il-Nanci, 132: 45. 
2. s. of . . ., b. of Nan&-usulla, 132: 46. 
Z C L - l ~ - i U - ~ t G ,  75: 3s. 
Zn-au-wum, s. o f  Zababa-idinnam, 92 : 7 .  
Ztri-ia, Ze*ri-iti, Zi-ri-in, 
1. S. of A&lumul*, 132: 45. 
2. s. of Egibi, f. of Ardi-Marduk, 111: 11; 
3. s. of .Kardu7&arani, 109: 12. 
4. s. of NabQd$r, gs. o f  andGa f & b t i w d u ,  
5. s. of Nabzi-GabHi, 112: 1. 
6 .  s. of  Nund-a~-iddin, 123: 7. 
7 .  s. of Snniak-7;iHir, gs. of Ame^l-i&pik-ie’im, 
115: 17; 130: 27. 
131: 36. 
117: 7. 
Z&=lOiir, in bkt -, 122: 8, 13. 
Ze*ru-t?i, f. of hTubQ-abd-u.~uZlini, 133 : 59. 
Zi-7ci-ili-S&, f. of dbil-ilGu, 76: seal. 
Zu-ic-tuna, m. of Nabi-ilisTu, 100: 1. 
Zu-~u,  s. of Ilclig (!) patesi, 2: 39. 
. . .-an.ni-diLg-ga, 61: 3. 
. . .-ddnQ, s. of . . . . . . ., 135: L. E. 
. . .-a-ru-urn, 65: 2, 5. 
. . . -dBQai-ti, 131 : 5.  
. . -di-dIBtar, 70 : 1. 
. . .-dEa, f. of . . . ., 134: 55. ’ 
. .-e+%, ai~~al?aclp2~u~,u-parzilli, 133 : 45. 
Zi-ia-tUm, 103 : 4. 
ZU-EX-U, S. Of E ~ d d d ,  116: 1. 
. .-7;u-?Lql-ga, 6 6 :  1. 
. .-ma(P)-nu-um, 65: 1(8), 40 
. . .-lfA!fardu7c, 116: 11. 
. . -Ru-HC, f. O f  &I-( ?), 78 : 19. 
. .-pi-ici-ili, f. of [qilli]-dNin7carrcig, 87: seal. 
. ..-~Y‘allim, s. of Ximanunu, f. of Silim-Bdl, 
131: 19. 
dAb-6, see Ur-. 
dAdnd, (see d I N ) ,  28: 11; 3 2 :  2 .  
1. duinu Anna, Plate LXXIV b. 
2. See DBntiu-, Lu-zLS-tam-t-n~ar-. 
[iAn~,a-ges'tin, 3 11: 4. 
ddmurru, 7 6 :  seal; 75: seal; 82: seal. 
See A-bil--, zu-ul-li-nt+-, I-din-? gilli-. 
An-na, 1 2 :  2 ;  24: 23, 25; 2 5 :  23, 26. 
See E-, d-dur-, e^-ner-gbt--. 
dAna, dA-num, dA-num-ti-tu, dA-nu-&tu, 11 : 22 ; 
2s :  2 ;  33: 3;  136: 4. 
See names with dAnG-, and &tk&--, A71Ll- 
Ttlbi-, ga-ab-ba-, Ha-mil-, I-dat--, Ina-qi- 
bit--, Ei-din-, Mi-din-tum-, Ri-Qat-, 
Rim-, Ba-U-du-tZ-, Ba-sum-mu-, Ta-nit- 
tunt-, Tabat-, . . .-, and &-. 
See names with dABur-, and 2-. 
dASur, 2 8 :  9, 11, 16. 
dBabbal; dUtu, (see dbamai') , ST : 16. 
1. I n  bh-, 1: 65. 
2. See bBb-. 
1. I n  . . .-, 131: 5.  
2. See Ardi--. 
dBcini-tzi, dBdni-ti, 
dBara, see UT-. 
dBa-ti, 75: 6. 
dB.21, 28: 16; 10s: 4; 116: 2. 
See aa-la-, Ur-. 
See names with dB81-, and Ardi-? &Fir--, 
Nu-s'e-zib-, Ni-din-turn-, Si-lim-. 
dBe-lit, 22 : 67. 
dBe-lit ildni, 22:  71, 90, 201. 
dBe-lit Ba Urukki, 108: 4, S; 111: 4, 7 ,  10;  115: 2; 
dBu-ne-ne, 29 : 50. 
See Rigat-. 
dDajBn, see names with dDajBn-. 
dDan-nu, see names with d~a!Jt-?Ztl--. 
Zingir eburu Bdg uru-lci, 73: 6. 
Dun, see Vr-. 
dDun-m, 1: 194. 
dEn-74 d B a ,  1: 135, 1S6; 23: 9, 92, 106; 28: 11; 
116: 19;  126: 3; 130: 16. 
dDumu-si( d )  -da, 26 : 6, 9. 
22: SO, 82, passim. 
1. He3 dEn-lil, 16:  9. 
2. See names with dEa-, and Antdl-, Ri- 
dEn-161, dEn-lil-16, dEfi-l&li, 1 : 1, 23, 159, 211, 
mut-, . . .-, also d-. 
PckSSim,' 22:89; 28: 10, 11; 33: 7 ;  
84: 13 ;  91: 16. 
3. i e i  dB?t-1.5, 16  : 9. 
4. See Dgr-Inigu,i, Nig-giY-, $hJ,h%--bfibi. 
I!12,iurtcr, see name nitli dE?~u&--. 
d h k - n i ,  (see &%?a) ,  28: 11. 
t ' ~ ~ l - d ~ m - z u - n b ,  see E-. 
i:Gic-tlim-dttg-ga, see Ur-. 
dFN-UT, 23: 3, 20, 35, 36, 35, 45, 53,  55 ,  63 .  
See dAmu)"-, dSk--. 
i Gu-la, 37: 7, 8. 
1 G&L, see Gini-. 
See Ardi-, Ed-ik-, Silli--. 
i'GILikiA, 10  11: 4. 
L ' f l n - i ~ i ,  36: 127. 
See Ur-. 
See name with Ilu-id-. 
85:9; S5: seal. 
Ilu,-Z, 96: seal. 
dIX,  (see dadad), 74: 1 2 ;  7 7 :  seal; 79: seal; 
See A d - ,  Ib-ni-, I-din-, Silli-. 
dlnmma, dInitinn, dInnzna( -nu), (see Is'tur) , 9 : 3 ; 
2 8 : 2 ;  33: 9, 13 ;  34: S; 75:35, 36; 
79: 17; 54: 9. 
1. See names with dInnana-, and dInnina-, 
also NB'id-, #ill&-, Or-. 
2. I n  -U~ukki, 27: 16; 28: 1; 31: 24; 36: 5,  
7 ;  131: 25, 29. 
dlst-nin, dIn-win-na, see names mith dIn-nin-, and 
din-nin-nu-, also AT&-. 
dIB-MI-NI, 28 : 10. 
dir-ra, h v a ,  see Iinae-, Ntli-. 
dI-iunt, (dPA-SAG-GA), 2 2 :  126; 23: 127; 7 7 :  
seal. 
dIital; dIi-tur, (see dIiinaiza), 23: 47; 27: 13; 
28: 1, 12, passim; 31: 13; 33: 4. 
f. See names with dIs'tar-, and dIi-tar-, also 
Ib-ni-, Li-bi-it-, N &  'id-, Ni-di-in-, 
. . -ai-. 
2. I n  -UruiM, 132: 4, 6, 27, 43. 
dEa-di, 1: 10. 
See D&n(?)-, Ur-. 
dEal, (see dlama),  see Ur-, Or-la. 
Xu-bi, see NGr-. 
& m a ,  (see dEal),  1 7 :  1; 103: 22. 
See UT-. 
dlama-lama, see UT-. 
dlibittu, 2 S : 35. 
dlugal-erimki, see 6-. 
dLugal-g%r (?) -ra, see 8-. 
dMarduk, 22: 25, 184; 28: 10, 11, 2 0 ;  31: 3 ;  71:  2, 
5; 7 7 :  22; 88: 1 0 ;  93: 4; 95: 5; 96: 8. 
NAMES OF GODS 71 
See names with dUardulc-, and Am&-, 
Ardi-, Gi-mil-, Iddin-, Ilij-, Itti- 
baldtu, Ei-din-, La-a-ba-Si-, &fuH&ib-, 
NQY-. 
dNabzi, dNa-bi-um, d-Va-bu-unz, 2 8 :  12;  108: 4; 
See names with d N a b f I ,  and dNa-bi-um-, 
also Ardi - ,  Azcil-, Ibtq-, I-din-, Iddin-, 
IttL- balilJu, Sa- Xu-ti. 
dNu-na-a, dNa-ma-a-a, 115: 9;  126: 6;  12s: 2;  
See iiaines with di\ia-?ka-a-, and Am&-, 
Ginail-, a n -  '-a&, Ibiq-, I-din-, Ina- 
qibit-, Ina-si&-. 
Scc names mitli dNaniza ( r )  -, and Gim-. 
116: 2. 
132: 1, 7, ptrssinr. 
dNtcn?ka(~),  24:  31; 25: 31; 76: 12;  101: 22. 
dNc-gBu, see I-bi-. 
dNerga1, dN$-UNO-GAL, 2 8 :  12;  75:  7 ;  SO: seal. 
See iiaines with dNcrgaZ-, and Iddina-, 
A y i l l i 7 .  
tlNidubtc, 36 : 126. 
dNin-a-su, see Gim-, Ur-. 
dNin-d-Za, scc I-din-. 
dNin-c-ni-!/a, 75 : 8. 
~ N ~ w ! / ~ P s ~ L ,  1 : 5, 22, pcissinz. 
1. In bhr-, 1: 64. 
2. In  e-lci-sur-re, 1: 79, 92, 127, 150, 202. 
3. Soe Ur-. 
Win-gS-ci ( d )  -da, see Ghn-. 
dNin-&ir-sag, 1: 136, 160; 10 11: 2 ;  22: 200. 
dNin-lGi-gal-/(j, 22 : 130. 
~{Nin-knr-rci L-ag], see $i/!i-. 
dNh./iL-k;, 24: 27; 2 5 :  37. 
lbv6tk-7iLfwki, scc Ginall-, Ur-7ca. 
dNi7?,-SiL, hCC lJrt-. 
tlNin-Suhr, 96 : tical. 
In bdr-, 1: 63. 
1. AD-UG, 9: 1. 
2. sukal An-na, 12 : 1. 
3. See names vi th  dNin-iubur-, and I-bi-. 
d-iaa-ti, see Gim-. 
LVi7&-ttI(r)-ri, 24: 29; 25: 29. 
dNin-urta, 14: 4, 5. 
dNin-. . ., 76: seal; 7 s :  seal. 
diVind, 1: 67, 169, passim. 
2. See Gim-, UT-. 
See iiames with dNin-urta-. 
1. In C-ki-SuT-ra-, 1: s1, 129, 152, 201. 
Nu-?tu, see Eri-36-. 
di iun-gal ,  see Ur-. 
dNuslcu, see bLlbnanb-ni-ntit-ti-. 
dPapsuka1, see Iddhk-. 
dSin, San, (see dEn-su), 69: 4;  8 8 :  9. 
See names v i t h  dSin-, and Awil-, I-bi-, 
Ib-ni-, I-lcu-pi-, Itti-bnl@u, Itti-i-din- 
nam, Na-bi-, Nu-ra-am-, Ri-ina-, Sum-ma- 
la-. 
dsd-ha-an, see I-bi-. 
dSamns', (see dBabbav),  20: 2; 22: 96, 103, passim; 
28: 11; 29: 14, 26; 70: 5; 71: 5;  76: 12; 
78: 1 6 ;  85: 3, 4, 8, 13; Plate LXXIV a. 
See names with dJamaZ-, and A-bil-, Ardi-, 
Itti--, Itti-bald@, La-&a-ar-, Mar-, Ni- 
din-turn-, Nwur-, Ri-G-, am8Lang4-, also 
e-. 
dfiara, 1: 6. 
dSe-rum, Be-runt, see names k t I i  dSe-rum-, and 
dfii-mu-ut, see Eu-ulc-. 
dTi&um, see names with dl'iS$um-, and Warad-. 
Xu-tu, see names vi th  Tu-tu-. 
dUraS:, see names mith dUraZ-, and Ib-wi-. 
dusur-a-mat-su, 31 : 1, 14. 
dZa-bd-bd, 79: 1 7 ;  54: 10. 
dZar-pa-ni-tum, 96 : 8. 
Ib-ni-. 
See names with dZa-bQ-bd-, and Da-mi-ig-. 
NAMES O F  TEMPLES AND HOUSES. 
bit-ri-e-&tu, 114 : 7. 
bit-sng-s'a-antti, 136 : 4. 
bit-sub-tu-ma-ti, 68: 2, 4, 11, 13. 
b f t  i a  nunuti, 31 : 14. 
btt mZe'r-libir, 122: 8, 13. 
d-an-?ia, 26: 3, 4; 27: 5, 9; 28: 7, 18, 32; 10s: 6;  
110: 4, 9 ;  111: 4;  114: 8, 9 ;  115: 4, 5; 
116: 4; 130:  19, 24, 26; 134: 8, 10. 
See Ana-inut'ir, bfib-rdbi-, I t t G .  ., Ur-, 
-i b ni. 
E-dA-nu-Q-t~, 25 : 32. 
passim. 
E dAlur, 27: S ;  28: 18. 
8-bdr-ra, 29: 26; 108: 12. 
See UT-. 
2-dim-g a1 -Zcalanwna, 28 : 2 2. 
8-dur-an-nu, 29: 23. 
&-Eridaki 23 : 55.  
&-gal, see Ur-. 
8-dGal-dim-zwa6, 1 : 156. 
Z-lczir, see-ea-lcir. 
d-dLugal-er%inhi, 3 11: 1. 
$-dLugal-gir( ?) +-a, 135: 23. 
&-dIZn-lci, 23: 6, 104. 
2-GdL-BAL-AN-EI,  130 : 2. 
19; passim. 
See Ear-, SzZ-lum-, -a-(c. 
81 dBe^lit-d-AN-. , . , 33  : 8. 
Diir-iluki, 28 : 22 ; 33 : 7 
DzZr-Iin-gur-dEn-lil, 32 : 3. 
Zridaki, 2 2 :  62, 76, 89, 202; 23: 15, 18, 22, 38, 101, 
104, l l 5 (  9 ) .  
In 8-, 23:  55. 
&ma&, see Nanna (r)-. 
&-ner-g&an-na, 27: 5, 13; 28: 6. 
4-winitti, see Cr-. 
b-pa-pa-&, 27: 13. 
b-nam-kilr-ra-gB, 73 : 19. 
e-sag-ila, $-sng-il, 27: 8 ;  28: 18, 21. 
See -&r, Ina--zdr. 
Z-dBamnJ, G8: 3, 22. 
8-zi ( d )  -da, in Nam-Ti-. 
lugal-&-ninnu, 8 : 4. 
Sdg-gi-pcid-da, 11 : 9. 
BlNa-si-ba-a-ta, 116: 19. 
Nibruki, 23: 61, 62, G9. 
Niimi-e&b, in id-, 1: 118. 
aZSa-f;z-ru, 108 : 18. 
Bir-pur-laki, 1: 34, 38, passim; 8: 3;  12: 6. 
rncitdil-me-ri, watEme-ku, Ama-ar-gilzi, 27 : G ; 28 : 9, 
In  edin-, 1: 20. 
29; 102: 13. 
G.Er-Suki, 1: 119. 
Gzi-edin, I: 44. 
flu-pu-us ( 2 )  -ia ( ?)  ki, 74 : 16. 
blqar-?u-ba-ti, 109 : 2, 14. 
In-mu-ut-balum, 81 : 15. 
Wa-a-da-gu, 120:  6. 
NAMES O F  RIVERS, CANALS AND SACRED LAKES. 
UmmUhi, 1 : 15, 25,  PClSSiVk. 
Um’hi, 6 :  2 ;  11: 7; 17: 6; 73: 19. 
Unughi, U?ulcki, 27: 5 ,  16; 28: 2, 7; 31: 24; 35: 5,  
7 ;  S3: l G ( 1 ) ;  108: 4, 8 ;  passim. 
111 WTL~~-- ,  132: 9. 
ZU ( 8) -urzc-umki, 2: 18. 
1 ,hi‘ant-?~?L?l-dn-7~~-~a~-ra, 1: 61, 88, 133, 173. 1 id-nun, I: 43, 171. 
idpurattum, 23 : 50, 111. 
idSa-am-su-i-tu-nu, S 9 :  14; 93: 11; 04: 13, 20. 
narSipparkk, 3.3 : 6. 
NAMES OB GATES. 
~ 
i 
~ bicb dUtu, 7: 3. 
bcib ~ d b i ( 1 i )  dn E-aiina, 134: 7. 
bicbu i a  ~abi tu(  tzi), 118: 4. 
b&btab-lnk ( ?) - .  . . , 34 : 6. 
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PLATE L V l l  
NET CYLINDER ENTEMENA (TEXT N O .  I )  
PLATE LVl l l  
NET CYLINDER ENTEMENA (TEXT NO. 1) 
PLATE L I X  
W 
v) 







PRE-SARGONIC LIST O F  SALES O F  LAND (TEXT NO. 2 )  
PLATE LX 
OBVERSE 
BILINGUAL INCANTATION (TEXT NO. 2 2 )  
PLATE LXI 
REVERSE 
BILINGUAL INCANTATION (TEXT NO. 22) 
PLATE LXll  
S U M E R I A N  HYMN (TEXT NO. 23) 
PLATE LXlll 
SUMERIAN H Y M N  (TEXT NO. 23) 
PLATE LXiV 
SUMERIAN HYMN (TEXT NO. 23) 
PLATE L X V  
8 R E V E R S E  O B V E R S E  
O B V E R S E  b R E V E R S E  
8: H Y M N  TO LIEIT-lSHTAR (TEXT NO.  2 4 )  





E%: SYLLABARY OF P E R S O N A L  N A M E S  
b: T A B L E  OF BABYLONIAN WElGHTS 
c :  F R A G M E N T  O F  A SYLLABARY 
d: S E A L  OF I T U R - I L U , P A T E S I  OF BABYLON 
PLATE L X V I i  
EXERCISE TABLETS ( T E X T S  NOS, 43,  39, 45. 41, 46 ,  4 9 )  





COPPER HORNS AND LEGS 
PLATE LXlX 
b 
& - C :  P H A S E S  O F  T H E  M O T H E R  GC 
d: GOLD EAR - R I N G  R E P R E S E N T I N  
) D D E S S  
G T H E  NUDE G O D D E S S  
PLATE LXX 
ASSYRIAN VASE WITH RELIEF 




INCANTATION AMULETS AND OTHER OBJECTS 




a: A R C H A I C  SHELL S T Y L U S -  HOLDERS 
b-1, n, 0 :  AMULETS 
m: VOTIVE R A M  
PLATE L X X l i l  










SEAL CYLINDERS WITH IMPRESSIONS 










SEAL C Y L I N D E R S  WITH IMPRESSIONS 
